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Accurate and repeatable heat-transfer data have been obtained for filmwise
condensation from pure vapours (steam and Refrigerant 113) and vapour-gas(steam-air, steam-hydrogen, Refrigerant 1 13-air and Refrigerant 113-
hydrogen) mixtures flowing vertically downward over single horizontal tubes.
The tube surface could be viewed to ensure that the filmwise mode of
condensation prevailed throughout all tests. Two copper tubes having
diameters 12.5 mm and 25.25 mm were used. Surface temperatures at four
positions were obtained from thermocouples embedded in the tube wall. The
heat flux was obtained from coolant measurements which were checked against
values obtained by condensate collection. The vapour mass flow rate was
obtained from the electrical power input to the boiler. (The mass flow rate
determination incorporated a correction for relatively small 'thermal
losses' to the environment which were established by preliminary measure-
ments in which all the vapour supplied to the test section was condensed
and. collected. Non-condensing gases could be supplied continuously via
variable-aperture float-type flowmetera to the boiler. The working length
(r11O mm) of the condenser tube was located, centrally in the cylindrical
test section (152.4 mm). The vapour Reynolds number (based on the teat
section diameter) was generally greater than 2000. The mean vapour approach
velocity over the working length was determined on the basis of a 'seventh
power profile' in conjunction with the measured flow rate. The approximate
ranges of the variables used were:- pressure (4 - 124 kpa), heat flux (12
- 466 kW/m2 ), vapour velocit' (0.3 - 26 n/a), gas mole (mass) fraction
(o.i % (0.02 %) - 35 % (32 %)). The vapour-gas combinations were chosen
to give a wide range of Schmidt number (about 0.05 - 0.5).
For pure vapoura, the results are in overall agreement with earlier data
(mostly steam) at moderate approach velocities. While discrepancies exist
at higher velocities, both the present and earlier results show satisfactory
agreement with theory at low and moderate velocities. The vapour-gas data
are in good agreement with the limited earlier measurements (steam-air only)
and with theory. In particular, the theoretically predicted Schmidt number
dependence was clearly established.
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A	 a function of the angle measured. from the forward
stagnation point and. defined in eqbations 2.27 and 2.28
A.(j=1 to ii) constants defined in equation E.2.4
A	 cross-sectional area of the test section
exposed area of the test cond.énsei tube
a	 constant defined in equation 2.51





B1	 second virial coefficient for steazn
B2	 2PJRT
constant defined in qquation 2.51
constant defined in equation 2.41
C
	
function defined, in eqn. 2.19b constant defined in eqn. 2.54
Cx	 constant defined in equation 2.19a
constant defined in equation 2.51
isobaric specific heat capacity
isobaric specific heat capacity of cooling water
isobaric specific heat capacity of' saturated liquid
isobaric specific heat capacity of condensate
isobaric specific heat capacity of non-conde.nsing gas
isobaric specific heat capacity of vapour or vapour-
gas mixture
c,	temperature correction factor defined in equation 4.1
D	 binary diffusion coefficient
dimensionless number,	 ' h T4/(,LLk.T)L F fgDr


















d.	 inside diameter of test cond.enser tube1
d..	 inside diameter of test section10
outside diameter of test condenser tube
test condenser tube wall thermocouples location diameter
E	 (M - i:)/(M -	
-
e	 therrno—emf




.3,2Galileo numbcr, gu0 / L
dimensionless number defined in equation 26
dimensionless number defined in equation 2.6
local gravitational acceleration
g (1 -
function of B defined in equations 2.49 and. 2.50
as8—transfer conductance defined in equation 2.56
value of	 for zero mass transfer
phase change number, CPLT/hfg
phase change number, CpLTjhfg
difference in heiits of the mercury columns of the
manometer
specific enthalpy of evaporation
modified specific enthalpy of evaporation, see equations 2.19






hf2	 specific enthalpy of condensate on the walls of the
calming and test sections
hg2	 specific enthalpy of vapour at











specific enthalpy of non-condensing gas at T
electrical currents flowing through the standard
resistors R3 (j=l to 6)
dimensionless number defined in eqiat-ion 2.24
thermal conductivity of condensate
thermal conductivity of copper
thermal conductivity of vapour or vapour-gas mixture
constant defined in eaation 4.1
exposed length of the test condenser tube
heiit of plate
air In-leakage rate, see Table 5.2
dimensionless number, Q d.JIhfg
relative molecular mass of non-condensing gas
relative molecular mass of condensing vapour
relative molecular mass of constituent 1
relative molecular mass of constituent 2
condensation flux
condensation rate obtained during thermal loss
determination tests
condensation rate obtained during thermal loss
determination tests
air in-leakage rate, see Table 5.2





























mass flow rate of cooling water
condensation rate obtained from condensate collection
measurements
condensation rate obtained from coolant measurements
mass flow rate of non-condensing gas
mass flow rate of vapour or vapour-gas mixture
local condensation flux
dimensionless number, cpLT/(PrL hfg)
constant defined in equation 2.18
S
average Nusselt number, Q,
	
/k11LT
average Nusselt number based on the simple Nusselt
.,,
theory, Nu djkL T
I




bulk partial pressure of non-condensing gas
101325 Pa
saturation pressure
saturated steam pressure at the vapour-condensate interface
bulk saturated steam pressure
bulk pressure of vapour or vapour-gas mixture
Prandtl number of condensate, CPL Jk
Prandt 1 number of vapour or vapour-gas mixture, c
heat-transfer flux
heat-transfer rate calculated from condensate collection
measurements

































calculated. heat flux using ecation 7.3, see Appendix F
calculated heat flux using equatioz 7.13, see Appendix F'
heat—transfer to cooling water
heat—transfer flux in the presence of non—condensing gas
heater input paver
thermal loss defined. in equation 6.8
tberrtal loss defined. in equation 6.6
thermal loss defined in equation 6.9
thermal loss defined in equation 6.7
heat—transfer flux for pure vapc'ir case based on same
I,
conditions as Qgas
heat—transfer flux based on the simple Nusselt theory
observed heat flux
local heat—transfer flux
pu -- ratio, LI'v)' specific ideal—gas constant
resistance of the standard. resistors, defined in
equation 6.5
specific ideal—gas constant of non—condensing gas
specific ideal—gas constant of steam
specific ideal—gas constant of vapour
radius
test condenser tube wall thermocouples location radius
1 /
	 (h/(cpL) + O.35L1))
two—phase Reynolds number, U dJPL
local two—phase Reynolds number, t)X/iL

















local Reynolds number of vapour or vapour-gas
mixture, u x/1,
dimensionless number, 9L hfg L/ (4 ML kL T)
Schmidt number, VID
Sherwood number,	 dJ(9 D (1 -
local Sherwood number, fn d0/(P.,. D (i -
thermodynamic temerature
ambient temDerature
mean ambient temperature during thermal loss determination
test S
critical temeratuz'e
thermodynamic temperature calculated using equation B.1
for e = (e 1 + e2)/2
mean coolant temperature, (Tin + T0)/2
temperature at vapour-condensate interface, (= T for
pur vapour)
inlet temperature of cooling water
= 288.15 K
Tobs	 thermodynamic temperature recorded by resistance thermometer
during thermocouple calibration
T0,	 outlet temperature of cooling water
Tr	 reference temperature defined in equations 2. 18a and 7.5
(j=i, 4) temperatur measured by the test condenser tube wall
thermocouples
T	 mean condensing-side wall surface temperature
( 3 =1, 4) local test condenser tube wall outside temperature
WO 3
temperature of non-condensing gas at entry to the boiler












bulk temperature of vapour or vapour-gas mixture
mean vapour temperature during thermal loss determination
tests
t	 Celsius temperature, - T - 273.15
U	 velocity, x-d.irection velocity in vapour bou.nrlary layer
U	 mean velocity of vapour or vapour-gas mixture over
the whole test section
mean cooling water velocity
velocity of vapour or vapour-gas mixture at r = L/2
velocity of vapour or vapour-gas mixture at r = 0
velocity of vapour or vapour-gas mixture at radius r
local x-direction velocity
bulk velocity of vapour or vapour-gas mixture
i-direction velocity at the vapour-condensate interface
volume flow rate
volume flow rate indicated by the gas flow meters
volume flow rate indicated, by the coolant flow mpters
in percent of maxirrniin flow rate
V(j=1 to 6) potential drop across the electric immersion heaters
V.(j=1 to 6) potential drop across the standard. resistors
v	 y-directicn velocity in the vapour boundary layer








w.	 air mass fraction
air
W	 air mole fraction
specific volume of saturated vapour
y- direction velocity at y - 0
specific volume of vapour or vapour-gas mixture
mass fraction of non-condensing gas











bulk mass fraction of non-condensing gas
bulk mole fraction of non-condensing gas
bulk mass fraction of non-condensing gas calculated
from mass flow rate measurements
bulk mole fraction of non-condensing gas corresponding
to
bulk mass fraction of non-condensing gas calculated
from the pressure and. temperature measurements
bulk mole fraction of non-condensing gas corresponding
to
X	 dimensionless number defined in equation 2.37
X 1	function of temperature defined in equation F.2.6
X2	function of temperature defined, in equation P.2.6
x	 distance measured along the condensing surface





average vapour-side heat-transfer coefficient
local vapour-side heat-transfer coefficient for the
non-isothermal vertical plate theory
average vapour-side heat-transfer coefficient for the
case when the vapour boundary layer does not separate
average vapour—side heat-transfer coefficient for




	 average vapour-side heat-transfer coefficient for the
uniform wall heat flux "Nusselt-type' t theory
a..	 average vapour-side heat-transfer cefficient for the
uniform wall heat flux theory
asep	 average vapour-side heat-transfer ccefficient for the
case when the vapour boundary larer separates at = 820
aShk	 average vapour-side heat-transfer coefficient according





local vapour-side heat-transfer coefficient
local vapour-side heat-transfer coefficient according
to the simple Nusselt theory
a
	 local vapour-side heat-transfer coefficient for the
Xj'q
uniform wall heat flux theory
local vapour-side heat-transfer coefficient
suction parameter (( - vJtJ).%IRe); see also equation 2.51
suctjon parameter (( - vJU ) IRe); see also equation 2.48
a constant defined in equation 2.18a
Pst







area-averaged bulk-to--wall temperature difference,
1	 Tdxb - a
temperature drop across the condensate film, (T - T)
bulk-to-wall temperature difference for the simple
Nusselt theory
area-averaged bulk-to-wall temperature difference for the
uniform wall heat flux theory
local bulk-to-wall ter-perature difference
condensate film thickness
condensate film thickness at the 'oottom of the condensing













estimate of error in the observed, value of Q
obs	 obs
6U	 estimate of error in the observed. value of U
v.	 diffusion volume
interaction enerr parameter
a function of the Schmidt number defined in equation 2.48
K	 Boltzmann's constant
dynamic viscosity
dynamic viscosity of saturated vapour
dynamic viscosity of condensate
dynamic viscosity of vapour or vapour—gas mixture
kinematic viscosity of condensate
kinematic viscosity of vapour or vapour—gas mixture
ratio of the bulk partial pressure of the non—condensing










density of vapour or vapour—gas mixture
standard deviation of T
w
shear stress for single—phase flow over an impermeable
surface
interfacial shear stress
dimensionless interfacial shear stress,
- 18 -
asymptotic shear stress defined in equations 2.5 and 2.29
0
	 angle measured from the forward stagnation point
Os	 value of at the separation point
po	 direction of approach of oncoming vapour measured. from
the vertical
fu.nction defined in equation E.6.9
02
	 function defined in equation E.6.9
a multiplication factor for
ratio of the far—to—near mass fraction of non—condensing
gas
Symbols not defined in the list above are defined in the tert immediately
following the place where they occur.
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NOTE ON PRESENTATION
Graphs, c3.iaranis and tables may be found at the end of the relevant
Chapter unless they immediately accompany the text.
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CEkPI!ER 1 - INTRODUCTION
Condensation occurs when a vapour comes into contact with a surface
at a temperature lower than the saturation temperature. Often the
condensing fluid and. coolant are seperated. by a solid wall. Sometimes,
however, the two streams are allowed to come into contact. The latter
process is known as direct-contact condensation. For the former case,
there are two ideal modes of condensation of which fi].mwise condensation
(i.e. when the condensate forms a continuous film on the solid surface)
is the more common. The second. mode of condensation is termed. dropwise
condensation because the condensate collects in 'owing droplets on
the surface.
Condensers are found in many engineering applications, for example, in
power generating (both land-based and marine) and. distillation plants,
and. in the chemical and process industries. Owing to the fact that
condensers are often large plant components of relatively high capital
cost (eg. the price of a steam condenser for a 600 MW power station
might typically be around £1 500 000) and the fact that current design
methods are often based. on. empirical correlations, there is a need.
for accurate and. adeu.ate experimental data to ensure that such
correlations are reliable. Furthermore, many fundamental heat-transfer
- problems associated. with condensation have yet to be fully understood.
and. reliable data are needed. to guide and. to validate theoretical models.
Nusse].t /1,2 / was the first to present ana],ytical solutions to the
problem of laminar filinwise condensation. Nusselt considered. the case
of a stationary and pure (i.e. only one molecular constituent) vapour.
- 21 -
In many practical problems, however, relatively large vapour velocities
occur. Also there may be more than one molecular species, eg. non-
condensing gases in greater or lesser amounts will usually be present
in the vapour.
The effects of vapour velocity and non-condensing gases are of primary
interest in the present work. In recent years, significant theoretical
progress has been made (although there remain several important areas
of uncertainty) in both of these fields, but few reliable experimental
data are available. The primary objective of the present work was to
provide such data.
The geometry studied was that of vertical vapour downf low over a single
horizontal condenser tube. Even for this relatively straight-forward.
geometry, considerable theoretical difficulties arise and., the problem
cannot, at present, be said. to be fully understood. It was felt that,
before proceeding to the more complex cases of cross flow and. condensation
on bundles of tubes, it was necessary to resolve certain outstanding
issues relating to the simpler case.
In the present work, strenuous efforts were made to obtain reliable
and. accurate measurements of the important parameters, i.e. vapour
velocity, non-condensing gas content, vapour temperature, tube-wall
temperature and. heat-transfer rate. Data have been obtained, using
two tube diameters, for a range of vapour velocities at atmospheric
and. sub-atmospheric pressures. Two condensing fluids have been used,
both pure and. in the presence of each of two non-condensing gases. The
- 22 -
implications of these data for theoretical studies of the pure vapour
ath non—condensing gas problems are discussed.
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CHLPTER 2 - LI1ER(TURE SURVEY
2.1 Introduction
It is now known that there are two ideal modes of condensation. If the
condensate tends to wet the condensing surface, and thereby forms a
continuous liqu.id. film, the process is termed filmwise condensation.
If the condensate does not tend to wet the condensing surface, but
instead collects in growing droplets on the surface, the process is
termed dropwise condensation. In some cases, a mixture of these
two ideal modes occur simultaneously.
This survey, and, the present investigation are concerned only with
filinwise condensation of non-metallic vapours. The inter.sted
reader is referred to recently-published comprehensive reviews and
bibliographies / 3 - 6 / on d.ropwise condensation. The work of
Stylianou / 3 / is concerned with dropwise condensation of non-metallic
vapours while that of Niknejad. /4 / exnined both filmwise and dropwise
condensation of metallic vapours. Wilmshurst / 5 / presented a general
bibliography on condensation heat transfer while Tanasawa / 6 / indicated.
some of the possibilities of industrial, applications of dropwise
condensation.
Nuaselt was the first to present analytical solutions /1,2 / for
filmwise condensation of a pure vapour. Nusselt's work, however, does
not c-over the important effects of :-
i. significant vapour velocity and. its associated drag on the condensate
film;
-24-
ii. presence on non-condensing gas.
Interfacial resistance and vapour superheating (also excluded in the
Nusselt model) are, in general, of lesser importance, but the former
may be significant when condensing metallic vapou.rs at low pressures,
see for example /4, 7 /.
The effects of significant vapour velocity and non-condensing gas
constitute the subject matter of this thesis. Previous investigations
of the effects of these factors on condensation heat transfer are
reviewed in some detail in this chapter.
2.2	 Filmwise condensation of pure vapours
2.2.1 Theoretical developments
2.2.1.1 Stationary vapours
Nusselt was the first to present an analytical solution for heat transfer
during filmwise condensation of a "stationary" saturated vapour on a plane
vertical surface /i / and. on a horizontal tube /2 /. The principal
assumptions were :-
i. the condensate film is laminar and its flow governed, by gravitational
and viscous forces;
ii. heat transfer through the condensate film is by conduction only;
iii. fluid properties are uniform;
iv. the condensing surface temperature is uniform.
The results,
i-
k g hf	 e) '
aN - 0.943 
L	 LLP	 ]	
(2.1)










for the horizontal tube, have received substantial experimental
confirmation / 8 - 12 / and. have been widely used. In equations 2.1
and. 2.2,
is the average vapour—side heat—transfer coefficient
accord.ing to the simple Nusselt theory
is the thermal conductivity of the condensate
g	 is the gravitational acceleration
hfg is the specific enthalpy of evaporation
is the density of the condensate
is the density of the vapour
ML	 is the dynamic viscosity of the condensate
is the plate heit
zT	 is the mean vapour—to—wall temperature difference
d.	 is the tube outside diameter0
Various workers have since sought to extend. and refine the results of
Nusselt's pioneering studies. In particular, Bromley /131 and.
Rohsenow /14/ extended the Nusse].t analyses to account for sub000ling
within the liquid (i.e. the mean temperature of the condensate is below
that of the condens ate surface temperature). The results are in agreement
with each other / 15 / and. indicatei that the value of h 1 in equations
2.1 and. 2.2 should. be replaced by h g (1 + o.66 
°PL tT/hfg)t where
is the isobaric specific heat capacity of the condensate. Eowever, it
should be noted that in most engineering applications, the value of
Cp T/hfg is small (typically less than 0.001) and. hence the effects
of condensate subcooling can often be neglected.
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Sparrow and. Gregg /16, 17 / treated the Nusselt problem by considering
the condensate film on the basis of the boundary—layer equations. Inertia
forces and convection within the condensate film were included. The
governing partial differential equations were reduced to ordinary
differential equations by means of similarity transformations. It was
found. that :-
i. for small values of Cp Z/hf , the results are in agreement
with / 13 - 15/, fig. 2.la;
ii. for Prandtl number (PTL) greater than unity, inertia effects are
negligible for values of CPLLT/hfg less than 2.0, fig. 2.1b;
iii. for low values of PrL (i.e. liquid metals), inertia effects can
be important when cPLzT/hfg>0.001; the deviation from Nusselt
increasing with increasing CPLT/hfg and with decreasing PrL,
fig. 2.2a.
It is of interest to note that, in practical situations, the values of
CpjjT/hfg for liquid metals /4 / has a maximum value of about 0.01.
Bowever, the values of CPrPT/hrg are generally less than 0.001,
i.e. in the region where inertia effects are less important.
In the above analyses, it had been assumed that there was zero shear
stress on the condensate film at the vapour—condensate interface.
Koh et. al. / 18 / and Chen / 1 9, 20/ included interfacia]. shear stress
*The interfacial shear stress conáidered here results in "hold—up" of
the condensate film, since the vapour remote from the condensing surface








in their analyses of the Nusselt problem; this necessitated
consideration also of the vapour bou.ndaxy layer. In /18 - 20 /, both
the condensate film and the vapour layer were treated on the basis of
boundary—layer equations; appropriate conditions at the interface
were applied. Koh et. al. adopted similarity transformation along the
lines of Sparrow and. Gregg /16, 17 / whereas Chen used the integral
bound.axy—layer equations. Their results, which are in satisfa.ctox7
agreement with each other, are:-
i. for Prl.O, the effects of interfacial shear stress on
heat transfer are small and. steadily decrease with increasing
L' figs. 2.2b and 2.3
ii. for low values of PrL (i.e. liquid metals), interfacial shear
stress can substantially reduce heat transfer due to "hold—up"
of the condensate film, figs. 2.2a and. 2.3. As mentioned above,
the values of CpJ T/hfg for liquid metals are generally less than
0.001, i.e. in the region where intërfacial shear stress effects
are less important.
All the preceed.ing analyses were obtained for the case of an isothermal
condensing surface. Fajii et. al. /21 / however, treated the Nusselt






for the plane vertical surface, and.
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for the horizontal tube. In equations 2.3 and. 2.4,
is the vapour-side heat-transfer coefficient forNu, Q
Nusselt-type uniform wall heat flux theory
is the area-averaged vapour-to-wall temperature
b
difference (i.e. TQ b af
	
dx)
It is of interest to note that the expression for the mean vapour-side
heat-transfer coefficient (i.e. the ratio of the heat flux to the
area-averaged, temperature difference, Q4TQ) for the vertical plane
surface case is the same as that obtained, by Nusselt. For the horizontal
tube, the value of the mean vapour-side heat-transfer coefficient is
about 5 % lower than that given by the simple Nusselt theory.
2.2.1.2. Moving vapours
The above analyses all relate 'to the case where the vapour is "stationary".
In many practical problems, however, relatively largevapour velocities
are present. In recent years, various workers have attempted to include
the effects of vapour velocity and. its associated. drag on the condensate
film in their analyses. In such cases it is, in general, necessary 'to
include considerations of the vapour flow (and the relevant conservation
equations) as well as that of the condensate film, and. to match the
mass flux, shear stress, temperature and velocity at the interface.
Horizontal plate
For the case of vapour flow parallel to a horizontal flat plate,
Cess /22 / and £oh /23 / presented uniform-property boundary-layer
'solutions obtained by means of similarity transformations. Cess
neglected. the inertia and. ener convection effects within the condensate
- 29 -
film and assumed that the interfacial velocity was negligible
in comparison with the free—stream vapour velocity. Koh, on the
other hand, did not make these simplifications.
The results of Cess, fig. 2.4a, showed that for low condensation rates,
the interfaoial shear stress approaches the "frictional" shear stress for
single—phase flow over an impermeable plate while at the other extreme,
it approaches the asymptotic value, ij , given by:-
TM - fit " (Us, -	 (2.5)
I,
where & is the condensation flux
is the free-stream vapour velocity
is the streamwise velocity at the vapour-condensate
mt erf ace.
In the work of Cess, it was assumed that U8 - 0. It may be noted that
the asymptotic shear stress 	 , iB only slightly lower than the
actual value over most of the range of the abscissa
1LL1 1..	 1
(i.e. LeJ Lz, hgJ ), fig.24a. This suggests that the asymptotic
shear stress,	 is a satisfactoxy approximation to the actual value









where Nu	 is the local Nusselt number, 	 x/(kpT)
RCTP is the local iwo-phase Reynold's number, UmXPYjLL





is the local heat flux
x is the distance measured along the condensing surface,
is shown in fig. 2.4b. For small and large values of the abscissa,








Table 2.1 Relation between 0, and.	 reproduced from Cess /22 L
Table 1. Values of G 41
G.	 017.i	 02	 0•4	 06	 0•8	 1•0	 1•5	 2 _5	 10 -I
1Gf0.32 i u.309 ) 0401, j0.43 10.563 0•,45 0729 0 • 945 J1.169 J 2590 5•049
Cess further suggested. that the neglect of the inertia forces is permissible
for H/PrL<< 30 and. that energy convection within the cond.enaate film has
negligible effect on the heat transfer for H<<12. These results are in
general agreement with those for the stationary vapour case /13-17, 19, 20 /.
The results of Koh's analysis are in good agreement with those of' Cess
for low values of PrL (i.e. liquid. metals), fig. 2.5a. For PrLl.O, the
values of the Nusselt number obtained by Koh are significantly higher than
those of Cess; the discrepancy becoming larger with increasing PrL and
with increasing RE/PrL, fig. 2.5b. Xoh attributed this to the fact that
Cess neglected the convection terms in the energy equation for the condensate
film. However, as mentioned above, in many engineering applications the
value of WPrL is generally less than 0.001 and for this range, oh's
results are in good agreement with those of Cess.
- 31 -
Shekrilad.ze and Gomelanri /24/ greatly simplified the problem by
taking, for the interfacial shear stress, the asymptotic value given
by equation 2.5. With this simplification, it is no longer necessary
to Bolve the vapour boundary layer. In addition, the simplifications,
except u - 0, used by Cess /22 / were also invoked. For the case
of uniform wall temperature, the authors obtained the following
simple results for the local and average vapour—side heat—transfer
coefficients:-
%
lr N 1 . r L h g U
LN^1J	 L	 Tx
-f[ N 1	 [hfgUa'kli+1jL ITL	 j
(2.9)
(2.10)
where ax is the local vapour—side heat—transfer coefficient
N - Cp T/(PrLhfg) -





It is interesting to note that for high condensation rates, Cess's
/22/ result (equation 2.8) corresponds to the result of
Shekrilad.ze and Gomelauri /2Q' (equation 2.11) when N << 1. (This
is generally true for non—metallic liquids). Thus, it is seen that
for high condensation rates, the asymptotic shear stress, rM ,
a satisfactory approximation to the actual value, i. From the work
of Cess /22 /, it may be inferred that r. 	 TM except for very
low condensation rates, fig. 2.4a. It may further be noted that
Cess's assumption that u<< U, is valid since equations 2.8 and.
2.11 give the same result for N<< 1.
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Shekrilad.ze and Gome].auri /24/ also considered the case of uniform wall
heat flux, using the above assumptions togeth.r with U& =iO , aM obtained the
following result for the local vapour-side heat—transfer coefficient:-
-	
L U /	 x)
	
(2.12)
It may be noted that the equation for the average vapour—side heat—transfer





1.51k eL u D/ ( /4L LP )	 (2.13)
Vertical plate
Shekriladze and. Gomelau.ri ,.4 / also considered the case of an isothermal
vertical plate (Again, the effects of inertia forces and. enerr convection
within the condensate film were neglected. In addition, the assumption
U6 <<	 , i.e. u6 O
 was made) The following results were obtained:-
1k Vt1Ua] s,I* [ 
+ v'( 1 + 6 Pr1/(FrH))]L L
-	 I ' L u1 kJ [2 + 1 + 16 Pr/ (FrLH ) )Ja a 
L i L, -] 3 1 + J(1 + 16 Pr1/ (FrLH) ) [
(2.14)
(2.15)
where Fr1, FrL are the Froude numbers uJgx and qJgL respectively
It is seen from the work of Cess /22/ that for very low condensation
rates, the interfacial shear stress, r1 approaches that for
single—phase flow over an impermeable surface, r, while at the
other ertreme of hi condensation rates, it approaches the asymptotic
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value for flow under strong suction, 
TM 
For intermediate values
of condensation rates, it was also seen that TN is a good approximation
of 1,see fig. 2.4a. Mayhew et. al. /25, 26 / attempted to handle the
isothermal vertical plate problem in an- approximate way by assuming
that the interfacial shear stress, r1 is given by a very simple
interpolation formula thus,
Tj - T+ TM
	 (2.16)
where Ty is the shear stress for single–phase flow over an impermeable
surface
TM jS the asymptotic shear stress given by equation 2.5, with
Uô 0
Equation 2.16 is valid for both the limiting cases of snail and large
condensation rates. Proceeding along the lines of Nusselt /1, 2/
(except that the interfacial shear stress was present), the authors
derived a quartic equation for the condensate film thickness at the
bottom of the plate, 6L'
S (4) + * Dr ()+*ReTP (L)21 - o	 (2.17)
Pghf,T4
where S - 4LiLkvjT
Dr - 9LTFhfP
LkLAT
The value of —b fouM from equation 2.17 was used to determine
the average Nusselt number and the average vapour–side heat–transfer
coefficient, The average Nusselt numbers found from equation 2.17
ni/nTi - ( r + TM) (2.18)
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when Dr - 0 are in excellent agreement with those given by equation
2.15 (i.e. the result of ShekrilaiIze and. Gomelauri /24/), figs. 2.6.
(It may be noted that equation 2.15 corresponds to the case
Dr - 0, i/i - 1 in figs. 2.6, where (i is a multiplying factor for TM)s
South and Denny /27 / proposed an interpolation formula of the form,
where n is a constant
for the interfacial shear stress; this is a marked improvement over
the expression used. by Mayhew and. co-workers. For the range of the
r-v 1
I	 01	 1
suction parameter (i.e. L IL) V Re ) between 0 and 5, a value of
n 1.375 was found to give good. agreement with the numerical results
(obtained. from the solution of finite difference analogues of the
governing partial differential equations, see /28 1) for both the flat
plate /29 / and. stagnation point flow /30 1 fig. 2.7. However, in
view of the fact that the contribution of Tp to 	 is small, (except
for very low condensation rates), such interpolation formula to
include	 in	 would. only lead to a small difference in the
heat transfer over the result found when using Ti
Denny and Mills /28 / considered the case of the vertical plate and
assumed that the interfacia]. shear stress is given by the asymptotic
value, equation 2.5 with u = 0. The effects of prescribed longitudinal
variation of the wall temperature and variable properties were included.
'Numerical solutions were obtained by solving the finite difference





of the numerical method was established by reproducing the
u.nifortn—property solutions of Sparrow a.nd Gregg /16 / and. Loh
et. al. /18 /, see fig. 2.8a). In addition, closed—form analytical
solutions based on the Nusselt assumptions (except fox' Tj )
were extended to include the case of a non—isothermal wall. In BO
doing, a reference temperature, Tr, for evaluating locally variable




where	 is the condensing—aide wall temperature
- 0.33 for water
is the local vapour—to—wall temperature difference
was used. The analytical result was expressed, to a good approximation, as




I +s/ [i + (16g*x/(x'1U))) 	
. jj
(2.19)
where a is the local vapour—side heat—transfer coefficient for the
a.,x
non—isothermal vertical plate case
is the local vapour—side heat—transfer coefficient for the
isothermal vertical plate case
is the area...averaged. vapour—to—wall temperature difference
(i.e.	 Ja TX dx)
- g (1 - v/
- I / (ir . (hfg 
'°PL T) + 0.354))
The values obtained from eiation 2.19 were compared with the numerical
calculations and. it was fouM that, except for severe wall temperature
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variations, the difference between the two solutions was generally
less than 2 %, fig. 2.8b. Further, on the basis of a comparison between
the numerical solutions obtained from the finite difference analogue
to the momentum conservation equation governing the vapour flow and
those obtained when using 
r - TM' 
it was concluded that the error in
the heat transfer introduced by the asymptotic shear stress expression
(i.e. equation 2.5) was less than I %, for values of the suction parameter,
—v0\IReJU, greater than 2.0. This is in good agreement with the solution
of Cess /22 /, fig. 2.4a, where it was found. that TM is a good representation
for	 except for very low condensation rates, and. this lends good support
to the simpler analysis of Shekrilad.ze and Gomelau.ri /24 /.
Recently, Asa.no et. al. /31 / considered the case of the vertical plate
and. in the theoretical analysis assumed that the interfacial shear stress
was the same as that for single-phase flow along an impermeable plate.
Proceeding along the lines of Nussel-t /1 /, the authors derived equations
for the local and average vapour-side heat-transfer coefficients thus,
a /a	 = I + C1 	 (2.19a)x x,Nu
- 1 + c	 (2.19b)Nu
where a	 is the local vapour-side heat-transfer coefficient
a	 is the local vapour-side heat-transfer coefficient accordingI Nu
to the simple Nusselt theory
C1 	- 0.679 { Prda4 . h;g ui g3cx3} 1/12
is the average vapour-side heat-transfer coefficient
Chfg
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is the average vapou.r—sid.e heat—transfer coefficient according
to the simple Nusselt theory




It was noted earlier that the use of "dry friction" to represent the
interfacial shear stress is correct only for very low cond.ensation rates.
In. the preceed.irxg works for the vertical plate, the workers in each
case have made assumptions regarding the interfacial shear stress.
Jacobs /32 /, however, used. an
 integral method to solve the two—phase
boundary—layer equations, matching the mass flux, shear stress,
temperature and velocity at the interface. Uniform fluid properties were
assumed. and., inertia and. convection terms in the condensate momerrtuxn and
ener eq.iations were neglected. Unfortunately, an incorrect boundary
condition for the vapour boundary layer, v-a-0 as y-.'-O, rather than
as y..i..ö, was used.
Fiijii and. Uehara /33 / solved the problem considered by Jacobs but
used the correct boundary condition. In addition, the velocity profile
of the vapour boundary layer was represented. by a qiadrati expression
in y, the normal distance from the plate. For the limiting case of
body force convection only, the analytical results agreed. with those
of Nusselt. For the other extreme limiting case of forced convection
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only, expressions for the local and. average Nusselt numbers, which
agreed with the numerical calculations to within 2 %, fig. 2.9a,








NuXAJReTP,X	 0.450 (1.20 + Pr1/RH)*	 (2.22)
Nu,hJReTp - 0. 90 (1.20 + Pr11/RH)*	 (2.23)
Equation 2.22 agrees with Cess's /22/ approximate solutions to
within 3 %.
For the case of combined body force and. forced convection, an
approximate expression, which agreed with the numerical calculations
to within 2.5 %, was proposed,
NujReTp,	 K (1 + (1/4Kg) (Prj/FrH)) ' 	 (2. 24)
where I - 0.450 (1.20 + Pr11/RH)
It was found that, for values of RB/PrL 10, equation 2.24 agrees
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satisfactorily with the solution of Shekriladze and. Gornelauri /24 /
(who used the asymptotic value for the interfacia]. shear stress;
equation 2.14), see fig. 2.9b. Average NuBselt numbers were obtained
by integrating equation 2.24 numerically. The expression,
Nuj4JReTP - 2 1 (1 + (v/3K)4
 (PrI/FrLH))	 (2.25)
was found. to agree with the. results obtained by integrating equation
2.24 to within 4 %, fig. 2.9c.
Horizontal tube
In the theoretical developments for the flat plate case (for forced.
vapour flow), the problem is complicated. by the need. to specify or
evaluate the interfacial shear stress. For the case of the horizontal
tube, the problem is further complicated. by the fact that the vapour
boundary layer separates from the condensing surface and that the
separation point (i.e. at	 - 0) Varies with the "suction parameter"
(i.e. (_vjUa,)JRev ; see for example Sohlichiing /34 /, pages 362-
390 ). Thus, for a "complete" solution of the vapour—side, it is
necessary to solve the coupled two—phase governing conservation
equations. However, most workers made simplifying assumptions for
the interfacia]. shear stress and in such cases it is only necessary to
consider the condensate film. For the rest of this section, ii should. be
noted. that, unless otherwise stated, the assumptions made in all cases
considered. are as follows:-
i. inertia and convection terms in the condensate film conservation
equatiofl8 are neglected;
ii. fluid properties are uniform;
iii. condensate film flow is lazninar
9v1'	 -	 •	 • AF (2.26)
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iv. beyond the separation point, the interfacial shear stress
is taken as zero;
v. free—stream vapour flow is governed, by potential flow theory.
In addition, except in the case of /35 1 the direction of the
free—stream vapour flow is perpendicular to the tube axis.
Sugawara et • al. /36 / and Nicol and co—workers /37 - 40 / considered
the drag on the surface of the condensate film was the same as that for
single—phase flow over an impermeable tube, i.e. the effect of
momentum transfer arising from condensation was neglected. On the basis
of boundary—layer flow, the tangential shear stress, rF , distribution
around the tube for single—phase flow (see / 34/) is given 'by:-
where A is a function of the angle measured from the forward
stagnation point.
Sugawara et. al. used Heimenz's / 41 / measurements of the static
pressure distribution around a tube and obtained.:—
A 6.0222 4) - 2.1114	 - 0.4053	 (2.27)
Nicol and co—workers used the first six terms of the Blasius power
series (see /34/) thus,
	
A 6.973 4) - 2.732	 + 0.292 4)5 - 0.0183 4) + 0.000043
11
	
- 0.000115 4)	 (2.28)
The separation points (i.e. at ri 0) of the vapour boundary layer
are respectively 4)	 83.3° and.	 - 108.8°.
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Sugawara et.al. /36 / considered the case of downward vapour flow
only, whereas Nicol and. co-workers considered the cases of downward
/37 - 39 /, upward /37 - 39 / and. horizontal /40 / vapour flow.
As was seen in the simpler cases of the flat plate, the asymptotic
shear stress is a better representation of the interfacial shear stress
(except for very low condensation rates). In view of this, the above works
/36 - 40 / may be considered to be correct only for very low condensation
rates.
On the same basis as in the earlier works of Mayhew et. al. /25, 26 /,
Nobbs /42 / and Nobbs and Mayhew /43 / considered that the interfacial
shear stress, r. was given by equation 2.16. For the shear stress
due to "friction",	 the authors used the same expression as
Nico]. et. al. /37 - 40 /, i.e. equation 2.26 with A given by equation




- m (2tT sin4-u)	 2	 Ua,sin (2.29)
The authors considered the case of downward vapour flow only. The
separation point was determined on the basis of an approximate analysis
due to Prandi 1 /44 /, thus
O	
- 4.36 !- cos	 ;	 4 > 'r/2	 (2.30)
where	 is the value of 4, at the separation point.
It may be noted that, from equation 2.30, separation is completely
suppressed for (_vJLT) JRe - 4.36.
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Recently, Morsy /45 / carried, out experimezits for air flowing over
porous tubes for values of the suction parameter (i.e. (_vJU) JRe )
up to 30. The results indicated that separation still occurred for
values of (_vJU) iJRe significant].y higher than 4.36. In particular, for
(_vJU ) e_ 25, the separation point was found to occur at about
4r - 1300. In atypical steam condenser, the values of (_vjU)JRe
might range between 1 and. 5.
Shekriladze and Gomelanri /24/ assumed. that the interfacial shear stress
was given by the asymptotic value given by eation 2.29. This
simplification meant that the interfacial shear stress is positive
for values of 4) between zero and. ir (i.e. vapour boundary—layer
separation was inherently suppressed). On the basis of the approximate
analysis of Pratht 1 /44 /, Shecriladze and Gomelanri argued. that,
under normal conditions, condensation was sufficient to prevent
separation of the vapour boundary layer (cf. boundary layer suction).
However, as seen above, separation of the vapour boundary layer may
not be completely supressed under normal conditions. In the absence of
body (i.e. gravitational) forces, the local and avera€e vapour—side
heat—transfer coefficients were found to be:—
L do J	 /(1—cos4))
	 (2.31)
a - O.9/ i	 (2.32)
In the presence of body and forced convections a simple explicit
expression cannot be obtained.. However, using the above results and




the average vapoiix'-sid.e heat-transfer coefficient, thus,
UIL L cDl t	 ___0.64	 d J	 +	 + 1.69	 H]	 (2.33)
Equation 2.33 agrees with the results for the limiting cases of
body convection only (equation 2.2) arid forced convection only
(equation 2.32).
Equation 2.33 agrees satisfactorily with experimental results of
Berman and. Tumanov /46/, fig. 2.lOa. However, the data at the higher vapour
velocity end. indicated, that the experimental Nusselt numbers fall below
those predicted by equation 2.33, fig. 2.lOb. Shekrilad.ze and. Gome].ari
probably suspected. their assumption that separation does not occur. On
the basis that separation would occur at 4
	
82° (minimum separation
point, single-phase flow over an impermeable tube) and that the heat transfer
beyond. the separation point could. be
 neglected. (the heat transfer up to
this point was assumed to be the same as that for flow without separation),
the authors proposed. a conservative formula, 'thus
where anosep is given by equation 2.33
(Note: 35 % of the total heat transfer, for the no separation cases
takes place beyond. 4) 82°). The authors then noted that for vapour
flow with separation point between 4) - 82° and. q 180°, the average
vapour-side heat-transfer coefficient should. lie between the values
given by equations 2.33 and. 2.34, fig. 2.lOb.
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However, for	 - 0, the value of 
aep (ecuation 2.34) does not
correspond to the simple Nusselt result (equ.ation 2.2). Butterworth
/47 / pointed out that a more satisfactory interpolation formula




sep	 0.416 [1	 1	 +	 + 9.467a	 -





Equation 2.35 agrees with both the limiting nases of body force
convection only (equation 2.2) and forced convection only (with
separation at
	 - 820, i.e. equation 2.34).
Derizy and xills /48 / extended the method. of Shekriladze and Gomelauri
/24 / to the case of combined gravity and forced convection. The
analysis yielded an equation, for the local vapour—side heat—transfer
coefficient, which is to be used in conjunction with tabulated
functions. The solution was compared with rxwnerioal solutions of a
finite difference analogue of the conservation equations. The comparison
was made for the cases of water, but anol and. ethanol. It was found
that the difference between the two solutions was less than 2 % for
^<140 0
. For >140°, the numerical solutions indicated that the
assumption of negligible inertia effects is not valid. As for the
flat plate /28 /, it was concluded that the error in the heat transfer
introduced by the use of the asymptotic shear stress expression
(equation 2.29) was less than 1 % for values of the suction parameter,
_v0\IRe1U, greater than 2.0.
Honda and Fujii /35 / extended the method of Shekriladze and Gomelauri
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/24/ to include vapour flow directions which were neither vertically
downwards nor perpendicular to the tube axis. Two special cases
were analysed:-
i. on—coming vapour flow direction parallel with the vertical
plane which includes the tube axis, fig. 2.11a;
ii. on—coming vapour flow direction parallel with a vertical plane
perpendicular to the tube axis, fig. 2,1 lb.
When the physical situations corresponded. to those considered by
Shekriladze and Gomelauri, the results, for both cases, reduce exactly
to those obtained by the latter workers. Also, when the vapour
velocity is zero, the results agree with those of Nusselt.
In the preceeding works for the horizontal tube, the workers in
each case have made an assumption regarding the interfacial shear
stress. Fujii et. al. /49/ did not invoke such approximations,
but used integral methods to solve the two—phase boundary—layer
equations, matching the mass flux, shear stress, temperature and
velocity at the interface. The velocity profile in the vapour
boundary layer was approximated by a quadratic expression in y,
the radial distance from the condensate surface. The assumed velocity
profile is such that the shear stress at the condensate surface
is always greater than zero, i.e. separation of the vapour boundary
layer is inherently suppressed. For the limiting case of body force
convection only, the numerical results for the average Nusselt numbers
agree with those calculated from the simple Nusselt theory. For the
limiting case of forced convection only, the numerical results for
the average Nusselt numbers can be expressed by:-
Pr
- 0,.90 (i +j) 4 	;	 RWPXL< 10	 (2.36)
For values of RH /PrL ? 10, equation 2.36 reduces to the result of
Shekriladze and Gomelauri /24/ (equation 2.32), fig. 2.12a. For the
case of combined body force and forced convection, an approximate
expression for the average Nusselt number , which agreed with
the numerical results to within 5 % was proposed,
Nu
Re
______	 _____ PrL .2Nu	 _____ ____
ReTp	
- x (1 + °
•
::r Fr H '
where X - 0.90 (1 + r1/RH)
(2.37)
For values of IW/PDL 10, equation 2.37 reduces to the result of
Shelcriladze and. Gomelauri for the no separation case (equation 2.33),
fig. 2.12b.
Very recently, Fujii et. a].. /50,51/ and 'ujii /52/ solved the
governing two-phase boundary-layer equations for the case of a
vapour flowing normally to a horizontal tube at an angle 4 from
the vertical. In /50,51/, both the uniform wall surface temperature
and the uniform wall heat flux cases were considered, thile in
/52/ an overall vapour-.to-coolant analysis was presented,
including a solution of the conduction equation in the tube
wall subject to the condition that the convective heat-transfer
coefficient inside the tube was uniform.
In all three analyses, the interfacial shear stress was estimated by
the method suggested by Truckenbrodt /53/. Truckenbrodt solved the
momentum integral equation for the related problem of flow over a
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surface with suction. The authors /50-52 / modified the method /53 /
in order to obtain better agreement with the "exact" numerical, solutions
for flow over a surface with and without suction, of Terril /54 I. The
essential difference between this and the earlier analysis /49 1 (where
the assumed vapour velocity profile within the boundary layer resulted
in the suppression of the separation of the boundary layer) is that the
separation point is determined.










for the uniform wall temperature case.
Numerical calculations were performed for two cases of the tangential
velocity distributions around the tube at the "edge" of the vapour boundary
layer. Fujii et. al. /50, 51 / considered. velocity distributions (calculated
It may be noted that each term containing j arid. dj/d in the
differential equations for the condensate film thickness, ô in
/50-51 / should be divided by 2, see /55 1.
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from the measurements of static pressure distribution around a tube for
flows, at moderate Reynolds numbers, with and without suction, of various
workers /41, 56 - 58/) and. concluded. that a distribution due to
Roshko /57/ and that of potential flow theory represented. extreme cases1
see fig. 2.13a.
Roshko's flow indicates :
- u (1.76 2 4' - 0.314 4,3 - 0.0338 4,5)	 (2.38)




The numerical resulta indicated. that:—
i. the separation points in the case of potential flow are further
back than those in the case of Roshko's flow and the local
Th.tsselt numbers in the former case are higher, fig. 2.13b - 2.13d.;
ii. the local Nusselt numbers for the front half of the tube for the
case of uniform wall temperatu.re are higher than those for the
case of uniform wall heat flux;
iii. for the case of uniform wall heat flux, the values of NuAfRe,
for Roshko's flow, is almost independent of the parameter RWjReTp
(i.e. the suction parameter), whereas for the potential flow case1
is considerably affected by the parameter RNI4JReTP,
fig. 2.13e;
iv. for the case of uniform wall surface temperature, the dependence of
Nu/./ReTp on the parameter RH/PrL for Roshko's and. potential flows
is about the same 7 fig. 2.131. The values of Nu/IReTp for the
t Calculations carried. out by the present author using the corrected.
equations (see footnote on page 47) shai that these conclusions remain
valid..
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uniform wall surface temperature case are significantly higher
than those for the uniform wall heat flux case.
It is seen from fig. 2. 13e that the Nu,IJReTP - ...JReTP/FrM curves
undulate over part of the range of the parameter VReTP/FrM. Physical
consideration suggests that the values of Nu/VReTp should become
independent of/Re,fFrM for high vapour velocities when the effect
of vapour velocity overwhelms that of gravity. Fujii et.al. /5 0 ,51/ d.id
not comment on this unlikely result.
It is interesting to note that, from fig. 6* of /50/ (i.e. fig 2.13f)
when the uniform wall temperature results are compared with the earlier
solution /49/ (no boundary layer separation and potential flow case only),
for values of RH/PrL 0.1, 1.0 and 10.0, the inclusion of the vapour
boundary—layer separation in the numerical calculations increases the
heat transfer. Pujii et. al. did not, however, oommexrt on this unlikely
result. This may be due to the fact that the authors used. an incorrect
equation for the condensate film (see footnote on page 47 and. see also
/55 /). For RIVPrL - 10 (see fig. 2.13f), the limiting value of Nu/.JReTP
(i.e. for forced oonveotion case only) ia quite close to that given by the
the earlier solution /49 / suggesting that at this value of RH/PrL,
separation of the vapour boundary layer, as predicted by the method
used, is essentially suppressed.
It may be noted that the curve for 	 - 0.1 for the theory of
Pujii et. al. /49/ was plotted incorrectly in fig. 6 of /50 /. The
limiting value of Nu,4JRe in this case should be 2.0.
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it is also interesting to note that the overall vapour—to—coolant
analysis /52/ gave very similar results to those obtained from the
simpler (with respect to /52/) uniform wall heat flux analysis,
(of. figs. 2.13e arid. 2.14). It may further be noted that the heat—
transfer rate was found to be only weakly dependent on the direction
of the oncoming vapour.
2.2.1.3 Summary
For the stationa.ty non—metallic vapour case, it is seen that
simple theory/i, 2 / is sufficiently accurate for predicting the
vapour—side heat—transfer coefficient for both the vertical plate
and the horizontal tube. Refinements to the simple theory by various
workers /13 - 21 / to account for inertia and convection effects within
theoond.ensate film and. the interfacial shear stress (due to "hold—up"
of the liquid film) indicated that, for non—metallic fluids, these
effects are generally negligible.
For the flowing non—metallic vapour case, the approximate analysis
of Cess /22 / (which is in agreement with the exact analysis of Koh /23 /)
indicated that, except for very low condensation rates, the asymptotic
shear stress is a good approximation to the actual interfacia]. shear
stress. For the horizontal plate, Shelcriladze and Gomelauri /24/, who
used the asymptotic shear stress expression for the izrterfacial shear
stress, gave a simple result for calculating the vapour—side heat—transfer
coefficient. For the vertical plate and. the horizontal tube, Shelcriladze
and Gomelauri also gave simple results for calculating the vapour—side
heat—transfer coefficient. For the last two geometries, Ftijii and co—workers
/33, 49 / also gave simple approximate algebraic expressions for calculating
the vapour—side heat—transfer coefficient. For sufficiently high condensa-
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tion rates (i.e. Ra/PrL 10), these expressions reduce to the corresponding
Shekriladze results /24/. For the horizontal tube geometry, both analyses
/24,49/ neglected the separation of the vapour boundary layer. The
more recent analyses of Fujii and co-workers /50-52/, who modified the
approximate method of Truckenbrodt /53 / 'to evaluate the interfacial
shear stress distribution around the tubes indicated that at high vapour
velocities and. high condensation rates, the results of /24,49/ overestimate
the vapour-side heat-transfer coefficients.
2.2.2	 perimentai. investigations
2.2.2.1 Stationary vapours
Much experimental work has been done for filmwise condensation of a
pure saturated vapour on vertical surfaces and horizontal tubes.
McAdama / 8 / compared the experimental results of a number of earlier
(pre - 1950) investigators with the Nusselt theory and found that the
observed vapour-side heat-transfer coefficient varied from 36 % below
to 70 % above 'the theoretical predictions. The differences between the
experimental and theoretical values can be attributed to one or more
of the following:-
i. presence of non-condensing gas;
ii. presence of d.ropwise condensation;
iii. significant forced-convection effects;
iv. rippling, splashing and turbulence within the condensate film.
More recently, various workers / 9 - 12 / have obtained data, both for
the vertical flat plate and for the horizontal tube, which is in good
agreement with the Nusselt sàlutions. In these works extra care was taken
to avoid the above-mentioned factors.
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For the vertical flat plate case, Mills and. Seban / 9 / and. Slegers
and Seban /10 / respectively, condensed steam and. n-birty]. alcohol on
a copper plate (50 mm high, 20 mm wide, 112.5 mm thick) located within
a glass bell jar, fig. 2.15. Temperatures within the plate were measured
by thermocouples. In / 9 /, these thermocouples were arranged in a
3 x 3 inatrix,fig. 2.lGa, while in /10 / two columns of six thermocouples
each, fig. 2. 16b, were used. In both cases the heat flux was calculated from
the measured temperature gradient of the plate and. from condensate
collection. In / 9 /, an. additional estimate was obtained from coolant
measurements. Table 2.2 below gives the experimental ranges used in
these investigations. The measured heat fluxes compare well with each
other and. with the Nusselt theory.
Table 2.2 Experimental results of Mills and Seban / 9 / aM Slegers
aM Seban /10 /
	
2	 " "Investigator fluid	 TJ°c	 T /K	 Q/ (kW/m )	 /
/ 9/	 steam 7.2 - 10.0 4.4 -6.1 31.4 - 34.6 0.9 - 1.1
/10/	 n-butyl 29.5 - 38.2 3.9 - 5.6 25.1 - 34.6 0.98- 1.02
alcohol
Magai. /1 / condensed. low-pressure steam on a horizontal stainless-
steel tube (6.25 mm o.d..) located within a pyrex glass test section,
fig. 2.17. The tube itself was used as a resistance thermometer in
order to obtain a mean tube wall temperature. Heat flux was obtained
from coolant measurements and. by condensate collection. Measurements
were made at an approximately constant heat flux of 33 kW/m2 (by
adjusting the coolant flow rate and temperature) for pressures in the
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approximate range 1.5 - 35 kPa. The measured heat fluxes are in good
agreement with each other and. with the Nusselt theory.
Recent verification of the Nusselt theory for filmwise condensation
of steam flowir, at low velocity (0.5 to 1.2 zr/s), vertically downwards
over a horizontal tube was given by Chung /12 / who obtained local heat
fluxes for the upper half of a stainless—steel tube (19 mm o.d.. 12.5 mm
i.d.) by means of five pairs of thermocouples embedded. within the tube
wall. The thermocouples were uniformly spaced around the upper half of
the tube. The apparatus is shown in fig. 2.18a. Measurements were made for
steam temperatures 38 - 62 °C and steam—to—wall temperature differences
1 - 8 K. The results, figs. 2.18b and. 2.18o, indicated that the
measured local heat fluxes for the upper half of the tube were within
± 10 % of' Nusselts predictions. It may be noted that the ratio of the
vapour—side heat—transfer coefficient given by Shekrilad.ze and. Gomelauri's
equation (i.e. equation 2.33) to that of Nusselt (i.e. siieiJiu for a
vapour velocity of 1.2 Vs and. T of 8 K is only about 1.08.
Thus, it is seen that recent experimental data (obtained under "Nusselt"
conditions) have lent good support to the simple Nusselt theory.
2.2.2.2 Moving vapour's
Horizontal plate
Mayhew and. Aggarwal / 26/ experimented with steam condensing on a
horizontal flat surface (50 mm wide, 150 mm long) which formed one
side of' a rectangular duct (ioo mm by 25 mm cross section). To avoid air
in—leakage, the experiments were carried out at pressures slightly above
atmospheric. Measurements (for co—current steam and coolant flows)
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were made for wall temperatures and. steam velocities of 343 to 351 K
and 6 to 60 nVs respectively. These measurements were obtained for
the cases of the horizontal, the inclined. and. the vertical plate. The
results, fig. 2.6a, showed satisfactory agreement with the author's own
theory (i.e. equation 2.17). It may be noted that the equation of
Shekriladze and Gomelauri /24/ (i.e. equation 2.10) corresponds to the
case Dr - 0, ' 1 in fig. 2.6a and that the experimental results
indicated, that equation 2.10 (which was derived, using the assumption
that the interfacial shear stress is given by the asymptotic shear
stress) was conservative,
Vertical plate
Mayhew and. Aggarwal /26 / also carried out experiments with steam flowing
vertically downwards parallel to a vertical flat plate; the experimental
ranges used in this case are already given above. Additional measurements
were also obtained for counter current (steam and. coolant) flows for
vapour velocities up to 7 rr/s. The results, fig. 2.6b, for co—current
ow cases, are in satisfactory agreement with the author' a own theory
and. with the Shekrilad.ze and Gomelauri /24/ prediction (i.e. equation 2.15;
which corresponded to the case Dr - 0, 4 1 in fig. 2.6b). It is
interesting to note that the results for 'the counter—current flow cases
are significantly higher than those predicted by the authors' own theory
are always higher than the corresponding stationary vapour
(Rev - 0) values. The authors attributed this to turbulence within the
condensate film.
Recently, Asano et. el. /31 / condensed. vertically downwards flowing steam,
methanol, carbon te'traohloride and. benzene on a vertical flat copper
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plate (17.6 mm wide, 49. 8 mm long, 0.5 mm thick), see fig. 2.19a. The
surface temperature was measured by two thermocouples soldered on the
wall at 4.1 mm and. 4.7 mm from the upper and the lower edges. The
heat flux was determined by condensate collection and from coolant
measurements; agreement between the two methods was better than ± 15 %.
Measurements were obtained for vapour Reynolds numbers in the approximate
range 300 to 17500. Comparison with the result of Shekrila4ze and
Gomelauri /24 / is not possible as details of the original data given
are insufficient.
Horizontal tube
Berman and. Tumanov /46 / carried out experiments with downward-flowing steam
condensing on a single horizontal tube (19 mm o.d., 500 mm long) placed in the
fourth row of a bundle of diagonally arranged uncooled "dumn" tubes.
The condensing tube wall temperature was measured using a resistance
thermometer located in a 0.9 mm square groove helically machined on the
outside of the tube. Special care was taken to avoid the presence of
non-condensing gas and samples of the vapour taken from the BteaIfl
chamber indicated an air mole fraction less than 0.017 %. The heat flux
was determined from coolant measurements. Table 2.3 below gives the ranges
of the variables used by Berman and Thmanov.
Table 2.3 Experimental variables used in Berman and. Tumanov's tests / 46/
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The results were satisfactorily correlated by:-
Nu - 1 + 0.0095 Re11' 8,.4JNuN
	 (2.40)
Gogonin and Dorokhov /59 / carried out experiment a with downward-flowing
Freon-21 condensing on a nickel tube (17 mm o.d.., 520 mm long) located
in a test chamber as shown in fig. 2.20a. The tube was used. as a resistance
thermometer in order to obtain a mean wall temperature. The heat flux was
calculated from coolant measurements. Tests were carried out at a saturation
pressure of 520 kPa. Measurements were obtained for vapour velocity
0 to 0.56 rrf a and vapour-to-wall temperature difference 2 to 20 IC.
The results for stationaxy vapour agreed with those calculated using
Nusselt's equation to within ± 10 %. The vapour-side heat-transfer
coefficients for the moving vapour was found to increase with increasing
vapour velocity, fig. 2. 20b. It may be noted that the value of
e1/u for a vapour velocity of 0.56 nfs and. T of 21 IC is about
1.11 (cf. She(NuhhI08I for steam velocity of 1.2 Ws and. T of 8 Ic).
Nicol and co-workers carried out experiments using steam with upf].ow
/37 - 39 1, downflow /37 - 39 / and horizontal flow /40 / using the
apparatus shown in fig. 2.21a. The experimental aluminium-brass tube
(19.05 mm o.d., 16.56 mm i.d., 143 mm long) was located. within a rectangu.lar
test section (143 mm by 92.2 mm). The tube wall temperature was
taken as the mean of local temperatures measured by twelve thermocouples.
The heat flux was determined from coolant measurements. The approximate
ranges of the variables used were:- pressure 14 to 50 kPa, steam-
to-wall temperature difference 9 to 30 IC, and vapour velocity 10 to
150 ni/s. The results indicated that -the vapour-side ^ieat-transfer
coefficient increases with increasing vapour velocity, fig. 2.21b. It may
be noted that for steam velocity of 150 m,/s and 4P of 10 K, the value of
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aShak/'Nu is about 6.2 while the corresponding observed value is about 1.95.
Samples of the vapour taken from the test section (see /38 /) indicated.
that a significant amount of air (mass fraction up to 5 %) was present
in the steam•
Nobbs and Mayhew /42, 43 / experimented with steam at near atmospheric
pressure using the apparatus bhown in fig. 2. 22a. Two series of tests were
carried out for the single tube; the tube wall temperature was measured
by three thermocouples only for one series. The tube used was a copper
tube of dimensions 19.05 mm o.d.., 15.875 mm i.d.. and. 500 mm long. The
heat flux was calculated from coolant measurements. Tests were performed
at steam pressures of about 105 kPa to avoid air in—leakage. The
approximate ranges of the experimental variables were:— steam—to—wall
temperature difference 15 to 30 K, steam velocity 0.6 to 8 n/s. The
results indicated that the vapour—side heat—transfer coefficient increases
with increasing vapour velocity, fig. 2.22b. It may be noted that for a
steam velocity of 8 ny's and. AT of 27.6 x, the value of he1INu	 5•bOUt
2.28 while the corresponding observed value is about 1.86.
Recently Fujii ct. al . /o,6o / carried out experiments with low-pressure
steam in a horizontal steam flow using the apparatus shown in fig. 2.23
(see also /61 /). Measurements were obtained with two tubes of
different diameters and. different materials. In each case, the tube wall
temperatures were measured. by eiii thermocouples. The heat flux was
determined from coolant measurements. Table 2.4 gives the approximate
ranges of the experimental variables used.
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Table 2.4 Approximate ranges of the experimental variables used by
Fujii et. a]. /50, 60/
Series	 tube	 tube	 T	 AT	 U
material.	 dimensions
A	 copper	 37.7 mm o.d..	 23.4	 1.8	 0.6
30.3 mm i.d.	 to	 to	 to




brass 18.6 mm o.d..
12.6 mm L.d..
197 mm long
copper 37.2 mm o.d..
30.3 mm i.d.
97.5 mm long




















The results, figs. 2.13g and 2.13h, indicated that the vapour-aide heat-
transfer coefficient increases with increasing vapour velocity. Por a
steam velocity of 80 ny's and T of 3 K, the value of aS/aNU is about
3.71 while the corresponding observed value is about 1.40.
Correlations and comparison for the horizontal tube
Recently, Berman / 62, 63/ re-analysed the data of Berman and Tumanov
/ 46/ (Table 2.3) using the steam velocity calculated on the basis of
the narrow section between the tubes. (The steam velocities given in
Table 2.3 will then be multiplied by 3.1). Comparisons, figs.2.24 and
2.25, were made with the data of Gogonin and Dorokhov /59 / for Refrigerant
21 and. the steam data of Nicol and Wallace / 37/ and Nobbs /42 /. It was
shown that these data can be represented by an equation of the form :
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- a + b ]g(YrH/Pr)	 (2.41)1 Nu	 1	 1
where for series I, II and. III /46 /;
a1 - 1.28, b1 0.12 for 0o01FrWPrL1
- 0.21 for 1<FrJVPrL 15
for series Iv /46 / and Refrigerant 21 /59 /;
a1 - 1 .45, b 1 - 0.12 for 0.01FrH/PrL 1
b1 0.28 for 1FrN/PrL 20
for d.ata of /42 /;
a1 - 1.45, b 1 - 0.16 for FrE/PrL 1
0.28 for FrH/PrL>1
It was noted. that the three different data sets /42, 46, 59 / are in
satisfactory agreement while the values of a/aN of /37 / are substantially
lower. It was suggested that the data of /37 / may contain some systematic
errors. It was also noted that the available experimental results did. not
show any obvious dependence on the parameter RlJ/PrL as was indicated, by
the theoretical results of Fujii and co-workers /49-5 1 /, (see equations
2.36 and. 2.37). It wag further suggested that the differences between
experiment and. theory may be due to one or both of the following:-
i. presence of non-condensing gas in the experiments;
ii. assumption of no vapour-boundary separation in the theories / 24, 49 /.
In their recent publications, Pijii and. co-workers /50-52 / did. not give
any closed-form expressions from their numerical calculations but, on the
basis of their theories (which suggested the important parameters) and their
their experimental results for steam, proposed two alternative forms of
semi-empirical correlations (Bee /50, 60 I):-
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a. based. on the uniform wall heat flux theory:-
Nu?4JReTP	 0.91 (JRe/FrM)°	 (2.42)
for 0.06	 Re,/FrM 200
and.
NuhJReTP - 0.615 (sjReT?/FrM)4 	 (2.43)
for iJReTp/FrM > 200
b. based. on the uniform wall temperature theory:-
Nu4JReTp = 0.96 (Pr1/FrH)°" 2 	 (2.44)
for 0.03 PrjFrH 600
and
N1IAJReTP - 0.728 (Pr1j/rH)*	 (2.45
for Pr1/FrH > 600
Equation 2.43 is the Nusselt—type uniform wall heat flux result
(i.e. equation 2.4) while equation 2.45 is the simple Nusselt result
(i.e. equation 2.2). Equations 2.44 and. 2.45 were compared with the
steam data of Nicol and. co—workers /39, 40 / and Nobbe and. Mayhew
/43 /, see fig. 2.13i. Good. agreement was found to exist between these
equations and. the d.ata of /43 /. The measurements of /39, 40 / fell below
those predicted. by equation 2.44. As noted. earlier, these observations
may contain some systematic errors.
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2.2.2.3 Summary
For the stationary vapour case, it is seen that recent experimental
measurements (both for the vertical flat plate and the horizontal tube),
obtained under "Nusselt" conditions, have shown good agreement with the
simple Nusselt theory. The difference between the earlier (pre - 1950)
measurements and the theoretical predictions may be attributed to one
or more of the following:-
i. presenc, of non-condensing gas;
ii. presence of d.ropwise condensation;
iii.significant forced-convection effects;
iv. rippling, splashing and. turbulence within the condensate fi].xn.
For the flowing vapour case, the good agreement. between the experimental
measurements for the horizontal plate and the vertical plate and the
simple results of Shekriladze and Gomelauri /24/ (who used the asymptotic
shear stress to represent the interfacial shear stress) suggested. that the
assumptions used in the theoretical derivation are valid.. For the
horizontal tube, the recent experimental measurements of Nobbs and
Mayhew /42, 43 / and. Fijii et. al. /50ç60/ indicated. satisfactory
agreement with the uniform-wall-heat-flux theory of Ftijii et. al. /50,51/
and. the overall vapour-to-coolant analysis of Ftijii /5W. These
observations indicated that the uniform-wall-temperature analyses, with
/50,51 / and. without /24,49 / consideration of the vapour boundary-layer
separation, overestimated the vapour-side heat-transfer coefficient for the
cases of high vapour approach velocities and. high condensation rateB.
The results of Nicol and co-workers /37 - 40 / appeared to be out of
line with those of the other investigators. However, the range of vapour
approach velocities used. in /37 - 40 / are much higher than. those used. 'by
the other investigators.
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2.3. Filmwise condensation from vapour-gas mixtures
2.3.1 Introduction
The previous section surveyed some of the worc that has been done for
the case when the vapour is saturated and pure (i.e. single constituent).
In many practical situations, however, non-condensing gases are present
in the condensing vapour; for example, in a steam condenser which operates
at sub-atmospheric pressures, in-leakage of air inevitably occurs.
It has long been known that the presence of non-condensing gases can
lead to sigmificant reduction in heat transfer during condensation.
During condensation from a vapour-gas mixture, the vapour that is to
be condensed is transferred from the bulk to the condensate surface
by convective flow, which also carries with it the non-condensing
gases. At the interface, the vapour is "removed" by condensation
leaving behind a gas-rich region in the vicinity of the interface.
In steady state, the equilibrium gas composition at the interface is
governed by diffusion in the presence of forced and/or free
convection.
The buildup of the non-condensing gas at the interface causes a
corresponding reduction in the partial pressure of the vapour at the
interface. In turn, this reduces the saturation temperature at which
condensation takes place, i.e. the interface temperature. The net
effect is to lower the effective thermal driving force, T -
thereby reducing the heat transfer.
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2.3.2 Theoretical developments
In view of the fact that there are two constituents in the vapour-
gas layer, it is therefore necessary to consider the vapour-gas
layer in the theoretical developments. A genera]. solution of the
above problem, i.e. the determination of the vapour-gas layer
temperature drop and the heat flux, requires simultaneous solution
of the conservation equations (i.e. mass, momentum and enerr) for
both the condensate film and the vapour-gas layer, together with the
conservation of species (i.e. diffusion equation) for the vapour-gas
layer; applying appropriate bound.ary and interfacial compatibility
conditions. Some workers have attempted detailed. solutions along
these lines while others have used simplifying assumptions.
In the case of stationary vapour-gas mixtures, the only geometry
studied seems to have been that of the vertical flat plate, while
for moving vapour-gas mixtures, the cases of the horizontal and the
vertical plates and the horizontal tube have been considered.
2.3.2.1 Stationary vapour-gas mixtures
For the quiescent vapour-gas mixture case, Sparrow and Eckert /64 /
and Sparrow and. Liii /65 / presented boundary-layer analyses of
laminar film condensation- on an isothermal vertical plate. The
governing partial differential equations were re-written as ordinary
differential equations by means of a similarity transformation. In
/64 /, the motion of the vapour-gas mixture was considered to result
only from the downward motion of the condensate film, whereas in /65 /,
free convection, arising from density differences associated with
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composition differences, was also included.. With the exception that
in /65 / the density variation was included in the "buoyancy term",
both analyBes assumed. uniform fluid properties. These analyses indicated
that: -
•n •,




is the heat flux
."
is the heat flux given by the simple Nuaselt theox7
for the same bulk-to-wall temperature difference as Q
is the bulk gas mass fraction
Sc is the vapour-gas mixture Schmidt number
R -
R0	CpJTJhfg
is the condensate Prand.tl number
T0 is the temperature drop across the condensate film
(i.e.T -T. -T)
C	 3.	 U
It is interesting to note in /65 / that Q/Q4 is independent of gravity.
In both cases, numerical calculations were obtained. for steam-air
mixtures. Figs. 2.26a to 2.26o shows the variation of the interfacial
concentration of the non-condensing gas and the partial pressure of
the condensing vapour with the parameter HC/PrL. It may be seen from
the figures that the detrimental effect of the noncondensing gas
increases with increasing Schmidt number and. increasing values of R.
Moreover, it is evident from figs. 2. 26d and 2. 26e that free convection
is important when the vapour and the non-condensing gas have
significantly different relative molecular masses and that its
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importance increases with increasing bulk gas mass fraction and.
increasing values of K.
Ninkowycz and Sparrow /66 / elaborated on the analysis of /65 / by
including also free convection arising from temperature differences.
This necessitated the inclusion, in the analysis, of the ener' equation
for the vapour-gas layer. In addition, the analytical model
included. interfacial resistance, superheating, thermal diffusion and.
did not assume uniform properties in the condensate film and in the
vapour-gas mixture. Heat transfer results for steam-air mixtures were
obtained for a wide range of parameters including the bulk air mass
fraction (wa), system pressure (a,) bulk-to-wall temperature
differences (AT) and the degree of superheating. The results /66 /, see
figs. 2.27a and. 2.27b, indicated that the considerations forinely
included in /65 / are the dominating factors and that the additional
effects (except superheating which may be important, see fig. 2. 27c)
included in /66 / are generally less important.
The above solutions /64 - 66 / all require extensive computations;
in the words of lElinkowycz and. Sparrow /66 1:- "even with a computer
such as the CDC 1604, the time requirement was measureable in tens of
hours". For the case considered by Sparrow and. Lin /65 / ( and shown
by Minkowycz and Sparrow /66 / to include the important features),
Rose /67 / presented an approximate integral uniform-property
(except for density in the "buoyancy term") boundary-layer solution.
Plausible velocity and concentration profiles for the vapour-gas
boundary layers were used. and it was assumed that these two layers
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where w - WdW
E
is the i.nterfacial gas mass fraction
Mn is the relative molecular mass of the non—condensing gas
is the relative molecular mass of the condensing vapour
for the vapour—gas layer was obtained by using the local condensation rate
and. interfacial velocity given by the Nusselt theory. Quite good. agreement
between the exact / 66/ and the approximate / 67/ solutions was obtained,
fig. 2.28.
2.3.2.2 Moving vapour—gas mixtures
Horizontal, plate
For the case when the vapour—gas mixture is flowing in a parallel direction
to a horizontal plate, Sparrow and co—workers /68, 69 / solved the relevant
two—phase conservation equations along the lines of their earlier solutions
/ 66/ for the stationary vapour—gas mixtures. Sparrow and co—workers /68, 69 /
assumed that inertia forces and. sub000ling within the condensate film
are negligible and that the condensate surface velocity is taken as zero
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when considering the vapour—gas layer. The authors also assumed uniform
properties (a reference- temperature was used when obtaining numerical
results). Heat transfer results were obtained for steam—air mirtu.res
for a wide range of operating conditions. It was shown that the
detrimental effect of non—condensing gas for the moving vapour—gas
mixture case is much less than the corresponding stationary vapour—gas
mixture case, fig. 2.29. Pl:iysical consideration suggests that a moving
vapour—gas mixture has a "sweeping" effect thereby resulting in a lower
gas concentration at the interface (compared to the corresponding
stationary vapour—gas mixture case). It is interesting to note that the
•,,	 •,,
ratio of the heat flux with gas to that without gas (i.e. Qgas/%oga
is independent of the vapour—gas mixture approach velocity. The results
also indicated that interfacial resistance has a negligible effect on
the heat transfer / 68/ and that the effect of superheat ing was much
less than the corresponding free convection case /69/.
Koh /70/ and more recently Pujii et. a]. /71/ solved the problem
considered by Sparrow and co—workers /68, 69/ but did not make the
simplifying assumptions adopted in /68, 69/. Both /io, 71 / assumed
uniform properties as did /68, 69/. Koh obtained numerical solutions
for the ranges Sc - 0.5 and 1.0 and. H (=(/eiQ) - 10, 100 and 500
while Fujii et. a].. used. Sc - 0.2, 0.5, 1.0 and. 1.5 and. R
	
100, 500 and.
1000. Good agreement was found. between the results of Koh and Fujii et.al.,
fig. 2.30a. Comparisons, see figs. 2.30b - 2.30c, between the approximate
/68 / and the exact / 71 / solutions indicated. that, except for very high
condensat ion rates and low values of K, good agreement was obtained.,
suggesting that the assumptions used in the approximate analyses are
valid.
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For the problem considered by Sparrow et. al. /65/, Rose /72/ used
the heat—transfer results for flow over a flat plate with suction /73 /
and obtained a simple expression giving the relationship between the
vapour mass flux to the condensate surface and the composition at the
interface thus,






Z	 - /w = 0	 (2.48b)
where w - WJW
1
- (ç / 7 u) Rev,x
= 502 (27. 8 + 75.9 0.306 + 6	 -1/657 Sc)
- ShRe	 fi1 Sc/(1 -
The results given by equation 2.48a were compared with the numerical
solutions of Sparrow et. al. /68/ and very good agreement was found,
see Table 2.5. The results given by equation 2.48b were compared with
the exact numerical solutions of Koh flo / and Fujii et.al. / 71, 74/,
fig. 2.31 (see also /74a/). The good. agreement between the exact
/ 70, 71, 74/ and approximate / 68, 72/ solutions ithicated that the
approximate equations are satisfactory and confirmed the validity of the
simplifying assumptions used. in the work of /68, 69, 72/.
Table 2.5 Reproduced from
Rose /72 /
— 69 —
Table I. Condensation on a flat plate. Cornpanson of
nuencaI solutions of Spirro et al 1 3 ] for Sc — 0.55 with
values gen by equation (9
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Denny and. co-workers / 29, 75/ considered the case of downward vapour-gas
mixture flow parallel to a vertical flat plate. The governing conservation
eqaations in the vapour boundary layer were solved numerically by means of
finite difference methods using a forward marching technique. The
liquid film was treated as in the Nuseelt analysis except that at the
condensate surface shear tresa was present. In /29 I, numerical
calculations were carried out for steam-air mixtures only whereas in
/75 / steam-air, ammonia-air, Refrigerant 1 2-air, ethanol—air, but anol-air
and carbon tetrachlorid.e-air mixtures were considered.. Table 2.6 gives
the approximate ranges for Which dimensionless heat transfer results,
•, .
Q 'Nu as a function of distance, x, were obtained. The results indicated
that the effect of the non-condensing gas is most marked for low
oncoming vapour velocities and large gas concentrations. It may be noted
that as the oncoming velocity approaches zero the result asymptotically
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approaches that of Miz±owycz and. Sparrow /66 / (who considered the
case of the stationary vapour-gas mixture).
Table 2.6 Approximate ranges of variables used. in the numerical
calculations of Denny arid 00-workers / 29, 75 /
Invest igat or	 TJK	 AT/K	 Wa,	 fm/s
/29 /
	
311 - 373	 3 - 22	 0.001 - 0.1	 0.03 - 3
/75 /
	 305 - 323	 5 - 22
	
0.001 - 0.01
	 0.3 - 30
Recently, Asano et. al. /31 / treated the problem considered by Denny
and. co-workers / 29, 75/ . The condensate film was treated as in the
Nusselt analysis but assuming that the interfacial shear stress was the
same as that for single-phase flow over an impermeable plate. The vapour-
gas layer was solved, independently of' the condensate film (i.e. the
streamwise irrterfacial velocity was taken as zero when considering the
vapour-gas larer), by means of a similarity transformation and. the
results are:-
Nu 'Ref = 0.332 Pr g(B)
, v,x
for the vapour-phase heat flux, arid.
ShjRe	 0.332 Sc4 g(B)
(2.49)
(2,50)
for the vapour-phase mass flux.
In equations 2.49 arid 2.50, g(B) is a function of the dimensionless
mass-transfer driving force, B ((w	 w1)/w), a is given in Table 2.7.
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(Note F(0) in the table is a dimensionless stream fu.rtion).
Satisfactory agreement was found between the results /31 / and. those of
Denny and co-workers /29, 75 / for a vapour velocity of 0.3 r,/s. However,
the effect of such a low vapour velocity is small and. the deviation from
the stationary vapour-gas mixture result is also small.
Table 2.7 Reproduced. from
Asano et. al. /31/
Table I Functio@ p(B)
F(0)	 .8	 g(.8)	 F(0)	 .8	 p(B)
0.00	 0.0000	 1.000 2.00	 -0.8568	 3.514
0.30	 -0.1356	 1.130 2.20	 -0.8747	 3.787
0.20	 -0.2462	 1.223 2.40	 -0.8898	 4.061
0.30	 -0.3376	 3.338 2.60	 -0.9026	 4.337
0.40	 -0.4138	 1.455	 2.80	 -0.9136	 4.614
0.30	 -0.4782	 1.574 3.00	 -0.9232	 4.892
0.60	 -0.5329	 3.695 3.50
	
-0.9423	 5.592
0.70	 -0.5798	 1.818 4.00	 -0.9566	 6.295
0 80	 -0.6203	 1.942 4.50	 -0.9678	 7.000
0.93	 -0.6555	 2.067 5.00	 -0.9770	 7.705
1.03	 -0.6863	 2.394 5.50	 -0.9847	 8.4.09
1.20	 -0.7372	 2.451	 6.00	 -0.9934	 9.311




Denny and. South /30 / treated the problem for the case of downward vapour-
gas mixture flow over a horizontal tube. They considered only the forward
stagnation point (i.e. uppermost point) of the tube. The governing partial
differential equations were transformed by means of a similarity variable
into ordinary differential equations which were then solved nuznerica.11y,
matching the conditions of mass flux, shear stress, temperature and
velocity at the interface. Numerical results were obtained. for steam-air
mixtures for a wide range of conditions: vapour velocity 0.3 to 30.5 us/s,
saturation pressure 6.5 to 100 kFa, bulk air mass fraction 0.01 to 0.15
and tube diameter 12.7 to 76.2 mm o.d.. The results indicated. that the
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general trends are similar to those obtained by Mirkowycz and. Sparrow
/66 / and. also that the detrimental effect of non—condensing gas is
less marked than in the latter case.
On the same basis as the horizontal plate case, Rose / 72/ proposed
an approximate eiation for the mass transfer in a two—constituent
boundary—layer flow over a porous tube,*
Sh/V'Re - 0.57 s6 E(,sc) + SC	 (2.51)
where Sh	 m d. /çD(i -0
b c—i
E(,Sc) = (1 + a fi Sc )
ft
= (m / U ) Re
	
and D	 is the binary diffusion coefficient of the mixture
	
W	 = WaJW1
a,b,c are constants of order unity
In addition the condition that the condensate surface is impermeable to
the non—condensing gas gave,
Sh/VRe - Sc/(1 - w)	 (2.52)
* 
It was assumed that the distribution of surface radial velocity in
the mass transfer problem is the same as that in the heat transfer
problem.
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(ing a - b - c - 1, the following equivalent results were obtained:-
w -
	 + 1.75 So (i + Sc) -1	 (2.53a)
W • {i +
	
-	 + 2z + z 2(1 - 2.28Sc)} 1}/2	 (2.53b)
+ 2. 28s	 (w_1 - 1) ) - 1 }/(2 - 2)	 (2.53c)
- (1 + 2.28Sci (w_1 -	 - 1 /2so	 (2.5i)
ere z sh/c/Re
od. agreement was found. between equations 2.53 and the measurements
r steam-air mixtures of Mills et. al. /76 / and Fujii et. al. /77 1,
g. 2.32. It was suggested. that in view of the good agreement and. the
mited. comparison (steam-air mixtures only) made, further refinements
the values a, b and o be postponed.
3.2.3 Summary
i the stationary vapour-gas mixture case, the only geometry studied
emed. to have been that of the vertical plate. For this case, the
proximate solution of Rose /67 / showed good agreement with the exact
inerical results of Minkowycz and Sparrow /66 / suggesting that the
proximations used in /67 / are valid.. However, it may be noted that both
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solutions are only applicable to the cases where the relative
molecular mass of the non-condensing gas is greater than that of the
condensing vapour.
For the moving vapour-gas mixture case, the approximate numerical
solutions of Sparrow and. co-workers /68, 69 /, for the horizontal plate,
indicated that the detrimental effect of the non-condensing gas is much
less than the corresponding stationary vapour-gas mixture case. Moreover,
the exact ntunerica]. solutions of Koh /70 / and Fujii et.al. / 71, 74/ for
a wide range of operating conditions, are in good agreement with each
other and with the approximate solution /68 / suggesting that the
approximations used. in / 68, 69/ are valid. For the problem considered
by sparrow et. al. /68 /, Rose /72 / obtained simple algebraic equations
(i.e. equations 2.48) which are in good agreement with the approximate /68 /
and the exact /70, 71, 74 / numerical results and iich confirmed the va].idty
of the simplifying assumptions used. in the work of / 68, 69, 72/.
The vertical plate results of Denny and co-workers / 29, 75/ agreed
satisfactorily with those of Asano at, al. /31 / for a vapour velocity
of 0.3 rx/s. In the limiting case of zero vapour velocity, the results of
/29, 75 / approaches those of Minkowycz and Sparrow /66 / ( for the case
of stationary vapour-gas mixtures).
For the case of the horizontal tube, Bose /72 / obtained an approximate
equation for the mass-transfer flux in the vapour-gas layer. This
equation when oombinad with an appropriate equation for the condensate
film (for example, equation 2.37) can be used to calculate the
QondenBation rate (and therefore the heat-transfer flux)
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for given conditions in the bulk of the vapour-gas mixture and. the
outside wall of the tube.
2.3.3 Experimental investigations
2.3.3. 1 Stationary vapour-gas mixtures
Vertical plate
Lack of reliable and. accurate data for the case considered in the
theories /64 - 66 / ( i.e. condensation from a stationary vapour-gas
mixture on a plane vertical plate) led. the authors /65, 66 / to
compare their numerical results with the experimental data for a
horizontal tube obtained by Othmer /78/ who condensed steam in the
presence of air. Clearly, such a comparison of different geometries
•,, . n	




is the Nusselt heat flux for the same P as Q ) basis between
experiments and theories were found.
The vertical-plate data of Hampson / 79/ for steam-hydrogen mixtures and
of Alcers at. è.].. / 80/ for ethanol and carbon tetrachlorid.e in the
presence of nitrogen and carbon dioxide were obtained under conditions
where substantial forced convection was apparently present. In the case
of / 79/, nitrogen was fed continuously to the apparatus and vented,
along with excess steam, near to the bottom of the condensing surface.
In the case of / 80/, the condensing plate was situated directly above the
boiling liquid. Althoui a baffle, in the form of a disc, was fitted
at the bottom of the test plate, this may not be adequate to prevent
significant disturbance of the flow near the plate. The observed
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heat—transfer coefficients were substatiafly higher (in excess of 20 %)
than those predicted by the theories / 65, 66/.
In view of the above, Slegers and Seban /61 / performed further
experiments for condensation of steam, in the presence of air, on
a vertical copper plate (50.8 mm wide, 127 mm high and. 114.3 mm thick).
The condensing plate was placed in a glass bell jar, fig. 2.15. A baffle
and steam distributor was fitted. over the boiler opening so as to avoid
forced convection effects. The condensing plate surface temperature
was evaluated by extrapolating the measured temperatures within the
plate. (Two vertical rows of six thermocouples each were located at
25.4 mm and. 50.8 mm from the condensing surface, fig. 2.16b. The mean
temperature for each row was used to determine the mean temperature
gradient). Measurements were obtained for steam temperatures of 60 °c,
040 C and 27 C, bulk-to-wall temperature differences up to 22 K,
2
maximum heat flux of about 95 kW/m and air mass fractions 0.0001 to
0.01. The observed heat fluxes (normalised with respect to Nusselt
values for the same T) were, on average, about 20 % higher than the
theoretical. predictions /66 /, figs. 2.33. This was attributed to forced
flow despite the care taken to avoid this.
For the same geometry as /81 /, Al-Diwany and Rose /82 / obtained heat-
transfer measurements for steam, at near atmospheric pressure, condensing
in the presence of air, argon, neon and. helium. The vertically-mounted.
copper plate (97 mm wide, 97 mm high, 12.5 mm thick) was located. in a
cylindrical, glass steam chamber, fig. 2.34a. The vapour-gas mixture was
passed. into the steam chamber via flow straighteners which provided
uniform flow of the mixture towards the condensing surface so as to
obviate forced convection effects. The wall surface temperature was
obtained. by extrapolating the six measured. temperatures Within the
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plate. The heat fluxes were estimated. from the temperature gradient
within the plate. Measurements were obtained for bulk—to—wall temperature
difference 5 - 80 K and gas mans fraction up to 0.4. The observed heat
fluxes (normalised with respect to the Nusselt value for the same T)
for steam—air, steam—argon and steam—neon showed satisfactory agreement
with the exact and. the approximate theoretical, solutions /66, 67 1
figs. 2.34b - 2.34g. The authors noted. that the theories /66, 67 / do




may be noted that for the latter cases the values of ,
	
for given
values of gas mass fractions are somewhat smaller than those for the
other mixtures, of. figs. 2.34b - 2.34g with figs. 2.34h and 2.34i.
Horizontal, tube
Otbmer /78 / introduced air for mole fractions of up to 11 % into
quiescent steam condensing on the outside of a horizontal nickel—plated
copper tube (75.2 mm o.d..), fig. 2.35. No provision was made for visual
observation of the tube surface. The tube wall temperature was measured.
by thermocouples embedded in the tube wall by the nickel plating process.
Measurements were obtained for steam temperature 100 - 110 	 and.
bulk—to—wall temperature difference up to 40 K. The results indicated
that the addition of 0.5 % air would. decrease the vapour—side heat—transfer
coefficients by 50 %.
Hampson /83 / condensed atmospheric—pressure steam on a horizontal
copper tube in the presence of hydrogen. During the tests, the steam—
hydrogen mixtures were vented continuously from the end plate of the
condenser shell at the coolant outlet end suggesting that significant
forced convection may have been present. The heat flux was evaluated from
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coolant measurements. Since the tube wall temperature was ot measured,
the vapour-side heat-transfer coefficient was estimated from the overall
measurements by means of the ?tWilson plot". Measurements were obtained
for a wide range of tube diameters (6 mm to 25 mm o.d.), tube inclination
( 00
 to 900), heat fluxes (up to 630 kW/m 2) and hydrogen-steam ratio
(0 - 0.05). The results, figs. 2.36, clearly demonstrate the detrimental
effect of a non-condensing gas.
An experimental investigation was carried out by Provan / 84/ for steam
condensing on a horizontal titanium tube (18.6 mm o.d) in the presence
of air and argon. The condensing tube was centrally located in a 152.4 mm
i.d.. glass cylinder and the steam-gas mixture was supplied to the test
chamber via a perforated tube located above the test tube,, fig. 2.37a;
the holes in the tube were arranged so that the vapour did not eject
directly on to the condensing tube. The heat flux was evaluated from the
coolant measurements. The experiments were carried out at near atmospheric
pressure and. the maximum gas (both air and. argon) mole fraction of about
0.06 was used. The results indicated, that for equal gas content the
reduction in the heat flux is of similar magnitude for both air and argon,
fig. 2.37b.
More recently, Henderson and. Marchello / 85/ obtained experimental data
for steam-air and toluene-nitrogen mixtures condensing on a horizontal
copper tube (28.6 mm o.d..) for pressures a little above that of the
atmosphere. Twelve thermocouples were embedded at various intervals
around and along the tube. Measurements were obtained for air and nitrogen
mole fractions in the ranges 0.0064 to 0.251 and 0.0071 to 0.591 respectively.






values for the same T), fig. 2.38,were found to be in good. agreement
with those of Othmer /78/ and. a semi-empirical equation, rthjCh fitted.
both sets of data well, was given,
nere	 is the vapour-ei.e heat'.4ransfer coefficient
aNU is the Nusselt heat-transfer coefficient for the same
T (= T, - T)
is the bulk gas mole fraction
C is a "fitted" constant given in Table 2.8 below.
Table 2.8 Value of C used. in equation 2.54; reproduced from Henderson
and Marchello /85 /






Steam-air	 0 1	 9 2	 0.64-2.5 1
Toliic,,e-,iir r ' en	 A I 4(	 S.	 0.7 I—&). 1
Benzie-xitri,gen	 0.	 14 3
	
7.1-20.3
(Note: Data for benzene-nitrogen were taken from Kirkbrid.e /86 /).
2.3.3 • 2 Moving vapour-gas mixtures
Vertical plate
Recently Asano et. al. /1 / performed. experiments, in turn, with
vertically downward-f lowing steam, methanol, benzene and carbon tetrachlorid.e
condensing, in the presence of air, on a vertical flat copper plate
(17.6 mm wide, 49.8 mm high and. 0.5 mm thick), fig. 2.19a. The surface
temperature was measured by two thexinocalples "soldered on the wall"
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at 4.1 mm and 4.7 mm from the upper and the lower edges. The heat flux
was determined by condensate collection. The experiments were carried
out at atmospheric pressure for the approximate ranges: bulk—to—wall
temperature difference 0.5 to 20 K, air mass fraction 0.027 to 0.787
and vapour—phase Reynolds number 1106 to 76 13. The results, fig. 2.19b,
clearly demonstrate the detrimental effect of air.
Horizontal tube
Berman and Fu.ks /87 / carried out experiments, for a wide range of
conditions, with flowing steam condensing, in the presence of airs on
a horizontal tube (19 mm o.c1., 522 mm long) located within a rectangalar
test section. Special precantions were taken to ensure that the apparatus
remained leak—tight. The temperature of the tube wall was measured by
means of a resistance thermometer located in a 0.9 mm x 0.9 mm spiral
groove on the outside surface of the tube. The heat flux was evaluated
from coolant measurements. Two series of experiments were performed. and.
Table 2.9 gives the ranges of the variables used. It was found that for
Re > 350, the results could be correlated to within ± 15 % by:—























Table 2.9 Range of experimental variables used. by Berman and Puke /87 /
More recerrt]y, Mills et. al. /6 / carried out experiments with low-pressure,
low-velocity, downward-flowing steam condensing, in the presence of air,
on a copper-plated. stainless-steel tube (19.1 mm o.d.., 12.8 mm i.d.,
76.1 mm long) using the apparatus shown in fig 2.18a. Considerable care
was taken to minimise the possibility of contaminating the steam and.
to ensure a vacuwn-tigit apparatus. The tube wall temperature was measured by
five thermocouples which were soldered into longitudinal grooves on the
outside surface of the tube. The thermocouples were circumfererrtialy spaced
around the tube at 450 intervals. The heat flux was determined prom
condensate collection. Measuremezits were obtained. for steam temperatures,
bulk air mass fractions, oncoming vapour velocities and steam-to-wall
temperature differences in the approximate ranges 307 to 333 K,
0.001 to 0.078, 0.277 to 0.88 uis and. 2.8 to 25.6 K respective]y. The
authors used the results of an analysis by Acrivos /88 /, for the boundaiy
layers under strong suction, to correlate their results, see fig. 2.39,
and. obtained:-
(2.56)g5f1g1 - ( 1 + (-1.18 BJ(1 +
where	
- eUSb/(ReSc)




Rauscher et. al. /89 / performed experiments with low-pressure, low-velocity,
downward flowing at earn condensing, in the presence of air, on a
horizontal copper-plated stainless-steel tube (19 mm o.d.) using the
apparatus shown in fig. 2.lBa. Considerable care was taken to minimise
the possibility of oontaminating the steam and. to ensure a vacuum-tight
apparatus. Five pairs of thermocouples were embedded in the tube wall
arid these were spread circumferentially around the tube wall at 450
intervals, fig. 2.40a. The thermocouples were calibrated as local
heat flux meter 'thich were used to determine the local heat flux around
the tube. The local tube surface temperature was obtained from the measured
local heat flux and. the local temperature measured by the outermost wall
thermocouple. In order to compare with the numerical results of Denny
and. South /30 /, data for the forward stagnation point were given.
Measurmezits were obtained for the following approximate rangess-
saturation temperature	 37 to 66 °c
bulk-to-wall temperature difference 1 to 17 K
bulk air mass fraction	 0 to 0.07
on-coming vapour velocity	 0.3 to 1.8 Wa
The experimental results were found to agree, to within ± 10 %, with the
numerical solutions of Denny and. South /30 /, fig. 2.40b. Moreover, it
was also shown that the heat-transfer coefficient over the upper half
of the tube is nearly constant, fig. 2.40c.
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Very recently, FLljii et. al. / 52, 77 / carried out experiments with
horizontal-flowing steam condensing, in the presence of air, on a
horizontal tube using the apparatus shown in fig. 2.23. The tube used
in these tests is the same one used in Series C of the pure steam tests,
see Table 2.4. Measurements were obtained for the following approximate
ranges: -
system pressure	 37 - 85 kpa
saturation temperature 	 26.8 - 39.6 °C
billk-to-41a11 temperature difference 5 - 15 K
vapour velocity	 2.5 - 71 ny's
bulk air mass fraction	 0 - 0.2
heat flux	 30 - 110 kW/xn2
The results, together with those of Mills et. al. /76 /, were compared. with
the correlation of Berman and Fuks /87. / (see also / 90/) and the theoretically
-based equation of Rose /72 / (i.e. equation 2.53c) in fig. 2.32. Good
agreement was found with the equation of Rose / 72/ for the whole range
of (i.e. w/w) while it is evident that the correlation of /87, 90 /
behaves incorrectly as 1/w approaches unity (i.e. low condensation rates
or hii gas mass fractions).
2.3.3.3 Summary
For the case of a stationary vapour condensing, in the presence of a
non-condensing gas, on a vertioa.]. plate, the measurements, for steam-air,
steam-argon, steam-neon and steam-helium mixtures, of Al-Diwany and Rose
/ 82/ are in good agreement with the approximate theoretical solution
of Rose / 67/ (i.e. equation 2.47), which itself was in satisfactory
agreement with more accurate numerical solutions /66 /. The measurements
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or /79-81 / which were higher than those pred.ioted by the theory are thought
to have been obtained in the presence of significant forced convection. For
the case of the horizontal tube, the measurements of Othmer /78/, Hampeon
/83/, Provan /54/ and Hethersen at. al. /85/ clearly show the detrimental
effect of non—oondensing gas. These measurements can be correlated
satisfactorily by equation 2.54.
For the case of the moving vapour—gas mixtures, no data for the
horizontal plate is apparently available in the literature. For the case
of the vertical plate, the data of Asa.no et.ai, /31 /, for s-team—air,
methanol—air, benzene—air and carbon ietrachloride—air mixtures, indicated.
similar general trends as those obtained by the above investigators
(for the stationary vapour—gas mixtures case). For the horizontal tube case,
limited data exists only for steam—air mixtures /52, 76, 77, 87, 89/.
The data of )tlil].s at, a].. /76 / and. tjii ct. ai. /52,77 / agrees well
with the theoretically—based, equation of Rose /72 / (i.e. equation 2.53).
It ma be noted that the correlation of Berman and. Puke / 87, 90/ behaves
incorrectly as W ,/W0, approaches unity (i.e. low condensation rates or
high gas mass fraction).
2.4 Concluding remarks
It has been seen above that, for the case of a flowing pure vapour
condensing on a horizontal tube, for low vapour velocities, the available
data /42, 43, 50, 59, 60 / showed fair agreement with the uniform wall
temperature theory /24, 49 - 51 / (see also footnote on page 48). However,
in this region, the deviation from the Nusselt theory /2 / is small. With
increasing vapour velocities, there is some evidence of departure from
theory, and at very high vapour velocities, the discrepancies are large.
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In addition, apart from the very lv vapour velocity data of Gogonin
and Dorokhov /59 /, all the other measurements were obtained for the
case of steam only.
Yor the case of a flowing vapour condensing, in the presence of a non-
condensing gas, on a horizontal tube, it appears that the limited data
available /52, 76, 77, 87, 90 / are well represented by theory /72 /.
However, it must be noted that these data are only for the steam-air
case (i.e. essentially one Schmidt number).
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Fia. 5. Comparison of experimental data or Berman and Ttanov [14] iiith
relation (28).
(1)P - 47 N cm 2, t	 74 degC,(2 P - 47 N cm2 . &	 2-5 degC;
(3) I	 0-31 N/cm 2, Ar - I 2 degC; (4) relation (28)
Fia. 6. Comparison of experimental data of Berman and Tumanov [14) with relations
(2l and (29).
(1)P - 0-31 N/i', r - 34 dcgC;(2j P 0-6 N/cm', & - 2-2 degC;(3) P ')S6
N/cm', & - 5 dcgC; (4) P 0-86 N cm', tit = 64 degC; (5) P - 0-86 Ncm2,
- 8-5 degC; (6) relation (28); (7) relation (29).
Figure 2.10 Reproduced. from Shekrilad.ze and Gomelauri /24/
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Fic. I. Flow diagram of the epenmenma1 system.
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FIG. 2. S bimatie drawing of the bcfl Jar system.













Figure 2.16 Arrangement of the wall tbertflOCOUPJeS in the
tesj of (a) Mills and Seban / 9 /
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Figure 2.20 Reproduced from Gogonin and Dorokhov /59 /
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FIG. 1. A circulation loop of steam and the condensate
Figure 2.23 Reproduced from Fujii. et. al. / 61/
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FIG. 1. Dependence of a/a 5 on 11 with condensation of steam.
eat series I (steam pressure 0.032 bar); 2—series 11(0.046 bar); 3—series III (0.086 bar))4—series IV (0.49 bai
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Figure 3. Experimental and 1culated dependences of
a/a's on 11. 1) according to Ref. 16, p = 4.7-31 kPa;
2) according to experiments in Ref. 17, P = 4.8 kPa;
3) according to experimental data ; according to experi-
mental equation (4): 4') forP = 3.2-8.6 kPa; 4") for
p = 47 kPa; 5) curve loilated by equation (6); 6) by
equation (8).
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Figure 2.25 Reproduced from Berman /63/
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Figure 2.26 Reproduced. from Sparrow and Lin /65 /
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Figure 2.32 Reproduced from Rose /74a/
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Figure 2.33 Reproduced. from Slegers and Seban /81 /
Ftc 1. General assembly of the apparatus.
1. electric heater; 2. electric heater; 3 gas measuring cylinders: 4. electrically heated mdo; etectricall) heated undo.
6. vertically sliding plate; 7. condensing plate; & cooling box; 9. horizontally moveable thermocouple (see also Fig. 3
mounted on vertically sliding plate. 10 thermocouple mounted on vertically sliding plate; 11 thermocouple mounted on
vertically sliding plate; 12 water level inspection slit. 13. flow straightener
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.35 Reproduced. from Othmer /78/
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FIG. 6 - EFFECT O GAS ON STEAM-SIDE COEFFICIENTS - 1.0 Inch o.d. Copper Tsb., 0.C20 inch thick wall.
Steam at 1 inch W. C. Cc. - Nitrogon, cpnmum vei? position. Mean Cooling Water T.irp.ratur. 92 F.
For Dropwis. Ccrid.nsct on 1.0 r.pr.s.nts 30,000 Stu/f 2h. F.
Figure 2.36 Reproduced from Hampson /83 /
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Steam-air
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Figure 2.40 Reproduced from Rauscher et. al. /89 /
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CHAPTER 3 - AIM AND SCOPE OF THE PRESEZ'T INVESTIGATION
As discussed. in Chapter 2, many of the uncertainties relating to
laminar filmwise condensation heat transfer have now been resolved.
However, areas of uncertainty remain. In the case of a pure vapour
condensing on a horizontal tube, it appears that the effect of vapour
velocity, especially at high vapour velocity and high condensation
rates (i.e. low values of the parameters Pr 1j/FrH and- /F) aid
that of the parameter RH/PrL are still unclear. In the case of a
vapour condensing, in the presence of a non-condensing gas, on a
horizontal tube, only limited experimental data (steam-air mixtures)
are available. It is thus not possible to judge satisfactorily the
validity of the recent theory /72 /.
The main aims of the present investigation were :-
i. to obtain reliable and. accurate data for vertical d.ownflow of pure
vapours in order to help to resolve the outstanding theoretical
problems; and at the same time to provide a sound basis for
evaluating the condensate film resistance when studying the effect
of non-condensing gas.
ii. to obtain reliable and accurate data, over a wide range of conditions,
in order to evaluate the theoretical result /72 / and to provide
guidance toward.s modification of the theory, it ieoessary. (In
particular, it was thought that the new data might be used. to obtain
better values for the constants a, b aid o in equation 2.51).
Two tube diameters were used. Steam and. Refrigerant 113 were used. as
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condensing fluids. Refrigerant 113 was chosen since it is relatively
non-toxic and. its thermopilysical properties are well documented and
markedly different from those of steam. Air and. •hyd.rogen were used. as
non-condensing gases. With these Vapour-gas combinations, the practically
important steam-air case was covered and at the same time, a wide range
of variables was permitted, to provide a stringent check on theory. In
particular, the range of Schmidt number for the vapour-gas mixtures
was from about 0.05 to about 0.5. The approximate ranges of the variables
covered are given in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Approzirnata overall ragee ot the
	 parameters used in the presezit investigation
d	 Ta	 T	 gobs
Mixture	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 1
kPa	 am	 K	 1(	 rn/s	 Z	 Z
pure steam	 101	 12.5	 373	 333 - 364	 0.4 - 1.8	 -	 -	 166	 466
pure steam	 47	 12.5	 353	 325 - 347	 1.6 - 3.3	 -	 -	 116 - 344
pure steam	 S - 9	 12.5	 307 - 319 301 - 316	 3.5 - 18.0	 -	 -	 29 - 350
pure steaW	 101	 25.25	 373	 322 - 364	 0.4 - 1.6	 -	 -	 126 - 412
pure steam	 4 - 8	 25.25 303 - 314 298 - 310 12.9 - 15.2 	 -	 51	 122
pure R-113	 101 - 305 12.5
	 320 - 321 287 - 304	 0.5 - 1.8	 -	 -	 26 - 46
pure R-113	 40 - 78	 32.5	 295 - 312 282 - 300	 2.0 - 2.8	 -	 -	 32 - 43
steam-air	 95 - 103 12.5	 366 - 373 296 - 364	 0.3 - 3.8 0.5 - 24.4 0.3 - 16.8	 81 - 447
steam-air	 4 - 40	 12.5	 301 - 348 293 - 332	 1.1 - 25.7 0.1 - 31.5 0.1 - 22.2	 41 - 247
steam-air	 99 - 301 25.25 270 - 373 301 - 355
	
0.8 - 1.7 0.5 - 12.4 0.3 - 8.1 106 - 371
steam-air	 6 - 37	 25.25 3)0 - 348 297 - 332
	
2.9 - 14.9 1.0 - 16.6 0.6 - 11.0	 32	 142
steam-hydrogen	 97 - 102 12.5
	 362 - 373 296 - 355
	
0.3 - 1.8 0.1 - 5.7 0.7 - 35.1 164 - 465
steam-hydrogen	 4 - 55	 12.5	 300 - 351 294 - 343	 1.3 - 17.1 0.1 - 3.8 1.0 - 26.3	 20 - 289
R-113-ait	 101 - 104 12.5	 318 - 321 284 - 303	 0.5 - 1.8 0.0.6 - 1.6 0.3 - 9.5	 22 - 5)
R-1) 3-hydrogen 103 - 124 12.5
	 318 - 320 285 - 301	 0.5 - 0.9 0.02 - 0.3 1.7 - 22.9 	 24	 43
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Of foremost importance in the present study was accuracy of measurements.
The test condenser tube surface temperature was found from four
thermocouples embedded in the tube wall. The heat flux was determined
from the coolant mass flow rate and. temperature rise and checked by
collecting condensate over a measured time interval. Good agreement was
found between the two values.
The vapour flow rate approaching the tube was found. by accurately
observing the heater input power (heater currents found from potential
drops across series standard resistors). Careful preliminary tests,
in which the total condensation rate (from both test and auxiliary
condensers) was measured, were used. to determine the 'thermal loss'
between boiler and. test section. These data were used in determining
the vapour velocity upstream of the test condenser tube. The 'exposed
length' of the tube occupied only the central portion of the test section
to minimise lengthwise velocity variation. The mean velocity over
the tube was obtained from the mean velocity for the test section by
adopting suitable 'profiles'.
The vapour composition (vapour-gas mixture tests) was found from the
vapour mass flow rate and the measured. flow rate of the non-condensing
gas. A second estimate was obtained, from the observed (saturation)
pressure and temperature. Regular checks were made to ensure that the
apparatus was satisfactorily leak-tight. That this was so was shown by
the close correspondence of the saturation pressure and. temperature
(pure vapour tests) and. by the good. agreement between the two
composition determinations (vapour-gas mixture tests).
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Special care was taken to ensure high-accuracy therrno-electric
measurements (adequate isothermal immersion, lead-wire junctions at
reference temperature, heavy draught-free Copper' switches, precision
digital voltmeter (i Mv)).
The stainless-steel and glass apparatus was maintained. in a very clean
condition and regular observation of the test condenser tube ensured
that no d.ropwise condensation occurred..
The present results for both pure vapours and vapour-gas mixtures are
thought to have accuracy and. reliability superior to earlier data. At
low vapour velocities, and. when using pure vapours, good. agreement with
the simple N'usselt theory was found, while at higher vapour velocities
and. when non-condensing gas was present, significant departure (as
expected) from Nusselt was found. Theoretical studies of the effects
of vapour velocity and non-condensing gas are exaniined in detail in
the light of the present results.
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CHAPTER 4 - APPARATUS
The apparatus was designed and. built by Fryd.az /91 /as part of the
initial phase of the present investigation, i.e. the stu&y of
forced-convection condensation of a vapour flowing vertically
downward.s over a horizontal tube in the presence of non-condensing
gases. Minor modifications were made by the present author. For
cleanliness (for the purpose of obtaining and. maintaining film
condensation), the whole apparatus was constructed from stainless
steel and glass with neoprene gaskets and using valves with viton seals.
4.1 General Layout
The general layout of the apparatus is shown in fig. 4.1 • Vapour
was generated in three stainless-steel boilers. Each boiler, see fig. 4.2,
was fitted with two stainless-steel sheathed 5 kW electric immersion
heaters, a level-indicating tube and a closed-ended. stainless-steel
thermocouple pocket. A non-condensing gas could be injected at the
base of the boilers. The pure vapour or vapour-gas mirture flowed
vertically downwards via a diffuser and a calming section to the test
section where the horizontal test condenser tube was located. Vapour and.
condensate from the test condenser tube passed into the auxiliary
condenser (34 stainless-steel tubes, 25.4 mm o.d., 500 mm long,
11 coolant passes, see fig. 4.3) located directly beneath the test
section. Non-condensing gas was removed. via a vent port situated near
the exit of the auxiliary condenser, while the condensate was led via
a short length of glass tube to a manifold and, subsequently back to
the boilers. The apparatus was thermally well insulated.
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Cooling water was pumped. from a supply tank and. was circulated via
variable-aperture float-type flowrneters through both the test condenser
tube and. the auxiliary condenser by a centrifugal pump (7.5 kW, nominal
delivery 270 kg/mm. at 2900 rev/nan. against a total head of 49 metres
of water). Provision was made for recirculating coolant from the
auxiliary condenser through the test condenser tube for the purpose
of obtaining higher coolant inlet temperatures.
The non-condensing gas was metered. by variable-aperture float-type
flowmeters, at entry to which the pressure and. temperature of the gas
were measured. When testing at near (slightly above) atmospheric
pressure, the gas was allowed to flow directly from the auxiliary
condenser to atmosphere. When testing at sub-atmospheric pressures,
the gas was extracted. from the vent port via two "cold traps" in series
by a vacuum pump (rotary type, swept volume of 334 litre/min.). For
the case when the condensing fluid was steam, the traps were immersed
in finelyground ice while, when using Refrigerant 113, finely-ground.
solid carbon dioxide was used. The liquid condensed. in the traps was
returned. continuously to the boilers. The vent rate could. be controlled
by a valve located. at the inlet to the pump.
4.2 Test section
Fig. 4.4 shows details of the stainless-steel test section (internal
diameter 152.4 mm, length 305 mm). The horizontal test condenser tube
was inserted. through '0' rings contained in ptfe sleeves. The ptfe
sleeves served both to insulate the tube from the test section walls
and to restrict the exposed. ("working") length to about 110 mm (nominal)
in the central part of the test section, across which the vapour
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velocity was essentially uniform (see section 6.2). The test condenser
tube could be rotated about its axis and. the whole condensing length
viewed via the observation window.
For the purpose of measuring the condensation rate on the test condenser
tube (as a check on the heat flux observed from coolant measurements),
a collecting tray was positioned directly beneath the tube, the
condensate from which could be led (when required) out of the test
section to a measuring cylinder. A valve at exit from the measuring
cylinder could be temporarily closed and. condensate collected over a
measured time interval.
Six closed-ended stainless-steel thermocouple pockets (four upstream
and. two downstream of the test condenser tube) were installed in the
test section. A pressure tap (internal diameter 8 mm) was provided
just upstream of the test condenser tube.
4.3 Test condenser tubes
Two copper condenser tubes of different diameters were used. Following
the recommendations of Fu.jii et. a).. /49 /, four grooves, each of
overall dimensions 2.06 x 1.60 mm2
 (see fig. 4.5) were machined.
lengthwise into the outer surface of the tubes. The grooves were
orientated at 900 to one another. One thermocouple (38 gaige twin-laid
copper-conatantan in fibre-glass sleeving) was placed in each groove
and the junctions soldered onto the tube. Tightly-fitting copper strips
(cut from the same samples as the condenser tubes) were soldered into
the grooves over the thermocouples. The tubes were finally turned in
a lathe to remove irregularities and. finished with fine "wet-or-dry"
paper. Table 4.1 below gives the specifications of the condenser tubes.
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Table 4.1 Specifications of the test condenser tubes.
mat aria).	 99.8 % pure copper
length exposed to vapour (I/mm)
outside diameter (djcin)
inside diameter (duzn)















The ener' dissipated by each heater was obtained by measuring the
potential drop across the heater terminals and. the current flowing
through ii, see fig. 4.6. The procedure adopted in measuring the
current was to connect standard resistors (nominally 10 milli-ohins,
see section 6.2) in series with the heaters and. measuring the
potential drop across each standard resistor. The potential drop across
the heater terminals and across the standard resistors were made with
a precision a.c. digital voltmeter (Solartron Time Domain Analyser
J}11860, accuracy ± 1 %). Variable transformers, connected to two of
the heaters (in separate boilers) facilitated oontinuous variation




Precision-bore variable-aperture float-type flowmeters were used. to
measure the coolant flow rates through the test condenser tubes. To
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obtain similar ranges of coolant velocity for the two tubes, two
different flowmeters (nominal maximum flow rates 10 litres/mm.
and 70 litres/mm.) were used. Equation 4.1, based on the
manufacturer's specifications, gives the coolant mass flow rate, m,
1.136 5 x 10	 c k1 V±,/ V	 (4.1)
where c.	 1.0365 - 0.00196644 t + 0.000005 252 t
t	 is the coolant inlet temperature in
=1 (for the larger flowmeter) and
0.14933 (for the smaller flowmeter)
is the indicated flow rate (o - 100)
vf
 is the specific volume of the coolant at inlet to the
Ilowmeter
The accuracy of equation 4.1 was checked /91 / by collecting and.
weighing. The agreement between indicated and measured flow rates
was, in general, to within ± 1.0 %. Details of these measurements
are given in Appendix A.
4.4.2.2 Non-condensing gas
The non-condensing gas volume flow rates were measured by variable-
aperture float-type ulowmetera (nomi nal flow rates 2.0 (0.5) 20.0
aM 20 (5) 200 litres/mm. air aM 5 (5) 70 and. 70 (10) 700 litres/mm.
hydrogen). The temperature and pressure of the gas at inlet to the
flowmeters and. the indicated volume flow rate of gas was used. to
determine the mass flow rate of the gas using equation 6.14.
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4.4.3. Temperatures
The temperatures in the boilers, test section, test condenser tube,
condensate return ani coolant lines were measured using 38 giiage
fibre—glass insulated twin—laid. copper—constantan thermocouples. Note
that the coolant outlet temperature is measured at two places; one
before and. one after a mixing box (construction of which was based
on the design given in /61/), see fig. 4.7. ill thermocouples were
made from the same reel. The thermo—emfs of the thermocouples were
measured by a precision digital voltmeter (Solartron A200) with a
sensitivity of I iV. Details of the thermocouple calibration are
given in Appendix B.
The copper and. constant an leads from the measuring junctions were
soldered to thicker enamelled copper wires, which led. to the selector
switch. The copper—copper and copper—constantan soldered. junctions
so formed, were placed. in closely—fittifig thin—walled glass tubes.
The glass tubes (one for each thermocouple) were immersed to a depth
of about 300 mm in finely—ground., closely—packed, melting distilled—
water ice, contained in a large vacuum—walled vessel. These arrangements
(see fig. 4.8) provided the reference junctions and. at the same time
obviated any thermal—emf due to the thicker lead wires.
4.4.4 Pressure
Both the pressure at the test section and. the pressure of the non—
condensing gas at the inlet to the flowmeters were measured by mercury—
filled U—tube manometers with one leg open to atmosphere. The manometers
were fitted with precision steel rules and vernier scales measuring
to 0.05 mm. A pressure damper (Ray Pressure Snubber, IMI Shipsion Ltd..,
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England) was incorporated in the test section manometer line to damp
out fluctuations arising from "bumping" when operating at sub—atmospheric
pressures.





























































































































































































































































































































































































































FIG. 4.8 THERMOCOUPLE ARRANGEMENT
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CHAFFER 5 - PROCEDURES
5.1 Leak testing
Prior to carrying out tests, and. periodically thereafter, the apparatus
was tested. for air in-leakage. To provide a criterion for judging the
effects of air in-leakage on the heat-transfer measurements, an estimate
was made of the leakage rate which would lead. to a significant error in
the measured value of the bulk air mass fraction, W. This was taken as
the value which would. give a detectable change inW as determined. from
the pressure and. temperature measurements using eqaation 6.16 (assuming
saturation conditions). Taking the precision of the pressure measurement
to be ± 0.1 mmflg and. that of the temperature measurement tobe ± 0.02 1
(i.e. thermo-emf ± 1 iiV), eaation 6.16 could, for a pure vapour, indicate
an apparent gas concentration (air) as shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Limit of estimation of air content from pressure
and temperature measurements
Vapour Pressure	 Apparent air content









It is evident that in-leakage will be most serious when operating at low
pressures and. that the air concentration in the vapour resulting from a
given leakage rate will be largest for the smallest vapour flow rate.
Table 5.2 gives, for the lowest pressure a.nd. the lowest vapour flow
rate used. in the subsequent investigation, the leakage rate which would
lead to a measu.reable air concentration.
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Table 5.2 Detectable air in—leakage rate for the lowest
pressure and the lowest vapour flow rate used
Detectable bulk 	 Detectable air leakaget
Vapour Pressure	 air content	 Lowest ff	 rate
_________ ________________ 	 V _________________________
- mmag	 wJ% WcD/%	 g/s	 V(il) lr/(l torr/s)
Steam	 40	 0.60 0.37
	
3	 0.02	 13
R-113	 300	 0.02 0.13	 100	 0.02	 13
At the start of the present investigation, the apparatus was drained and
evacuated. A pressure of about 2 mmHg was attained in about one hour.
After continuous pumping for a further week, a pressure of about 0.2 nnI1g
was reached..t It was presumed. that small leaks were present.
To determine the leak rate, the venting valve (see fig. 4.1) was closed
and. the pressure recorded. After a fu.rther 4 days, the pressure had risen
to 26 nTnHg indicating a leak rate of about 0.03 1 tori/s. As may be seen
from Table 5.2, this is clearly insignificant for the present purposes.
It may further be noted that the leak rate 'was determined for pressures
lower than. the lowest used. in the subsequent tests (40 mnag).
Leak rate checks, as described above, were conducted frequently
throughout the investigation and always when significant discrepancy
between the gas concentration indicated by the pressure—temperature
measurements and that indicated by the vapour and gas flow rates (including
tAir leakage rate corresponding to the detectable bulk air content.
pressure rise due to leakage * internal volume of apparatus
ir
time
(estimated. internal volume of apparatus is 400 litres)
For the vacuum pump used., the manufacturers indicated an ultimate






the special case of "pure" vapour, i.e. no gas was injected) was noted..
When significant leakage was indicated, the following procedure was
adopted to locate the leaks.
The apparatus was drained and. air (from the laboratory supply line) was
allowed to enter until the pressure was about 5 cxnEg above that of the
atmosphere. Relatively large leaks were detected by spraying soapy
water in the vicinity of suspected leak points. Bubbles could. be  seen
in the event of a substantial leak. Smaller leaks were detected. using
a halogen leak detector (Leybold Ltd.., model no. 163_81_StJ_17l. This
operates by detecting halogen—based. compo1'rits, in this case Refrigerant
12. The manufacturers claimed. detection of leak rates of io 1 torr/s).
The detector was connected in the vacuum line just before the putnp (see
fig. 5.1) and the apparatus was then evacuated. Refrigerant raa applied
by aerosol spray at points where leakage was suspected.. In—leakage of
the refrigerant activated. either a meter or a loudspeaker. 1hen a leak
was detected, appropriate action, depending on the nature of the leak,
was taken (e.g. gaskets or '0' rings replaced., clips and. bolts tightened,
etc.). When it was considered that the apparatus was satisfactorily
FIGURE 5.1 LOCATION OF THE LEAK DETECTOR
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leak-tight, it was left overnight wider vacuum and. the leak rate
determined by measuring the pressure rise.
Before taking further measurements, the following procedure was adopted
to ensure that the apparatus would remain leak-tight under test
conditions. It was filled with the test fluid and operated (i.e. boiling
and. condensing), without taking measurements, for a period of 8 hours
a day for a week both at atmospheric pressure and. at a pressure of 6 kPa
for steam and. 40 kPa for Refrigerant 113. The apparatus was then left
overnight under vacuum with the test fluid in the boilers and the leak
rate determined by measuring the pressure rise.
As noted earlier, leak-rate checks by measuring the overnight pressure
rise were carried out frequently throughout the course of the
investigation. In general, the leak rate was found to be less than
0.03 1 torr/s, except in a few instances when significant leak rates
were detected and. appropriate actions taken. It may be noted that a leak
rate of 0.03 1 torr/s corresponds to a maximum air content of about
1x103 % (mass fraction) or 6io % (mole fraction) in the case of
steam and. 5x10 % (mass fraction) or 3x10 2% (mole fraction) in the case
of Refrigerant 113.
5.2 Preparation of the condensing surface
For the case when the test fluid. was distilled. water, Frydas /91 / found
that film condensation persisted for at least four hours when the
following preliminary procedure (recommended by Al-Diwaxiy and Rose /2 1)
was used.. The condensing surface was first rinsed with tap water and.
then lightly rubbed. with fine "wet or dry" paper (Grade P800) wetted
with dilute sodium hydroxide solution. It was then rinsed throughly
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with tap water and finally with distilled water. In the present
investigation, the condensing surface was cleaned, using the above
procedure. In addition, it was found that spraying the condensing
surface with distilled water immediately after it was inserted, in the
test section and then allowing coolant to pass to prevent evaporation,
assisted. in the maintainence of film condensation. In the present work,
film condensation normally persisted for the duration of a day's testing
(about 8 hours).
For the case when the test fluid was Refrigerant 113, the condensing
surface was lightly ru,bbed with fine "wet or dry" paper prior to
insertion in the test section. Film condensation was always obtained.
5.3 Start up procedure
With coolant passing through the test condenser tube and the auxiliary
condenser and with the venting and filling valves (see fig. 4.1) open,
the boiler heaters were switched on at maximum power (about 30 kW).
Upon commencement of condensation on the test condenser tube, visual
observation was made to ascertain the mode of condensation. When it was
established. that the condensing surface was completely wetted., the
coolant flow rates through the test condenser tube and, the auxiliary
condenser were set to low values while the apparatus was purged
vigorously to the atmosphere to remove non—condensing gases. After about
20 minutes, the coolant flow rates were increased, and less vigorous
purging conducted for about two hours. Throughout this period, visual
observations were made at regular intervals (about 15 minutes) to check
that the mode of condensation was filmwiae. When the process of purging
was completed, the pressure and, temperature in. the test section were
observed. and checked. that they corresponded to saturation values to
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within the accuracy of the measurements.
5.4 Test procedure
For tests at atmospheric pressure, the filling and venting valves were
left open to the atmosphere. For tests at sub—atmospheric pressures,
the valves were closed and. the vacuum pump was connected to the venting
valve via the "cold traps" (see fig. 4.1). The venting valve was
gradually opened. and. the pressure in the test section allowed to attain
its lowest value. When a steady state was reached, the valve supplying
cooling water to the aux.iliary condenser was fully opened and. the
following test procedure carried out :-
i. the ambient pressure and temperature were recorded;
ii. the heater input power was set to the nominal desired value and
measured;
iii.the gas flow rate and. the test condenser tube coolant flow rate
were set to the desired. values;
iv. the following observations were recorded :-
a. the ihermo—emfs of the thermocouples in the boilers, the test
section, the test condenser tube wall, the coolant path (inlet
to and. outlet from the test section) and. the condensate return
manifold;
b. the coolant flow rate through the test condenser tube;
c. the test section pressure;
d.. the gas flow rate (i.e. indicated volume flow rate together with
the pressure and temperature of the gas at inlet to the
flowmet era).
At the end of each set of tests for a given heater input power (which
could. last up to one hour), the power and the ambient pressure and.
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temperature were again recorded.. The above procedure was carried, out
for various heater input powers, at each of which a range of gas flow
rates were used and. for each gas flow rate, a range of coolant flow
rates were used..
When operating at atmospheric pressure, it was possible to use up to
four d.ifferent heater input powers in one day. At sub—atmospheric
pressures, however, it was only possible to obtain sets of results
for a marimum of two different heater input powers.
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CKLFER 6 - OBSERVATIONS, CALCULATIONS MiD RESULTS
6.1 Visual observations
The test condenser tube was observed via the glass window at regular
intervals (about 15 minutes) during all tests to ensure that the mode
of condensation remained filmwise. For the case when the test fluid
was water, the tube surface changed from a shiny appearance to a
dull dark brown colour during the course of a day's running. When using
Refrigerant 113, the surface remained bright and shiny. In both cases,
however, it was observed that the condensate fell from the bottom of the
tube in drops (without sideways motion along the tube) rather than as a
sheet. The drops leaving the tube were more or less evenly distributed
along its length. The number of drop detachment locations along the
length of the tube for the case of Refrigerant 113 was about twice that
for the case of water. The size of the departing drops was smaller in
the case of Refrigerant 113.
6.2 Calculation of the main parameters
6.2.1 Vapour temperature in the test section (T.)
For all the tesiB (i.e. both pure vapours and vapour—gas mixtures)
the vapour temperature was taken as the arithmetic mean of the
temperatures recorded by the four upstream thermocouples in the test
section. The difference between the highest and the lowest values of
the temperatures was generally less than 0.05 K.
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6.2.2 Teat condenser tube outside surface temperature (Tn)
Thiring all tests, the test condenser tube was orientated so that
the four junctions of the thermocouples in the tube wall were located
at angles of 45 and 1 35° to the vertical on either aide of the forward
stagnation point. Four local temperatures 	 at known positions
within the tube wall were thus obtained. The outside surface temperatures
(P's) were estimated from
+ % ln(dJdt)/(?rktL)	 .1,2,3,4	 (6.1)
where	 is the mean heat—transfer rate evaluated, from coolant
measurements
is the thermal conductivity of the tube material (copper)
L is the exposed length of the tube
d is the outside diameter of the tube0
is the thermocouple location diameter
Note: Equation 6.1 is strictly valid only for uniform radial conduction
in the tube wall. However, the second term in the equation was always
small (2.o x). The range of variation vf the difference in the
tube wall temperatures measured at 45° and 135° from the forward
stagnation point is 0.02 to 14.24.
Following the recommendations of Fujii et. al. /49 /, the value of
was taken as the arithmetic mean of the four values of T0 around the
wall of the test condenser tube.
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6.2.3 Test section essure (Pm)




where	 is the barometric pressure
is the density of mercury
g is the gravitational acceleration
ii is the difference in heights of the mercury columns
6.2.4 Heat flux on the outside surface of the test condenser tube
The heat-transfer rate to the test condenser tube was obtained by measuring
the flow rate and increase in temperature of the cooling water. The heat
flux was evaluated from :
S
-	 o	 (	 - T. ) / (irdL)	 (6.3)obs	 cw Pow out
	 in
where	 is the mass flow rate of the coolant calculated using
equation 4.1
Cpcw	 is the specific isobaric heat capacity of the coolant,
taken as c at (Tout + T) / 2
Tin?Tout are the coolant inlet and. outlet temperatures
In view of the fact that the coolant temperature rise in certain Cases
is small, the reliability of the heat flux calculations based on coolant
measurements was assessed by conducting preliminary tests in which the
condensate from the test condenser tube was collected over measured time










tube ony and covered the whole range of coolant flow rates used in the
main tests. The agreement between the two methods was, in general, better
than 5 % ( see Appendix c).
6.2.5 Heater input power
The electrical power supplied to the heaters in the boilers was obtained
from the measurements of the potential drops across the heater terminals
and across the standard resistors connected in series with the heaters
(see fig. 4.6).
where V. is the potential drop across the terminals of the heater j
I. is the current passing through the heater j
I. was obtained from :
where Vr is the potential drop across the standard resistor j
R. is the resistance of the standard resistor j
3
The values of the standard resistors used in series with the corresponding







- 0.00996 5 ohm
6.2.6 Vapour mass flow rate at the test section ()
The vapour mass flow rate at the test section was obtained, from the
electrical power supply to the boiler heaters (Q) by application of
the stea4 flow ener equation for the condensing fluid and. non—condensing
gas streams. A correction for the heat transfer from the apparatus to the
environment (i.e. "thermal losses") was included.
In evaluating the thermal losses (and. in subsequent calculations of vapour
flow rate), it is necessary to consider the apparatus from the boilers to
the test section entry in two parts, i.e. referring to fig. 6.la, that to
the left of XX (boilers and. vapour supply line) and that to the right of XX
and, upstream of the test condenser tube (calming section and. test aec-tion
entry). This arises from the fact that the vapour supply line to the left of
XX slopes towards the boilers so that any condensate resulting from thermal
losses through these walls returns to the boilers, essentially at boiler
temperature, while condensate resulting from losses through the calming
section and test section entry walls passes to the auxiliary condenser.
To determine the thermal losses, tests using pure steam were carried out
at atmospheric pressure for various heater input powers. With coolant
flowing through the test condenser 'tube and the auxiliary condenser, and
when operating under steady conditions (the apparatus having been purged
as described, in section 5.3), the heater input power, the test section
vapour temperatures and the ambient temperature were measured. The
condensate resulting from thermal losses through the walls of the calming
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section and the test section entry was collected, by means of a neoprene
rubber channel fitted around the inside perimeter of the test section
just above the test condenser tube (see figs. 6.la and 6.2) and. led. to a
measuring cylinder, A. By collecting the condensate over a measured time
interval the condensation rate
	
could thus be determined. The remainder
of the condensate (i.e. from the test condenser tube, the downstream part
of the test section anti the auxiliary condenser) was collected in a second
measuring cylinder, B (see fig. G.la). Again, by collecting the condensate
over a measured time interval the condensation rate could be determined.
When operating in this manner, the thermal losses through the walla of
.*
the boilers and the vapour supply line 	 loss1 is given by .
iossi	 h (mA +
	
hg	 (6.6)
where hfg is the specific enthalpy of evaporation of the vapour.
The thermal losses through the walls of the calming section and the test
.*
section entry loss2 is given by :
m hfg	 (6.)
The results of the above tests are given in Table 6.1 and. shown in fig. 6.3.
The values of the major thermal loss, Q0581 (the surface area of the
boilers and. the vapour supply line is tmioh larger than that of the calming
section and. the test section entry), show no clear evidence of systematic
dependence on the heater inpirt power (and hence vapour velocity). This
is to be expected since the walls of the apparatus were very well insulated,
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so that the insulation material constitutes the major thermal resistance.
Consequently, the mean value of 740 W was adopted. (Bee fig. 6.3). The
.*
values of Q 2, however, appear to show a small systematic increase with
increasing heater input power as shown in fig. 6.3. The increase was
thought to result from "carry—over" of liquid, from the boilers, which would.
increase with increasing vapour velocity. Equation 6.7 would. therefore
0*
overestimate the loss. By extrapolating the values of 	 back to a
heater power of 740 W (i.e. where the whole of the heater input power is
"lost" through the apparatus walls to the left of Xx) where the vapour
velocity at section XX would be zero and hence "carry—over" of liquid, would
be zero, the true value of 	 was estimated. to be 160 W (see fig. 6.3)..
The fact that	 was essentially independent of would indicate that
any "carry—over" effect was less than the scatter of the data.
Since the insulation constitutes the major resist.ance to heat transfer, the
values of the actual losses, Q10551
	 Qioss2	 loss2 are the
losses determined in the tests described. above), in subsequent tests are
proportional to the vapour—to—ambient temperature difference. When operating
at vapour temperature other than those used in the above-mentioned. Wl055
determinations, the losses were estimated. on the basis of linear interpola-
tion with respect to the vapour—to—ambient temperature difference between
the values given in Table 6.1 and zero iithen operating at vapour temperature
equal to ambient temperature. Thus,
iossi	 loss1 (T - T t ) / ( -
- 9.827	
- Tat) w/i	 (6.8)
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•	 *	 *
losa2 - loss2 (Ta' - Tat) / (Ta' T•)
2.125 (T - Tat) W/K (6.9)
where T, Tat are the vapour and ambient temperatures for the actual. tests
!I, T*t are the mean of the vapour and ambient temperatures for the
tests to determine Q
	
andlossi	 loss2
Before indicating in detail how the losses are incorporated in the
calculation of the vapour mass flow rate at the test section, it may be
noted that the total losses are, in general, quite small in comparison
with the total heater input power. In the worst case (i.e. smallest heater
input power and highest vapour temperature used.) the total loss amounts
to less than 15 % of the heater input power and is itself estimated with
an accuracy better than 10 % (estfra-tion is based on the scatter of
1oaa1 see fig. 6.3 and. Table 6.1).
During the actual tests (the rubber channel in the test section was not
present), all of the condensate was returned continuously to the boilers
and. gas was injected into the boilers and. removed from the auxiliary
condenser via the venting valve. With reference to fig. 6.lb, a steady
flow ener- balance between the inlets to the boilers (condensate return




&	 + & h + £ h -
v g2	 n n2
(& + ) h 1 - & h	 (6.io)A
where	 is the condensation rate on the walls of the calming and.
test sections
bf2 is the specific enthalpy at T of the condensate on the walls
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of the calming and. test sections
is the vapour mass flow rate just upstream of the test condenser tube
hg2 is the specifio enthalpy of the vapour at
is the mass flow rate of the gas injected into the boilers
h 2 is the specific enthalpy of the gas at
hf1 is ihe specific enthalpy of the condensate return at entry
to the boiler
h 0
 is the specific enthalpy of the gas at entry to the boiler.
Treating the gases (air and hydrogen) as ideal arid, for liquid water
and. liquid Refrigerant 113, taking




m =1 Cp (Ta, - T 1 )] [Qh - iossi	 C (T - T0)- n Pnv ih +L fg
c '(T0, - i ) 1 (6.12)loss2 (i +	 h	 Jfg
where hfg is the specific enthalpy of evaporation taken at T
c, is the specific isobaric heat capacity of the condensate
return, taken as c at (T + T 1 ) / 2
is the temperature of the condensate return at entry to the
boiler
is the specific isobaric heat capacity of the gas taken at
(T + T0
 /2
is the temperature of gas at entry to the boiler
Equation 6.12 was used to calculate	 in all, tests using 0831








10552 from equations 6.8 and 6.9 respectively.
The fact that exoellent agreement was obtained. throughout the
present woi'k between the gas mass fraction calculated from the vapour
and gas flow rates (equation 6.15) and that calculated from the pressure
and temperature measurements of the vapour—gas mixture in the test section
(equation 6.16), see Appendix D and. Tables 6.10 to 6.17, helps to confirm
that iti (and. hence U,, see section 6.2.9) was accurately determined.
6.2.7 Gas mass flow rate ()
The flowmeters used. were calibrated to read volume flow rates at the
standard. temperature (T 0 - 288.15 i) and pressure (P0 760 mntHg).
The gas mass flow rate was calculated from :
where V is the actual vclwne flow rate of gas at the temperature ()
and pressure ( p) at inlet to the flowmeters
p	 is the density of gas at temperature T and pressure P
rind. is the indicated volume flow rate of gas
is the density of gas at temperature T0 and pressure P0
Treating the gases as ideal, equation 6.13 becomes
where	 is the specific ideal—gas constant of the gas.
Equation 6.14 was used to calculate the gas mass flow rate in all tesia.
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6.2.8 Gas mass fraction (w) and. gas male fraction (i, )
The gas mass fraction at entry to the test section could be calculated
by two methods :-
a. from the mass flow rates of gas and vapour, thus,
Wcx)1 I / (+)
	 (6.15)
b. Iran the pressure and temperature measurements in the test section
assuming saturation conditions and the Gibbs-Dalton ideal-gas mirtu.re
equations, thus,
p - P()	 (6.16)
- (i - (MJM)) P5(T)
where P (T ) is the saturation pressure of the vapour corresponding
B
to
M are the relative molecular masses of the vapour and gas
respectively
The mole fraction of the gas, We,, corresponding to the mass fraction, Wa,
was calculated from
= w / (w + (i - Wa,) M / M)	 (6.17)a, a,!
6 .2.9 Mean upstream velocity of vapour or vapour-gas mixture (ua,)
The mean vapour velocity over the exposed length of the teat condenser
tube was obtained from the mass flow rate using a seventh power velocity
profile for turbulent flow. (The lowest Reynolds number of the flow based





[ 2lrrUr d.rUa,	 T(t./2)	 JO
(6.18)
where 1. is the exposed length of the test condenser tube (iio mm)
Ur is the vapour velocity at radius r (measured. from the centre
of the test section)
is given by;
U	 U (i - r / (d.J2))h/7r	 0
where d is the inside dianeter of the test section (152.4 mm)














U - 0.817 U0	 (6.22)




Ua, l .1O8m +mv /AV	 U V	 ta (6.24)
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where At is the cross—sectional area of the test section, rdJ4
v is the specific volume of vapour or vapour—gas mixture in
the test section
Combining ecpiations 6.20, 6.22 and 6.23, Ua, is given by :
Equation 6.24 was used to calculate the mean upstream velocity of
vapour or vapour- .gaa mixture for all tests. It is of interest to note
here the calculated maximum variation of velocity along the exposed
length of the test condenser tube in relation to the adopted mean value.
From equation 6.19, the vapour velocity at r I/2, (UL/2) is given by:
- 0.833 U0	 (6.25)
Thus,






i.e. the velocity variation along the exposed. length of the test




Measurements have been carried out with the following pure vapours
and. vapour—gas inirtures: -
i. pure steam




vi. Refrigerant I 13-hydrogen
Refrigerant 113 was chosen since it is relatively non—toxic and. its
properties well documented and. are markedly different from those of
steam. Moreover, there is no difficulty in maintaining filmwise
condensation with this fluid. The vapour—gas combinations were chosen
to give a wide range of Schmidt number (approximately 0.05 to 0.5) so
as to provide a satisfactory basis for assessing the reliability of
the theory /72 /.
The nasurementa were obtained for a wide range of vapour velocities,
gas mass tract ions, buTh—t o—wall temperature differences, pressures
and. coolant flow rates. To investigate the effect of the tube diameter,
measurements for steam and. steam—air mixtures were obtained for two copper
tubes of two different diameters. Table 6.2 gives the approximate overall
ra.nges of the main parameters used. in the tests. Pu.0 details of the
results, which were calculated according tà the procedure outlined in
section 6 • 2 above, are given in Tables 6 • 3 to 6 • 17 • The thertnophysical
equations used in the calculations are given in AppenRi E. Sample
calculations are given in Apperu3ir F and a discussion of the estimation
of errors in Append.ix G.
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6.3.1 Pure vapours
Samples of the pure vapour results are plotted on the basis of heat
flux bs against coolant velocity (TJ) in figs. 6.4 to 6.10 and.
%bs against buik-to'-wall temperature difference (AT) in figs. 6.11
to 6.17. In ech figure, only the results for two different vapour
velocities are shown. For the atmospheric-pressure tests, these
corresponded to the lowest and highest values of the vapour velocity.
For the sub-atmospheric-pressure tests where the pressure varies
considerably within each category, the two vapour velocities corresponded
to the lowest and highest values for tests performed. at approximately
the same pressure. It is seen from these figures that, for given values
of TJ, and T, the heat-transfer rate increases with increasing vapour
velocity. This is attributed to the fact that increasing the vapour
velocity increases the interfacial shear stress 'esu].iing in a thinner
condensate film. Consecpiently, the heat-transfer rate increases.
In figs. 6.11 to 6.17, lines representing the simple Wusselt theory are
also shown. In all cases, the effect of vapour velocity can be clearly
seen.
6.3.2 Vapour-gas mixtures
When testing at sub-atmospheric pressures, the vacuum pump was always
operated at full capacity. Thus for a given vapour flow rate, the system
pressure increases with each increase in the gas flow rate injeoted ixrto
the boilers. Therefore, apart from the atmospheric-pressure tests, no
sets of data were obtained, at constant pressure. Conseqiently, only the
results for the atmospheric-pressure tests are plotted, on the basis of
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heat flix (:b8) against bulk gas mass fraction (w ) in figs. 6.18 to
6.22. As in the pure vapour case, only the results for two different
vapour velocities are shown.
As anticipated, it is seen that the heat-transfer rate, for given vapour
velocity, decreases with increasing bulk gas mass fraction, while, for
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FIGURE 6.2 ARRANGEMENT OF TEST SECTION WITH NEOPRENE
RUBBER CHANNEL FITTED
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Figure 6.4 Relation between heat flux and coolant velocity:
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Figure 6,5	 Relation between heat flux and coolant velocity:
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Figure 6,6 Relation between heat flux and. coolant velocity:
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effect of vapour velocity
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Figure 6.8 Relation between heat flux and coolant velocity:
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Figure 6.9 Relation between heat flux and coolant velocity:
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Figure 6.10	 Relation between heat flux and coolant velocity:
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Figure 6.11 Relation between heat flux and bulk-to-wall
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Figure 6.12 Relation between heat flux and. bulk-to-wall
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Figure 6.13 Relation between heat flux and bulk-to-wall
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Figure 6.14 Relation between heat flux and bulk-to-wall









Figure 6.15 Relation between heat flux and bulk-to-wall
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Figure 6.16 Re]ation between heat flix and. bulk-to--wall
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Figure 6.i	 Relation between heat flux and bulk-to-wall











Figure 6.18 Relation between heat flux ath bulk gas mass




























Figure 6.19	 Relation between heat flux and bulk gas mass
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Figure 6.20	 Relation between heat f]ix and bulk gas mass
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Figure 6.21 Relation between heat flux and bulk gas mass




























Figure 6.22 Relation between heat flux and. bulk gas mass
fraction: effect of vapour-gas velocity
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Table 6.1 - Results of Thermal Loss Tests
Q	 T*	 T*	 Q*	 Q*h	 at	 A	 B	 lossi	 loss2
W	 K	 K	 g/s	 g/s	 W	 W
	
30441.7	 373.22	 294.90	 0.109	 13.043	 766.9	 246.0
	
25103.1	 373.20	 295.35	 0.0996	 10.676	 787.2	 224.8
	
20228.9	 373.28	 295.65	 0.0917	 8.539	 753.1	 207.0
	
14953.1	 373.28	 295.75	 0.0879	 6.246	 659.9	 198.4
	
9517.1	 373.31	 295.95	 0.0845	 3.834	 675.0	 190.7
	
31335.7	 372.86	 299.15	 0.0944	 13.457	 746.6	 213.1
	
25745.4	 372.88	 299.75	 0.0875	 10.968	 789.5	 197.5
	
20910.5	 372.92	 300.55	 0.0842	 8.856	 726.7	 190.0
	
16094.9	 372.88	 300.15	 0.0821	 6.713	 754.5	 185.3
	
9601.5	 372.84	 300.15	 0.0795	 3.824	 788.3	 179.4
	
mean T*	 = 373.1 K
	






Note:	 oss2 was obtained by extrapolating back to a heater input
power of 740 W i see Figure 6.3 and Section 6.2.
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'V P	 I	 q2 'V.	 r
1	 5.39	 5•?	 37.15	 . i	 o..9	 3.lL	 292.37	 0.61	 8.39	 1.8	 1 •r
169	 5. è	 5.3	 i7.17	 3Cr. 6	 76.5	 2.7'	 292.37 0.66	 7.81	 1.11	 1.50
17'	 5.?h	 5.'	 3 7.17	 3 .i? .70	 7u.4	 2.34	 2.92.3? i.71	 7.31	 fl.9	 1•5C
171	 5.37	 5.3	 3C7.1	 303 .26	 o4.7	 1.95	 22.3? 0.76	 6.68	 .93	 1 .5
172	 5. 3o	 5.4	 3 i7. 25	 3C3.93	 58.!	 1.56	 .92.3?	 CJ.8	 6.01	 C.SC	 1.50
173	 5.36	 5 .	 37.25	 5C4.64	 4e.5 1.17 29.37 C.i8	 5.48	 u.66	 .53
174	 5.5	 5.4	 '7.29	 305.41	 37.2	 0.7o	 29?.37 1.13	 4.86	 L .5!	 1.50
175	 5.35	 5•1.	 30?. 29 2.3 .i3	 3t.3	 292.37 1.23	 .54	 0.46	 1.53
176	 5.34	 5.4	 !i7.33	 3.1 .'.2	 89.1	 3.Y	 292.34	 ..54	 9.48	 1.14	 1.50
177	 17.48	 6.2	 31. 7	 4.55	 1 5.2	 292.34	 0.64	 8.09	 1.60	 1.50
176	 16.°	 6.5	 31 r .74	 125.37	 135.0 3.49	 292.37 0.71	 7.31	 1.79	 1.50
179	 16.71	 6.6	 31 .97	 3 5.1 - 1:,Q.4	 3.12	 292.37	 0.76	 6.87	 1.75	 1.50
18 1 16.5'	 6.6	 11.19	 .6.4fl	 95.6 c.fl 292.17 t.k3	 6.32	 1.6	 1.50
181	 16.41	 6.?	 311. 4	 36. G 5	 94.7	 2.53 292.3?	 2.88	 6.01	 1.55	 1.50
182	 16.79	 6.3	 11.5	 37 .54	 o.9	 1 .55	 292.37	 v.56	 5.4o	 1.44	 1.50
183	 16. '2	 6.	 .11.58	 3 o. 2	 7 2.8	 1 .5r	 92.37	 1.1.	 4.95	 1.26	 j_r
184	 16.17	 6.'	 11.64	 3t9 • 3	 61.9	 1.17	 292.37	 1.2.5	 4.47	 1.06	 1.50
125	 16.12	 6.	 311.71	 t '5.2	 46.9	 C.7	 292.39	 1.42	 4.35	 0.78	 1.50
186	 16."7	 6.;	 311.77	 310.45	 37.0	 292.39	 1.5 ,	 3•91	 J.58	 1.5?,
167	 15.96	 21.9G	 5 .73	 117.4	 3.9 a	 92.12	 0.71	 7.31	 2.01	 1.50
188	 14.44	 ?.°	 14.23	 !j7.41	 129.2 3.89 292.93 C.78	 6.6	 .25	 1.50
189	 i4.34	 7.	 $14.38	 123.5	 3.50 292.9	 0.83	 6.33	 .16	 1.50
19	 14.3?	 7.#	 '14.43	 !t0 .!1	 116.3	 3.11	 e92.9i	 .o8	 6.01	 2.02	 1.5j
191	 14.28	 7.	 314.47	 303 .F 4	 111.4	 2.69	 292.8	 0.98	 5.48	 1.95	 1 .5D
192 14.79	 7." .34.47	 9..3, 134.1 2.34	 9.Eo 1.05	 5.15	 1.81	 1.50
193 14.52	 7.	 314.43	 i Y .u3	 92.8 1.95	 292.od	 1.13	 4.87	 1.66	 1.50
1 9 4	 14.32	 7.,	 14.43	 1 .5	 3.9 1 .So	 292.88	 1.27	 4.41	 1.45	 1 .50
195	 14.32	 7.9	 14.43 '11.11	 7.g	 1.17	 292.91	 1.42	 4.05	 1.19	 1.53
196 14.32	 7.;	 1	 b	 54.0	 292.93	 1.64	 3.65	 .68	 1.52
197	 14.29	 7.	 314.47	 312.77	 41.7	 292.96	 1.69	 3.57	 .72	 1.50
19?	 i4. 12	 3.	 3i4.71	 ±7 .c7	 133.3 3.6 Q	292.26	 0.81	 6.53	 2.31	 1.50
199 13.L	 3.	 316.79 3	 .Th	 145.7 3.9	 292.34 C.88	 6.21	 1.S(
2 .10 12.92	 9.	 16.9.	 . 9 .:9	 1.c.4 3.51	 292.14	 0.93	 5.73	 2.42	 1.5
2.01 12.79.	 9.1	 317.14	 309.93	 ;29.5 3.12 297.34	 0.98	 5.48	 2.37	 1.50
??,Z 12.73	 9.2	 317.25	 31 .5c	 121.2 2.7% 292.34	 1.35	 5.15	 2.26	 1.50
203 12.65	 . - 317.39	 '11 .22	 114.1 2.24 292.34	 1.15	 4.78	 2.15	 1.50
204 12.61	 9.' 317.45 311.90 103.1 1.95 292.34 j.25 	 6.47	 2.02	 1.5C
205	 12.58	 9.1 317.51	 51.t-1	 93.8 1.56 292.34	 1.42	 4.uS	 1.76	 1.50
206 12.56	 f." .37.55 .13.75	 80.1 1.17 29d.'4 1.62	 3.68	 1.54	 1.5's
207 12.52.	 9.	 317.63 314.92	 61.4 0.78 292.3? 1.56	 3.35	 1.7	 1.53
208 12.36	 9.6 317.88 31.92	 48.5	 .5Z 292.44 1.96	 3.24	 1..3	 1 .50
209 11.P8	 3n.71	 i:.s	 '49.7 3.9 - 292.3?	 J.91	 5.88	 2.75	 1.5)
zie	 9.4)	 .	 316.66 5 2o.33 133.6 3.9	 292.3.	 r.81	 6.49	 2.39	 1.50
211	 9.39	 ,.	 .36.59 33 .5 131.1 3.51 292.30 0.88	 6.3	 2.36	 1 .50
21?	 9.8	 9.	 f12.69	 0.34	 123.0 3.12 292.32 0.93	 5.72	 2.26	 1.5
213	 9.38	 9.	 316.92	 uS.90 i15.3 2.71 292.33 1.01	 5.6	 2.19	 1.5)
214	 9.36	 .	 316.95	 31.48	 19.3 2 q 64 252.3.	 1.10	 4.95	 2.36	 1.50
215	 9.35	 9.	 .16.97	 311 .15	 )1.1	 1.95 292.32 1.23	 4.54	 1.95	 1.50






• IIUJo.	 TW	 0•.	 ow	 Pw
X	 a
217	 9. 4	 .	 316.99	 13. 2	 76.4	 1.17	 292. 3	 1.54	 3.81	 1.53	 1.50
216	 9.32	 317. C4	 14.16	 58.?	 u..78	 29:.4	 1.7o	 3.47	 1.15	 1 .5
219	 9.31	 0.1	 17.Jb 314.9	 45.4	 t...52	 292.49	 1.84	 3.38	 1.C2	 1.5fl
22C	 9.S	 9.	 317.21	 .o4	 37.6	 3.9	 292.34	 6.32	 2.42	 1.50
221	 3.58	 o.5	 315.87 3.j6 .17	 137.6	 3.9	 ?9:.7	 c.83	 6.32	 1.88	 1.50
22	 3.57	 515.94	 3'.6.63	 131.1	 3..51	 292.39	 .S8	 8..i1	 1.26	 1.,3
223	 5.5?	 o5	 15.91	 )7.'3	 i23.	 3.1	 92.39	 .93	 5.73	 1.92	 1.5
224	 .57	 b.o 515.93	 6.11	 111.7	 2.6k 292.39	 .98	 5.4	 1.82	 1.50
225	 3.56	 3.6	 315.47 !0.t^	 111.6	 2.34	 2.2.42	 1.1.3	 4.86	 1.78	 1.53
726	 5.56	 3.6	 315.9?	 3L9 .46	 1,1.1	 I95	 292.4	 1.3	 454	 1.72	 1.5C
227	 5.56	 .	 6.. .51	 Qt_.6	 I_So	 29Z.4	 1.37	 4.16	 1.49	 1.5
72	 .55	 .5	 311,.'9	 311.57	 77.6	 1.17	 292.44	 1.57	 4.76	 1.43	 1.50
229	 5.54	 .6	 316.14	 ..1.?9	 6C.6	 ..?8	 292.47	 1.4	 _3	 1.19	 1.)I:
23	 .54	 i5.	 316.1(	 31.5 .cb	 47.3	 292.52	 1.91	 3.29	 1_C?	 1.53













































































































































































































































tub. diaastsr 25.25 -	 - •1PO1• •stiats.
Ran	 .	 __	 Lt
JO.	 U5,	
.	 T	 Q	 U	 T	 T0	 %b	 °Tw
Pa	 I	 I	 'I'	 i	 I	 I
25	 12.85	 4.	 '.5'	 29.t.'2	 03.0 3.59 29.39	 C. 12	 .55	 1.23	 1 .5
253	 4.	 3 S. '9	 299.4	 61.1	 i.b	 39.54 t.Z2	 22.61	 fl.?6	 1.5(1
254 12.87	 4..	 33.39 299.91	 52.3	 1.26 289.59 0.7	 1&.53	 C.39	 1.5C
255	 12.87	 4.	 :.:9	 3...19	 5C.9	 .	 289.69 3.37	 13.66	 0.21	 1.50
256	 1'.6i	 4.	 5.53 29,.48	 81.6	 3,59	 289.37 0.15	 53.81	 1.63	 1.50
257 11.	 4.9 3 5.53	 O1.11	 67.9 1.3	 289.49 1.25	 2.36	 ¶.C2	 1.50
253	 1'.61	 4.9	 !.5.53 3 il.o6	 57.. 1.26	 289.59	 f.3L	 17 •j	1.56	 1.50
79	 13.63	 4.9	 5' 5.53 .C1 .50	 54.3	 r,.9fl 289.6o 0.39	 12.82	 )•3j	 1.50
26(	 14. 13	 5.4	 31	 47	 3t.53	 1 8.2	 3.59 28.29	 L.213	 25.39	 2.C9	 1.51J
261	 14.10	 .4	 ii ..47	 3..4.7	 31.6	 1.8	 289.	 1. 35,	 I?. J.	 1.46	 1.53
262	 14.12	 6.4	 .1C.47 3)5.59	 71.3	 1.2c	 .89.49	 0.37	 13.65	 O.8	 1.51
263 16.13	 5.4	 31 .47 305.77	 74.7 C.9	 29.54	 .S4	 9.43	 0.4!	 1.50
264	 15.12	 1.9	 314.43 335.61	 122.4 3.59 289.37	 .22	 22.59	 2.78	 1.53
265	 15.11	 7.9	 34.43 3 .o.62	 ..3	 1. . 289.4	 0.32	 15.71	 1.89	 1.51
266 15.14	 7.9	 314.43	 3 L9 .t9	 35.6	 1 .2s 229.56 0.44	 11.43	 1.26	 1.50
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rabi. 6.8 (oontinu.d)	 -	 error .iti,it..
Run ____
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CHP.PTER 7 - DISCUSSION
7.1 Pure vapours
7.1.1 Comparison of the present results with earlier measurements
and. with theory
The preserrt results are examined, below in the light of the recent
observations for steam of Nobbs and. Mayhew /42, 43 / and. Fu.jii et. aL
/50 , 60 / and for Refrigerant 21 of Gogonin and Dorokhov /59 /.
Comparisons are also made with the theoretical studies of Shekri],adze
and. Gomelauri /24 / and Fajii and. co—workeri /49 - 52 / and. the correlations
of Pujii et. al. /50 , 51 /. The very high vapour velocity data of Nicol
and co—workers /37 - 40 / are discussed. in section 7.1.2.
As was seen in Chapter 2, the theoretical solutions based on the
assumption of uniform wall surface temperature /24, 49 - 51/t tended to
predict higher heat—transfer coefficients (particularly at high
condensation rates and high vapour velocities) than those found in recent
observations /37 - 40, 42, 43, 50, 60 / (see figs. 2.lOb, 2.12b, 2.13f
and. 2.13h). The data of Gogonin and Dorokhov /59 / are in the region of
very low vapour velocities ( 0.56 zx/s) and. the deviation from Nusselt
is small. More recent theoretical results based on the assumption of
uniform wall heat flux /50, 51/i and an overall vapour—to—coolant analysist
/52 / were in better agreement with the observations of Fujii et. al.
/50 , 60 / and Nobbs /42 / (see figs. 2.13g, 2.13i and. 2.14). However,
t Both /50, 51 / contain errors, see Chapter 2 and Lee and. Rose /92 1.
The theoretical solutions obtained in /52/ were, for practical
purposes, the same as those based on the uniform heat flux condition
/50, 51/ (see /92/ for oor .ected results of /50,51/).
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Lee and Rose /92 / showed that the u.niforin-wall-heat-flux based solutions
and. the overall vapour-4o-coolant solutions are unsatisfactory. No
comparisons are made with the latter theories.
The analyses /49 - 51 / indicated that the vapour-side heat-transfer
coefficient could be expressed as a relation between three dimensionless
parameters. Two of these may be considered as primary parameters in the
sense that for the ranges of variables covered by the available
experimental data, the third parameter has a relatively miwh weaker
effect. Moreover, the data themselves, when plotted on the basis of the
primary parameters, apparently indicate weak dependence on the
third parameter. In the more recent theoretical solutions /50 - 52 I,
closed-form expressions relating the aominating parameters were not
given. jii et. al. /50 , 60/ have, however, provided semi-empirical
correlations, based on their theoretical solutions, of their experimental
results (steam only). These correlating equations (see equations 2.42
to 2.45) are rewritten here:-
(1) based on the main dimensionless parameters arising from the
uniform wall surface temperature analysis: -
Nu/fReTp = 0.96 
"il'°'2	 (.i)
for 0.03 < Pr1/Fr < 600
while for Pr1/FrH > 600, Fujii et. al. indicated that the Nusselt
equation is adequate,






(ii) based. on the main dimensionless parameters arising from the
uniform wall heat flux analysis:-
- (//j)°° 26
	(7.3)
for 0.06 <IRe/Fri < 200
while for IReTp /FrM > 200, they indicated that the zero—vapour
velocity "Nusselt—type" uniform wall heat flux equation /21 / be used,




NuReTp - 0.6 15 (eTp/Fr)*
In equations 7.1 to 7.4,
Nu	 is the average Nusselt number, Q dJkLT
EeTP is the two—phase Reynolds number,
is the condensate Prandtl number, iuCPI/kL
Fr	 is the Froade number, U/gd0
H	 is the phase change number, CpL/k1fg
Ga	 is Galileo number, gd 3 /iL
M	 is a dimensionless number, Q d0/1Lbfg
The present results are plotted in figs. 7.1 to 7.7 Ofl the basis of
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Nu,4)Re against Pr1/PrH and. in figs. 7.8 to 7.14 on the basis of Nu,4JReTP
against JReTI/Fr14I (Note that low values of the abscissae correspond to
high vapour velocities and high condensation rates). A separate graph
is given for each of the two fluids, for each of the two tube diameters
and. for each vapour pressure used.. Following Kirikowcyz and Sparrow /66 /,
the condensate film properties (except h fg which was evaluated. at T)
were evaluated. at the reference temperature, 	 where
Tr - T + *(T - T )
	
(7.5)
where T1,, is the (arithmetic mean) outside surface temperature of
the test condenser tube;
is the condensate surface temperature (- T for pure vapours).
Lines representing equations 7.1 to 7.4 are included. in the relevant
figures.
It can be seen from figs. 7.1 to 7.14 that the present results both
for steam and. for Refrigerant 113 agree satisfactorily with those
calculated. using equations 7.1 and. 7.3. In view of the fact that the
correlating equations 7.1 and. 7.3 were based. on steam data only, the
agreement with the present data for Refrigerant t13 provides good.
support for the theoretical basis for the correlations ( gee Chapter 2).
For the present data, it may be noted that, for both fluids, the results
obtained. when operating the apparatus at sub-atmospheric pressures showed.
more scatter than those for atmospheric pressure. This is thought to be
due to 'the fact that the overall vapour-to-coolant temperature
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difference (Ta, - T0 ) is considerably smaller for the lower pressure
tests. Thus for these tests, the hea-t-transfer rate is smaller leading
to a smaller coolant temperature rise and consequent increase in
uncertainty in the measured heat flux. The higher scatter of the
Refrigerant 11. low-pressure data reflects the higher vapour-side thermal
resistance and. conooquent lower heat-transfer rate obtained with this
fluid.
In figs. 7.15 and. 7.16, all of the present results are shown together
with those of Nobbs /42 /, Fujii at. al. /50, 60 / and Gogonin and
Dorokhov /59 / and are compared with the equations 7.1 and 7.3. It may
be seen that the data of the four separate investigations are in qu.ite
good general agreement with each other and, taken together, are reasonably
well represented by equations 7.1 and 7.3. The data of Gogonin and.
Dorokhov /59 / are for very low vapour velocities ( 0,56 rn/a) and the
deviation from the Nusselt prediction is small. The results of Fujii et. al.
are rather more scattered than those of the present work and. Nobbs.
Towards the lower end of the range of Pr 1/Pr (about 1.0; fig. 7.15)
and of\!ReTp,/FrM ( about 1.0; fig. 7.16), the values of Nu,kJReTp found
by Nobba are generally higher than those of Fujii, while the present
values fall roughly between the two. It may be noted. that in the above-
mentioned ranges, the present data are those for steam at low pressures
comparable with those used by Pujii ithile the data of Nobba are for
atmospheric pressure and. higher condensation rates.
In fig. 7.17, the data shown in fig. 7.15 are compared with the
theoretical equations of Shekriladze and Gomelauri /24/ and. Fujii et. al.
/49/, both based on a uniform wall surface temperature analysis and
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exclude the possibility of separation of the vapour boundary layer
(see chapter 2). (Note that the Shekriladze result is essentially the
limiting case of that of Fijii for RE/PrL..c and. for practical purpose
for RH/PrL greater than about 10, see fig. 2.12). The theoretical lines
of ?iijii et. al. /49 / are plotted for the extreme values of the parameter
R/Pr of the experimental data.
There is clear evidence from all four data sets /42, 43, 50, 59, 60 and.
present / that, except at higher values of Pr 1JFr (> about 1.0), the
above—mentioned, theoretical results over—predict the Nusselt number, the
discrepancy increasing as the parameter PrL/FrH decreases, i.e. as the
heat flux and. vapour velocity increases.
7.1.2 Considerations relating to the very high vapour velocities
As noted earlier, the data of Nicol and co—workers /37 - 40 /, which
extend to significantly higher vapour velocities than those used by Nobbs
and. Mayhew /42, 43 /, Fujii ct. al. /50, 60 /, Gogonin and Dorokhov /59 /
and in the present work, indicate markedly lower heat—transfer coefficients
than found. by the latter workers. This is illustrated in figs. 7.18 and 7.19
plotted on the basis of NWfReTp against Pr1/'FrH and Nu/.fReTp against
!Re1JFrM respectively. For the ranges of r1JFrN azd/e1JFrM where the
data of Wallace /38 / overlap those of the other investigators, it
can be seen that Wallace's results are clearly lower than those of Nobbs
/42 / and the present work and. dust within the lower bound of the scatter
of the data of 'ujii et. al. /50, 60/.
It may be noted. that in the case of Wallace's investigation, the steam was
sampled and. the air concentration determined /38 / ( see chapter 2).
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When the temperature drop in the vapour-gas boundary layer, determined
on the basis of the equation of Rose /72/ (see section 7.2 and
chapter 2), is subtracted from the observed vapour-to-wall temperature
difference, and. the parameters in figs. 7.18 and 7.19 reevaluated on
this basis, somewhat higher values of the Nusselt number are obtained as
may be seen in figs. 7.20 and. 7.21. The fact that substaxrtial amounts of
air (up to about 5 % by mass) has a relatively small effect 0' the results
is due to the very high vapour velocities used.
It may be seen that the reevaluated values of Wallace's /38 / data
lie closer to the extrapolated Fujii correlations and appear to blend
reasonably well with the results of Fu.jii and those of the present work
while still lying significantly below those of Nobbs and. Mayhew.
Again, it may be significant to note that the measurements of Wallace
/38 / were taken at sub-atmospheric pressures (as were those of Fujii
ct. al. /50 , 6C3/ and the present work for Pr JJ/FrH < about 1.0 while
those of Nobba /42 / were for atmospheric pressure).
Fig. 7.22 shows the same sets of data as fig. 7.20 together with the
theoretical lines of Nusselt /2 /, She1ciladze and Gomelauri /24/
(no vapour boundary-layer separation case) and Pujii et. al. /49 /
(far values of the parameter RH/PrL - 0.5, IE,/Pr
	
7.0 arid. RH/PrL - 7.0;
the approximate range covered. in the experimental dat a). It is clear
that the results of Wallace /38 / (after allowance for the effects of air
as indicated above) are well below the uniform-wall-surface-temperature
solutions /24, 49 /
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It has been seen that the correlations of Fajii et. al. /50, 6c for
steam (equations 7.1 and 7.3) are in broad. general agreement with the
steam data (which in the case of Wallace /38 / extended to well beyond
the ranges of the correlations) and also the present data f Refrigerant
113. It should be noted. that these correlations suggest that the values
of NW'IReTP decreases monotonicali.y with decreasing values of Pr1j'FrR.
However, it would seem evident that for sufficiently high vapour velocities
(i.e. sufficiently low values of PrilFrH), the parame-er NukJReTp
should approach a constant value where the effect of vapour drag
completely overwhelms that of gravity in the manner indicated by the uniform
wall surface temperature analyses of Shekriladze and. Gomelauri /24/
and. Thjii et. al. /49 51 /.
It was seen in Chapter 2 that the analysis of Shekrilad.ze and Gomelauri
/24/ gives a conservative estimate of Nu/ fReTp ( with respect to the
analysis of Fujii et. al. /49/) since the former used the asymptotic
value of the shear stress on the condensate surface which is less than
the actual value. For the case when separation of the vapour boundary
layer was neglected, the theory of Shekriladze arid Gomelauri predicted
a limiting value of NW'IReTP of about 0.9. By making the ad.d.itional
conservative approximations that the vapour boundary layer separates at
82° (earliest possible value for flow without suction) and that the
heat transfer beyond. the separation point is negligible, Shekrilad.ze
and Gomelauri obtained a (triply) conservative estimate of N1/%fRe
of about 0.59. On this basis, Sheilad.ze and Gomelauri suggested
that their equation of NW%IReTp as a function of Pr1fFrE be multiplied.
by 0.59/0.9 0.65 to allow for vapour boundary layer separation.
However, the result in the zero vapour velocity limit is then 65 % that
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of the Nusselt value which is clearly unsatisfactory. Attention h.as
been drawn to this fact by Butterwortli /47 / 'tho suggested that the
factor 0.65 be applied to the forced-convection solution before blending
with the Nusselt result in the manner adopted by Shekriladze and
Gomelauri. This ives:-
N14/ReTp = 0.416 [i + (1 + 9.467	 /rm) -.]*	 (7.6)
Equation 7.6 is compared with the data of Wallace /38 / (with the tempe-
rature drop across the vapour-gas layer accounted for by the method of
Rose /72 /), Nobbs /42 /, Fujii et. al. /o, 60 /, Gogonin and Dorokhov
/59 / and the present results in fig. 7.23. With the exception of the
results of Wallace and a few of the relatively widely-scattered points
of Fujii et. a].., the bulk of the data supports the contention that
equation .6 is indeed conservative.
To summarise, there is apparently good evidence (both theoretical
and experimental) that eTqua.tion 7.6 should. be conservative. However,
the work of Wallace suggests that at low values of Pr 1/FrH (i.e. high
vapour velocities and. high condensation rates) this is not the case.
This issue eviderxt].y needs to be resolved.
7.1.3 Alternative method of displaying the experimental arid, theoretical
results
As noted above, the variables used as co-ordinates for displaying the
ze suits arose from theoretical considerations. They do not, however,
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readily convey information relat ing to the effect of vapour ye locity
on the rate of heat transfer. For this purpose, the experimental
/38,42,50,59,60 and present / and theoretical /24,49 / results and the
correlations o Fujii ct. al. /50, 60/ have been replotted in figs. 7.24
and 7.25 on the oasis outlined below,
It was seen in Chapter 2 that the flNusselt theory" (based on both
the uniform wall surface temperature /2 / and the uniform wall heat
flux /21 /) is sufficiently accurate for predicting filmwise condensation
heat transfer of a stationary vapour on a horizontal tube. Thus,
by dividing the value of the Nusselt number for the case when the vapour
is moving by the corresponding value (i.e. for the same T or for
.
the same Q ) obtained from the"Niisselt theory", the effeot of vapour
velocity is indicated by the divergence of the result from unity.
The Nusselt numbers for the stationary vapour case are:
NuNU	 0.728 (Ga Pr1/H)*
	
(7.7a)




for the case of uniform wall heat flux.
For the moving vapour case, the uniform—wall—temperature analysis of
Ftijii ct. al. /49/ indicated that
Nu	 -	 (P/F' ,


















Nu	 iJReTp 4 ( Prt/FrH , RH'L)
-	 0.728 (Ga PrL/H)
Similarly, the equations of Fujii et. a].. /50, 60/ and Shekrila.dze and
Gornelauri /24 / can be normalised. thus :
Note that in equations 7.8 and. 7.9,
where	 is the mean heat flux given by the simple Nusseli theory /2 /
for the same T as that used. when evaluating the mean Q for






Similarly, for the uniform—wall--heat—flux case, the correlation of
Fujii et. al. /50, 60 / indicated, that








Note that in equation 7.11,
Nu - TNuQ
Nu.. (7.12)
where T	 is the mean temperature drop across the condensate filmNu, Q
given by the uniform wall heat flux "sss1t" th.oxy /21 /
."
for the same Q as that used when evaluating the mean tT
for the case of the moving vapour.
In figs. 7.24 and. 7.25, the curves for the theoretical equations and
correlations were plotted as indicated above. The experimental points
in fig. 7.24 were plotted on the same basis as the curves for ecpiations
7.8 and 7.9 while those in fig.7.25 were plotted. on the same basis
as the curve for eqaation 7.11. In these figures, reciprocals of the
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parameters Fr1/FrH and ReT?/Fr have been used. as abscissae so that
increasing values of the abscissae correspond to increasing values
of vapour velocity (and increasing T in the case of FrH/Pr. and.
increasing Q in the case of 1r1ç4JRe p). The conclusions drawn earlier
in sections 7.11 and. 7.12 may again be deduced. from figs. 7,24 and
7.25.
7.2 Vapour-gas inirtu.res
The present results (four different vapour-gas mixtures (steam-air,
steam-hydrogen, Refrigerant 1 1 3-air and Refrigerant 113-hydrogen),
two tube diameters (12.5 mm and 25.25 mm) and a range of pressures)
are examined, in the light of recent observations for steam-air mirtu.res
of Mills ci. al. /76 /, Fujii ci. al. /52, 77 / and. the empirical corre].a-
tion (fox' steam-air mixtures only) of Berman /87,90/, the semi-empirical
correlation of Mills ci. al. /76 / (based on the theoretical analysis of
&crivos /88 / for boundary-layer flow with strong suction and. using data
for steam-air mixtures only) and. the theoretical equation of Rose /72 /.
For steam-air mixtures, it was seen in Chapter 2 that Rose 1 s equations
2.53 are in satisfactory agreement with Berman's correlation, see fig.
2.32, (except for W•/Wa, P 1 where the latter behaves incorrectly).
According to the theory of Rose /72 /, the dimensionless quantity
Sh/JRe is related. to the far-to-near gas mass fraction ( = Wa/Wj)
and. the Schmidt number (So) thus,
Sh4JRe	 [i + 2.28Sc5 (w - i) ' -	 /(2 - 2c)	 (7.13)
where Sh is the Sherwood number, ri dJPvD (1 -
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Re is the gas-phase Reynolds number, Ud0P/i,
is the condensation flux
D is the binary diffusion coefficient
The semi-empirical correlation of kills et. al. /6 / contains the vapour
Reynolds number (Rev) as an additional parameter. Figs. 7.26 sh the
comparison (on the basis of Sh/4Re against i/w) of the equations of Rose
and Mills for a wide range of Schmidt number which includes the range
covered in the present work. For each Schmidt number where experimental
data is available, the ranges of Re used in calculating the Mills
prediction are those used. in the experiments. For the oases where no
experimental data is available, the ranges of Re chosen are from 100
to 10000. Also shown in the figure are the approximate ranges covered
in the present investigation. It is evident that the equation of Rose
/72 / and Mills et. al. /76 / (i.e. equations 2.53 and. 2.56 respectively;
equation 2.53c is rewritten here as equation 7.13) are in satisfactory
agreement, for the range of the experimental data, figs. 7.26. The present
results are therefore compared only with the equation of Rose.
In order to make comparisons relating to the vapour-gas layer only
(i.e. excluding the effect of the condensate film), an estimate must
be made of the effective thermal resistance of (or mean temperature
drop across) the condensate layer so that this may be subtracted from
the overall resistance (or overall temperature drop) between the
bulk vapour and the condenser tube outside wall. In the present
work, the semi-empirical correlation of Fujii et. al. /50, 60/ based
on the uniform wall heat flux theory (i.e. equation 7.3) has been
used for the condensate film. As was seen in section 7.1, this equation
is in very good agreement with the present results for pure steam arid
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pure Refrigerant 113 (see figs. 7.8 to 7.14). In calculating the mea.n
temperature drop across the condensate film, an iterative procedure was
used. Starting with a guessed interfacia]. temperature (T i ) the heat flux
calculated from equation 7.3 for the condensate film was determined.
TJsing an iterative procedure, the calculation was repeated (at each step
the new estimate of the interfacial temperature, T, was used) until the
heat flux given by equation 7.3 for the condensate film differed from
the observed value by less than 1 lcW/m2 (which is 0.005 % of the lowest
observed heat flux), see Appendix F. faving found. the interfacial
temperature, the values of SW.JRe and. w can then be evaluated as
indicated in Appendix F.
On the basis of equation 7.13, the steam—air data of Mills et. a].. /76 /,
Fujii et. al. /52, 77 / and the present work (steam—air mixtures) for
which the Schmidt number is essentially constant (approximately 0.5),
may be compared on a single graph, fig.7.27. As will be seen later, these
d.ata extend from those cases where the dominant resistance is that
of the condensate film (lowest gas concentrattions and. highest vapour
velocities) to those where the gas—phase resistance is the controlling
factor. It is clear from the figure that the range of 	 (i.e. 1/w)
extends approximately from 2 to 40 and. that the agreement between the
observed and calculated values is excellent over the whole range. This
lends strong support to equation 7.13. It mr be noted that the
measurements of Mills et. al. /76 / are for relatively low vapour
velocities (<1.0 Vs) while those of Pujii et. al. /52, 77/ extend
to higher vapour velocities (2 to 48 si,fs). Both measurements were obtained
at sub—atmospheric pressures and for only one tube. The range of vapour
velocities used in the present work is from 0.3 to 25.7 ny's. The present
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data were obtained with two tubes of different diameters and. for both
atmospheric and. sub-atmospheric pressures.
In the above and subsequent comparisons (except where stated), the
properties of the vapour-gas mixture and those of the condensate film
have been calculated. on the following basis. For the vapour-gas
layer, the density and viscosity were taken as the arithmetic means
of their values at, and remote from, the vapour-condensate interface;
the densities being evaluated on the basis of ideal-gas mixtures
and. the viscosities by the method of Wiflce /92a/, see Appendix E. The
diffusion coefficient was taken at ( T + T1)/2. The properties of the
condensate film were evaluated as for the pure vapour cases, see
section 7.11.
Besides the steam-air mixtures, three other vapour-gas combinations
(steam-hydrogen, Refrigerant 113-air and Refrigerant 1 13-hydrogen) were
used in the present investigation. In order to test the theory /72 / for
a wide range of parameters, these vapour-gas combinations were chosen
so that the relevant thermophysical properties would be markedly
different from those of steam-air mixtums. Thus the theoretical
predictions using equation 7.13 for the four different vapour-gas
combinations differed widely. In particular, the Schmidt number for the
above mixtures are approximately 0.5, 0.2, 0.2 and 0.05 respectively.
The different vapour-gas combinations and test conditions used. are
summarised in Table 7.1. It may be seen from the Table that the vapour-gas
combinations fall predominantly into three Schmidt number ranges. On
this basis, the theoretical results (equation 7.13) have been evaluated
for values of Sc - 0.5, 0.2 and 0.05, and are compared with the relevant
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experimental results in figs. 7.28 to 7.35. A separate graph is given
for each of the four vapour—gas combinations, for each of the two tube
diameters and for each pressure used. It is evident that in all cases,
the theory correctly predicts the relationship between ShAJRe and w
(. w,/w) and the dependence of this relationship on the Schmidt mimber.
Since the Schmidt numbers used. in the present investigation fall.
predominantly into three narrow ranges, a comparison for each range was
made on the relation between Sh/Re and. 1/w, figs. 7.36 to 7.38. On
each graph, all of the present data (for the relevant Schmidt number)
together with the steam—air data of Fujii et. al. /52, 77 / and Mills
et. al. /76 / (so 0.5) are included. In fig. 7.39, all the data given
in figs. 7.36 to 7.38 are shown together. It is clear that in all cases,
the measurements are in good agreement with each other and with theory
/72 /.
As may be seen in Table 7.1, the Schmidt number varied somewhat for each
individual data set. A more detailed comparison is therefore given in
Tables 7.2 to 7.9 and. in figs. 7.40 to 7.43 (corresponding to figs. 7.36
to 7.39) which are plotted on the basis of calculated heat flux against
observed. heat flux. The calculated. heat flux was determined, on the basis
of coupling equation 7.3 (condensate film) with equation 7.13 (vapour—
gas layer) in the following manner. Starting with a guessed. interfacial
temperature (Ti), the heat fluxes given by equations 7.3 (condensate
film) and. 7.13 (vapour—gas layer) were determined.. Using an iterative
procedure, the calculation was repeated (at each step the new estimate of
the interfaciai. temperature, T1 , was used) until the difference in the
heat flux given by equation 7.3 and that given by equation 7.13 was less
than I W/m2
 (which is 0.005 % of the lowest observed heat flux), see
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Appendix F. The value of	 thus found showed that the results extend from
those cases where (i - T ) >>	 - Ti ), (i.e. the condensate film
is the dominant resistance to heat transfer), to those cases where
(T -
	
<< (T - Ti ), (i.e. the vapour—gas layer is the d.oniinazit
resistance to neat transfer). As expected, it is evident that in all
cases, the agreement between the observed and. calculated. heat f].xes
is excellent (within ± 10 %).
As noted. in Chapter 3, one of the aims of the present investigation
was to determine, on the basis of the experimental measuremerrts, improved
values of the constants a, b and. c (see equation 2.51, Chapter 2) which
in the theory of Rose /72 / was provisionally set to unity in each case.
In view of the excellent agreement between theory and experiment, it is
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Figure 7.1	 Comparison of present results with the correlation
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Figure 7.2	 Comparison of present results with the correlation
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Figure 7.4	 Comparison of present results with the correlation
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Figure 7.5	 Comparison of present results with the correlation
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Figure .6	 Comparison of present results with the correlation
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Figure 7.8	 Comparison of present results with the correlation
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..-	 data	 Table 6.5
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Figure 7.10 Comparison of present results with the correlation
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Figure 7.13	 Comparison of present results with the correlation
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tube diameter 12.5 mm
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Comparison of present results with the correlation
of ?ujii ct. al. /50, 60/
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Figure 7.26 Comparison of the semi—empirical equation of Mills et. a].. /76/









Figure 7. 27 Comparison of the results for steam—air mixtures of
Xilis et. al. /76 /, Pu.jii et. al. /52, 77 / and. the present
work with the theory of Rose /72 /
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Figure 7.28 Comparison of present results with the theory of
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Figure 7.30 Comparison of present results with the theory of
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Figure 7.34 Comparison of present results with the theory of
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Figure 7.36	 Comparison of steam-air results on the basis
of Sh/JRe and i/
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Figure 7.37 Comparison of steam-hydrogen and R 113-air results















Pigtire 7.38 Comparison of R 113-hydrogen results on the basis
of Sh/\fRe and i/
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Figure 7.39 Comparison of vapour-gas results on the basis
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Figure 7.40	 Comparison of steam results on the basis
of calculated and observed heat fluxes
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Figure 7,41	 Comparison of steam—hydrogen and R 113 —air results

















Figure 7.42 Comparison of R 113—hydrogen results on the basis
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Figure 7.43 Comparison of vapour—gas results on the basis of
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ci'rsR 8 - CONCLUDING BEX&RXS
In recent years significant progress has been made towards the
theoretical understanding of forced convection condensation on a
horizontal tube, notably by Sheilad.ze and Gomelauri /24 / and.
Pijii and co-workers /49 - 52 I. Comparison with limited experimental
data (mostly for steam) however, is inoonclu8ive.
In the present work, further data for vertical downward flow of pure
vapours condensing on a horizontal tube have been obtained with a view
to shedding further light on the problem. Neasurements have been made
for a wide range of conditions of vapour velocity, pressure, vapour-
to-wall temperature difference and. heat flux. Tests have been performed
with two different fluids (steam and Refrigerant 113) and. using two
tubes of different diameters. Special attention has been given to
accuracy in the determination of vapour velocity, vapour and condensing
tube surface temperatures and the heat-transfer rate. Care has been
taken to ensure that the results were not affected by the presence of
non-condensing gases in the vapour nor by the 000urenoe of dropwise
condensation on the tube.
Theory /49 - 52 / indicates that the vapour-side heat-transfer




For the experimental ranges which have been used to date, the predicted
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dependence on the R/PrL paraseter is of similar magnitude to, or less
than, the soatter of the data. So essentially, for these data we have,
NukJReTp -
	
2 ( i'r/ñ )
as indicated, by the approximate theory of Shelcriladze and Gomelauri /24/.
The present results for steam are in broad general agreement with the
results of other workers /37 - 40, 42, 43, 50, 59, 60 /. They are
significantly less scattered. than the results of 7ijii et. al. /50, 60 /
but they agree well with Pujii's correlations /o, 60 / of his own
steam data. All of the data are in good accord. with the Nu.sselt theory
at low vapour velocity. Where deviation from Nusasit theory becomes
more evident (sufficiently small values of rrJir), the Thiaselt
numbers found. in the present work are somewhat lower than those found.
by Nobbs and layhew /42, 43 /. It may be significant that the Iob'ba
and Kayhew data were obtained at around atmoapherio pressure whereas
the present results, for similar values of Pr1/FrH, were obtained
at sub—atmospheric pressures.
At moderate vapour velocities, these data sets (Iobbs and. Mayhew /42,
43 /, Fujii /50, 60 / and present) are in good. general agreement with
theory but show significant deviation from theory at the low r1/Pr
(high vapour velocities and. high condensation rates) end. of the data;
the Nobbe results being in closest agreement with theory.
Apart from the results of Gogonin and. Dorokhov /59 / for Refrigerant 21,
the present results for Refrigerant 113 are the only non—steam data
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which seem to be available. The data of Gogonin and. Dorokhov are for
very low vapour velocities where the predicted deviation from Nueselt
is email so that these results shed little liit on the problem. The
present results for Refrigerant 113 cover a similar range of Pr1/YrE
to the steam data /42, 43, 50, 6o and. present / and on the basis of a
Nu/JReTp - ?r1J'YrH plot are in good agreement with the latter. It is
of interest to note that the present Refrigerant 113 results are in
very good agreement with Fujii's correlation of his data for sieam
providing evidence that, while the theory may be imperfect, the
parameters used (arising from the theory and which are used in the
correlation, i.e. Jn/(JRe1p and. Pr1/FrH) are the important ones.
Only one set of data /37 - 40 / exists for very low values of Pr1/FrEI
(i.e. high vapour velocities and high condensation rates). These data
indicate Nusselt zmmbers well below the theoretical predictions, but
not too far below a linear extrapolation of the lower-vapour-velocity
results /42, 43, 50, 59, 60 and. present /. What would appear to be
a very conservative modification of the theory /24, 47 / is indeed
seen to be conservative with respect to most of the data with the
of those for the highest vapour velocities which gave significantly
lower heat-transfer coefficients.
In conclusion, it would. appear that the theory is generally satisfactory
for moderate vapour velocities but that for higher values, considerable
doubt exists. It is not clear at this point which factors ignored in
the theory would lead to the prediction of lower vapour-side heat-
transfer coefficient at high vapour velocity. It would. seem that further
high-accuracy data for the high-velocity region are needed, including
results for fluids other than steam.
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Prior to the present work, few experimental d.ata /52, 76, 77, 87, 90 /
were available for forced convection coniensation on a horizontal tube
in the presence of a non-condensing gas. These data were all for the case
of condensation of steam in the presence of air. An approximate theoretical
treatment of this problem /72 / was in good. agreement with this limited
data.. The purpose of the present investigation of this problem was to
provide data for different vapour-gas combinations in order to provide
a more stringent check on the theory. In particular, vapour-gas
combinations have been chQsen to give a wide range of Schmidt number.
Xeasurenients have been made for steam-air, steam-hydrogen, Refrigerant
113-air and Refrigerant 11 3-&y-th'ogen mirtures for a wide range of balk
gas mass fract ions vapour velocity, pressures vapour-t 0-wall tempera-
ture and. heat-transfer flux. The Schmidt number for the above vapour-
gas combinations ranged approximately from 0.05 to 0.5. is in the
case of the pure vapour investigation, special care was taken to
obtain hii-acouracy measurements and. to ensure that the results
were not affected by the occurrence of dropwise condensation. The gas
content was determined by two independent methods which agreed close],y
for all tests. Since one of the methods involved the vapour flow
rate, this provides verification, of the measurement of the latter and.
hence of the vapour velocity in both the pure vapour and the vapour-gas
investigations.
For the purpose of comparison with theory /72 /, it is necessary to
determine the temperature drop across the condensate film. It was the
original intention that the present data for the pure vapour case would.
'be used for this purpose. In view of the excellent agreement between the
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correlation of Yujii's steam data /50, 60 / and. the present results for
steam and Refrigerant 113, the correlation was used to evaluate the
temperature drop across the condensate film when treating the vapour-
gas results. It may also be noted that for the ranges of the vapou.r
velocity used, the correlation and. theory /49 - 52 / do not differ
greatly, so that it is considered that the condensate thermal resistance
was determined with good accuracy. For most of the data, the temperature
drop in the vapour (required for comparison with the theory for the
vapour-gas boundary layer) was a substantial proportion of the measured
vapour-to-wall temperature difference.
The present results were found. to be in good agreement with the earlier
steam-air data and. with theory. The precision of the measurements was
such as to show a clear Schmidt number dependence in line with the
theoretical prediction. It is of interest to note that, for the ranges
used in the present investigation, the semi-empirical equation of
iills et. al. /i6 / (based on steam-air mixture data) is in satisfactory
agreement with the theoretical equation of Rose /72 /. The correlation
of Berman and. Puke /87, 90 / for steam-air mixtures agrees well with
both of the above except at very hi gas mass fractions which are outside













































Check on the coolant flow rate calibration
Each flowmeter was calibrated in turn by oofleotirgand. weighing and
the results were tabulated in Tables Al and. A.2 below.
Table A. 1 Large metering tube (nominal maximum volume flow rate
68.19 ]/min,)
water mass flow rate,	 / ( / s)
water	 indicated volume from collecting equation 	 percent
collected time flow rate, 	 ' % and. weighing	 4.1	 difference
kg	 a
inlet temperature	 - 279.65 K
inlet temperature T - 293.15 K
	










120	 45.0	 0.512	 0.511	 0.2
	
68.02	 80	 75.0	 0.850	 0.851	 -0.1
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Table A.2 Small metering tube (nominal maximum volume flow rate
10.18 3/mm.)
water mass flow rate, r / (kg / s)
water	 indicated, volume from collecting equation
	
percent
collected time flow rate, t 10, % ath weighing	 4.1	 difference
kg	 a
inlet temperature T - 279.65 1
	



















	i6.00	 150	 61.0	 0.107	 0.106	 0.9
	
14.70	120	 70.0	 0.123	 0.122	 0.8
	
17.10	 120	 82.0	 0.143	 0.143	 0.0
	
20.10	 120	 95.0	 0.168	 0.166	 1.2
inlet temperature T - 293.15 1
	
4.80	 185	 15.0	 0.026	 0.025	 3.8
	








120	 75.0	 0.126	 0.127	 -0.8
	
19.40	120	 95.0	 0.162	 0.161	 0.6
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APPENDIX B
Calibration of the thermocouples
All thermocouples used. in the investigation were made from the same
reel of twin-laid copper-constantan wire. Two thermocouples were
calibrated simultaneously, one taken from the beginning of the reel
and one after cutting the wires to be used. for the investigation.
The thermocouples were calibrated against a platinum resistance
thermometer calibrated. by the National Physical Laboratory (u.x.)
(accuracy better than 0.001 K). The "cold." junctions were placed
in 300 mm long glass tubes which were immersed in finely-ground.,
closely-packed, melting distilled-water ice. The "hot" junctions
were wound round. the resista.ce thermometer bulb.
A constant temperature oil batb,designed and. built in Queen Nary College
by Dr. LR. Nightingale, was used for the calibration. The oil bath
was constructed of brass with dimensions 760 x 380 x 250 ian 3 and.
placed. in a wooden box with the interspace filled with granules of
expanded vermiculite insulation. An impeller driven by an electric
motor was used to rapidly circulate the oil first through a 90 ian
diameter ufnel" cylinder that served to provide a near-isothermal
enclosure where all measurements were made. At the entrance of the
"isothermal" enclosure, a resistance thermometer provided the signal
to operate an automatic temperature controller, the output of which
was fed to the bath heater,(The controller was of model 1053 A with
resistance thermometer type 1080 A supplied. by the Hallii nan
Instruments Division of Elliott Process InstrumentB Limited,
Century Works, London).
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Over periods of several hours, changes in the oil-bath temperature
did not exceed 0.005 K and over periods of several minutes the changes
were not more than 0.002 K. Within the "isothermal" enclosure of the
oil bath, temperature gradients were less than 0.001 K in 100 mn.
A typical calibration "point" was obtained in two minutes.
The calibration temperatures ranged from 283.15 K to 373.15 K in steps
of approximately 10 K. At each temperature, the thermo-enif of each
thermocouple was noted. and the temperature of the resistance thermometer
(with resistance of approximately 25 ohms at 273.15 x) was found using
a current of approximately 1 niL, which was small enough to avoid
significant heating effect in the thermometer. As the thermocouple
and thermometer readings were taken within two minutes of each other,
temperature changes in the oil bath introduced negligible error in
the calibration. The therino-eiufs of the two thermocouple differed.,
at most, by 0.5 tV (corresponding to about 0.0? x). The calibration data
(see Table B • 1) were fitted using the "least squares" method resulting a
in the following equation:-
T - 273. 0995 + 2.5518496 i io_2 e - 6.6119645' 10 e
+ 2.6750257' 10	 e	 (B.i)
where T is the thermo&ynamio temperature /K
e is the thermo-emf /j1V.
The mean and. maximum deviation from the above equation were 0.003 K
arid 0.01 K respectively. Table B. 1 gives the temperature recorded by
the resistance thermometer, the values of the thermo-emfs produced. by
the thermocouples and temperatures calculated using equation B. 1.
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Table B.1 Thermocouple calibration
Resistanoe	 Thermo-emfa	 Equation B.1 with
Thermometer	 e - (e 1 + e2)/2
T obs	 e1	 e2	 T1	 T0b9 - Tcaic


















































Check on the heat transfer rate throL11 the test condenser tube to the
coolant based on the coolant measurements
Tests, covering the whole range of coolant flow rates used in the main
tests, were carried out where the heat transfer rate was obtained using
two methods:-
a. from measurements of the condensation rate, c1' on the outside
of the test condenser tube by collecting the condensate over a
measured time interval:
S
- c1 hfg	 (c.i)
where Q is the heat transfer rate
hfg is the specific enthalpy of evaporation taken at
b. from measurements of the cooling water mass flow rate and. the
temperature increase:
S	 •
- Q	 -	 c	 - T. )
	
(c.2)cw	 cw P out in
where %,
	
are the heat transfer rates
is the mass fl rate of the coolant calculated using
equation 4.1
is the specific isobaric heat capacity of the coolant,
taken as
	 at (T + T 1 ) /2

































































The resu].ts of the heat transfer rate calculated using equations C.1
and C.2 are tabulated in Table C.1. It may be noted that the agreement
between the two different results are generally better than 5 %.
Purther, the two measurements of the cooling water outlet temperature
(see also section 4.4.3) agree with each other to better than 0.02 K
(i.e. corresponding to a thermo-emf of 1 ,1v).
Table C.l Comparison of the heat transfer rates calculated from






















































































































































321.63	 0.026	 1.20	 400	 671.1	 137
	
131	 -4.2
t iT0 is the coolant temperature rise









Sample Comparisons of the two methods of determining the gas mass
fraction
The symbols used in this appendix are:-
bulk gas mass fraction calculated from vapour nd gas mass f1
rates, see equation 6.15
bulk gas mass fraction calculated from pressure and. temperature
measurements in the test section, see equation 6.16
Table D.1 Sample comparisons of 	 and.






















































0.58	 o • 57
1 • 03	 1104

















In view of the excellent agreement between the two methods of
determining the bulk gas mass fraction (see Table D.1) over the
whole range of bulk gas mass fraction used. in the tests, the results
tabulated in Tables 6.10 to 6.17 and Tables 7.2 to 7,9 have been
obtained, only for W. It may be noted that the results obtained when
using W are generally within * 3 % of those given in the Tables.
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APPENDIX E
Thermophyaioal properties of the test fluids
E.1 Symbols and. units
The symbols and units used in this appendix are given beitw: -
o,	 specific isobaric heat capacity / (3/kg K)
0	 specific isobaric heat capacity of saturated liquid / (3/kg K)
D	 binary diffusion coefficient / (m2/a)
hfg specific enthalpy of evaporation / (3/kg)
thermal conductivity of saturated liquid / (W/m K:)
kt	 thermal conductivity of copper / (W/m K)
relative molecular mass / (kcmol)
P	 pressure / Pa
P0 	 critical pressure / Pa
P5 	saturation pressure / Pa
B	 specific ideal—gas constant / (3/kg K)
T	 thermodynamic temperature / K
T0 critical temperature / K
saturation temperature / K
	
t	 Celsius temperature/ , (p
 — 273.15)
Vf specific volume of saturated liquid / (m3/kg)
Vg specific volume of saturated vapour / (m3/kg)
interaction ener parameter/ J
	










dynamic viscosity / (kg/rn s)
dynamic viscosity of' saturated. liquid / (kg/rn B)
dynamic viscosity of' saturated vapour / (kg/rn s)
dynamic viscosity of vapour or vapour-gas mixture / (kg/rn )
density / (kgJm3)
density of liquid mercury / (kg/rn3)
density of vapour or vapour-gas mixture / (kgJin3)
diffusion volume
0
interact ion molecular distance parameter / A
collision mt ergral
E.2 Properties of Water Substance
The following equations were used. in all calculations in the present
thesis:-
specific isobaric heat capacity of saturated liquid (opf)




specifio enthalpy of evaporation (hfg)
hfg - 3468920 - 5707.4 T + 11.5562 T2
 - 0.0133103	 (E.2.2)
(ref. / 93/)
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thermal oond.uctivity of saturated liquid (kf)
- - 0.92247 + 2.8395 (T/273.15) - 1.800 (T/273.15)2
+ 0.52577 (T/273.15) 3 - 0.07344 (T/273.15) 4
	(E.2.3)
(ref. /94/)
relative molecular mass ("molecular weight") (M)
= 18.015
(ref. / 95 1)
saturation pressure (p)
P5 - io x sip	 + A2/TR + A3 in(TR) + A4 TR +
+ (TR)3 + Al(TR )4
 + A8(TR )5 + A9(TR )6 +





A2 - - 5.6783717693
A3 = 1.4597584637
A4 - 13.87700c08










specific ideal—gas constant (a)
R 461.51
specific volwne of saturated lictuid._(Vi)
9.99 1 7 x	 + t(6.5 x 10 + 3.83333 x 1O t)	 (E.2.5)
(ref. / 93 1)
specific volume of saturated vapour_(vi)
B2
Vg [i +!i + 2Bi B2}]
-0.0015








dynamic viscosity of saturated. liquid. (Mi.)
- 0.00002414 x	 (E.2.7)
where J - 247.8 / (T - 140)
(ref. /94 1)
dynamic viscosity of saturated vapour (Mg)
Mg - - 4.47841 5 x 10 + T(5.0216 x 10	 1.579 x 10T) (E.2.8)
(ref. / 93 1)
diffusion volumes





(ref. / 97 1)
Properties of water substance given in the above equations for
temperature range 275 - 375 K are tabulated in Table E.1.
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L3 Properties of Refrigerant 113 (triohiorotrifluoroethane)
The following equations were used in all calculations in the present
thesis:-
specifio isobaric heat capacity of saturated liquid (cm.)
(E.3.1)- 929 + 1.03 t
(ref. / 98 /)
specific enthalpy of evaporation (hfg)
hfg - ( i.6ii - 0.0031 t) x
(ref. / 98/)
thermal conductivity of saturated liquid (kf)
- 0.0802 - 0.000203 t
(ref. / 98/)
relative molecular mass ("molecular weight") (14)
14 187.38











(ref. / 98 /)
specific ideal—gas oonstarrt (R)
R - 44.371
specific volume of saturated liquid (Vi)
1.1	 io- (0.617 + 0.O0c47 t	 j
(E.3.4)
(ref. /98/)
specific volume of saturated lrapour (vg)
Vg - r/( p8 . (i + 0.636 (pjp)O.816))




dynamic viscosity of saturated. liquid (I'f)
5	 J/sf
_i.34 x10	 xlO
where J - 503/(t + 271)
(ref. /98 /)
d3rnamio viscosity of saturated vapour (,)
- ( 0. 920 + 0.003 t) io
(E .3 • 7)
(E.3.8)
(ref. /98 1)
Lennard-.Jones potentials (o and. eJK)
(used. in the estimation of the diffusion coefficient of Refrigerant 113





Properties of Refrigerant 113 given in the above equations for the
temperature range 275 - 325 K are tabulated. in Table E.2.
-6(5.26 + 0.044 T) X 10 (s.4.1)
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E.4 Properties of air
The following ecpiations were used in all calculations in the present
thesis:—
specific isobaric heat capacity (ce)
1005
(ref. /101 1)
relative molecular mass ("molecular weigit") (N)
N - 28.96
(ref. /101 I)
specific ideãl—gaa constant (K)
R - 287.1
dynamic viscosity ('t)






Lennard.-Jones potentials (cr and. ,/c)





Properties of air given in the above equations for the temperature
range 275 - 375 K are t&bu]ated. in Table L3.
E.5 Properties of hyd.rogen
The following equations were used. in all calculations in the present
thesis:-
specific isobaric heat capacity (ci)
c, - (27297.94 + 3.2657 T + 502.42x 1O/T 2 )/2.O16	 (E.51)
(ref. / 102/)
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relative molecular mass ("molecular weight") (M)
- 2.016
(ref. / 103/)










Lennard-Jones potentials (a and ç4)











Properties of hydrogen given in the above equat ions for the temperature
range 275 - 375 K are tabulated in Table E.3.
.6 Mixture properties










The method. of Puller et. al. / 97 / was used. to estimate the diffusion
coefficient for steam-hydrogen mixture.
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where M1 , M2	are the relative molecular massea of steam arid
hydrogen respectively
the diffusion volumes of steam and. hydrogen
respectively
Substituting the values for M 1 , M2 , 1v1 and.	 gives,




The reooimnendat jons of Reid and. Sherwood /100 / were used to estimate
the diffusion coefficient of K 113—air and K 113—hydrogen mixtures.
D - 0.01883 T34'2 f(M1 + 12 )/M1 M2]	 (E.6.4)
p (72
where M, M2 are the relative molecular masses of the pure constituents
1 and. 2 respectively
is the Lennard-Jones force constant for the mixture
is the collision integral
I_2.i








(Note: cZD depends only on the dimensionless ratio scT/€0 , ic being
Boltzmann's constant. Values of
	
as a function of KT/€ 0 are given
in Table E.4 (reproduced from Table 11 - 1 of /ioo/).
The values of	 and. or for the mirture are estimated from the




- ( CT1 + 0 2)/2
	 (E.6.6)





For I - 321 K,
- 1.9063
and from Table L4, by linear interpolation,
1.09274
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Substituting the values of a	 and. the relative molecular masses of
R 113 and. air into equation E.6.4 gives, the following equation for the
diffuBion coefficient for R 113-air mixtures,









For T - 321 K,
- 2.18733
and. from Table E.4, by linear interpolation,
- 1.0430
Substituting the values of a	 and. the relative moleoular masses
of 9 113 and. hyd.rogen into equation E.6.4 gives the following equation
for the diffusion coefficient for K 113-hydrogen mixtures.







M v	 (i1/(1 + 4,)) +	 +
	 (E.6 '9)
where	 are the dynamic viscosity of the pure constituents 1 and
2 respectively	 2
( 2/'1 ) lii + [( Mu M 2 ) (p2/ ) ] (M1/M )* ]
(4,)[1 + (M1/N2)]4
(u/2) [1 + [( ly'Mi ) (e/ e2) ]* (s/Mi )*]
(4,4j2)[1 + (M2/M1)J*
are the mole fractions of constituents I and 2 respectively
e1, 2 are the density of pure constituents I and 2 respectively
at the temperature and total pressure of the mixture
M 1 , M2 are the relative molecular masses of pure constituent8
1 and 2 respectively
(ref. /92a/)
density ()
Applying the Gibbs—Dalton Law of partial volumes, the mixture density
is taken to be the sum of the partial densities of the constituents at
the temperature of the mixture. Thus,
where ii is the number of constituents in the mixture.
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E.7 Thermal conductivity of copper (1r)
- 438.643 - 0.1306926 T + 4.540943 x 10 T2	(E.7.1)
(ref. / 4/)
Thermal oothuotivity of copper given in the above equation for
the temperature range 275 to 375 K is tabulated. in Table E.3.
E.8. Density of liquid mercury
- (6.98392 x10 + 1.40194 x 10 T - 2. 2775 x io2 T2
—15
+ 2.70871 X 10	 T3)
(ref. / 4 1)
Density of liquid mercury given in the above equation for the
temperature range 275 to 375 K is tabulated in Table E.3.
(.8.i)
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Table E.1 Thermophysical Properties of Water Substance
T	 Cpf	 hg
	 kf	 P8	 VfXIO3	 Vg	 ?1O3 I•LgXIO
K kJ/kg K MT/kg	 W/m K
	































































































































































































Table E.2 Thermophyeical Propertie8 of Refrigerant 113
_____	 _____ kx	 VfX 10	 Yg	 MfX1O /X106
K	 J/kg K kJ/kg W/m K
	 Pa	 m3/kg m3/kg kg/rn s kg/rn a
275	 930.9
	
160.5	 79,8	 16392	 0.618	 0.738	 0.935
	
9.256
280	 936.1	 159.0	 78.8	 20755	 0.622	 0.593	 0.866	 9.406














300	 956.7	 152.8	 74,7	 48630	 0,641	 0.268	 0.654	 10.010




72.7	 70914	 0.651	 0.189	 0.577	 10.310




320	 977.3	 146.6	 70.7
	
100572	 0.662	 0.136	 0.512	 10.610
325	 982.4

















































































































































Table E.4 Reproduced from Reid and. Sherwood /100 /
Tz..z 11-1. VALUES OF TEE COLLISJON INTEGRAL On BASED ON TEE
LEnNjtD-JoNEs Po7tNnALf
kT/4	 (1D	 L7'/t.	 On
0 30	 2.662	 1.65	 1.153	 4 0	 0.8836
0.35	 2 476	 1.70	 1.140	 4 1
	 0.8788
0.40	 2.318	 1.75	 1.128	 4.2	 0.8740
0.45	 2.184	 1.80	 1.116	 4.3	 0.8694
O 50	 2 066	 1.85	 1.105	 4 4	 0.8652
o ss	 1.966	 1.90	 1.094	 4 5	 0 8610
0.60	 1.877	 1 95	 1.084	 4 6	 0 8568
o 65	 1.798	 2 00	 1.075	 4.7	 0.8530
0.70	 1.729	 2.1	 1.057	 4.8	 0.8492
0 75	 1.667	 2.2	 1.041	 4.9	 0.8456
0.80	 1.612	 2.3	 1.026	 5.0	 0.8422
085	 1.562	 2.4	 1.012	 6	 0.8124
0 90	 1.517	 2.5	 0.9996	 7	 0.7896
0 95	 1.476	 2.6	 0.9878	 8	 0.7712
1 00	 1.439	 2.7	 0.9770	 9	 0.7556
1.05	 1.406	 2.8	 0.9672	 10	 0.7424
1.10	 1.375	 2.9	 0.9576	 20	 0.6640
1.15	 1.346	 3.0	 0.9490	 30	 0.6232
1.20	 1.320	 3.1	 0.9406	 40	 0.5960
1.25	 1.296	 3.2	 0.9328	 50	 0.5756
1.30	 1.273	 3.3	 0.9256	 60	 0.5596
1.35	 1.253	 3.4	 0.9186	 70	 0.5464
1.40	 1.233	 3.5	 0.9120	 80	 0.5352
1.45	 1.215	 3.6	 0.9058	 90	 0.5256
1.60	 1.198	 3.7	 0.8998	 100	 0.5130
1.55	 1.182	 3.8	 0.8942	 200	 0.4644
1.60	 1.167	 3.9	 0.8888	 400	 0.4170
t From J. C) Hzrschfelder, C. F. Curtiss, and R. B. Bird, "Molecular Theory of
GLses and Liquids," John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1954.





The experimental point chosen to illustrate the method. of calculation




bulk saturation pressure, I 	 101.2 kPa
bulk saturation temperature, T 	 373.10 K
mean wall outside temperature, T 	 337. 89 K
coolant mass flow rate,	 0.169 kg/a
coolant inlet temperature, 	 293.52 K
coolant temperature rise, AT
	 2.81 K
exposed length of the test condenser tube, L
	
109.5 mm
outside diameter of the test condenser tube, d0 12.5 mm
Calculation of th. observed heat flux and. Nusselt number
The mean coolant temperature, T0 , .B
T	 - T	 + 0.5 T	 - 294.93 1ow	 in	 cw
The rate of heat transfer to the coolant is calculated from equation
C.2 as
a	 Tow	 ow Pow ow
- 0.169 x 4183.0 x 2.81 - 1986.5 W
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The area of heat transfer,
2
- ,rd.0 L - 0.0043




Nu	 d / (T) - 245.9cbs 0
Calculation of the predicted. beat flux and Nusselt nu.mber
The reference temperature, Ti,, used, to calculate the condensate film
properties is calculated. fro. equation 7.5 as
T - T + *.T - 349.63K
1	 V
The properties of the condensate fil, calculated. at Tr are:—
density, eL	 974.1
dynamic viscosity, LL	 3.67 x 10 kg/(m s)




The epsoific enthalpy of evaporation, h g is calculated at T, thus,
h	 - 2.257 )!J/kgfg





dynamic viscosity,	 12.0 X 10 kJ(m e)




condensate Prathtl uaiber, PrL	 2.3
Yroude number, Fr	 23.6
two—phase Reynolds number, ReTP	 56454
phase change number, I	 0.0655







The predicted heat fluxes and Nuaselt numbers are given in Table P.1
below.








Fiijii et. a].. /49 /
P'ujii et. al. /50,60/























The experimental point chosen to illustrate the method of calculation
for vapour-gas mixtures is run number 412. The measured values are:-
gas mass fraction, W02
vapour velocity, U0
bulk saturation pressure, P0
bulk saturation temperature, T0
mean wall outside temperature, T
coolant mass flow rate, ,
coolant inlet temperature, T
coolant temperature rise, Tcw
exposed length of the test condenser tube, L











Calculation of the observed heat flux
The mean coolant temperature, T0, is
-	 + 0.5	 - 290.39 K:




- 0.169	 4187.3 x 2.64 - 1884.0 w
a.nd the observed heat flux, c,b'
ob8 -	 / L	
















































Calculation of the values of Sh,4JRe and w
It was seen in Chapter 7 that the condensate film resistance is
satisfactorily represented by equation 7.3. This equation is therefore
used. in the present calculations to estimate the temperature drop,
corresponding to the observed heat flux, across the condensate film.
Starting with a guessed interfacial temperature (T i) the heat flux
calculated from equation 7.3 was determined. Using an iterative procedure,
the calculation was repeated (at each step the new estimate of the
interfacial temperature, T 7 was used) until the heat flux given by
equation 7.3 for the condensate film differed from the observed value
by less than I W/m2 (which ii 0.005 % of the lowest observed heat flux).
Table P.2 below gives the results of the calculations.
Table P.2 ,Resulte of iterations to obtain the interfacial temperature
corresponding to th. observed beat flux and mean tube wall


























When the interfacial temperature has been evaluated., the values of Sb4JR.
and w oa* be determined, as follows. The interfacial gas mass fraction is
calculated from .cpiation 6.16 as
interfacial gas mass fraction, W a 10.49 %
and. therefore,
- Wa/Wi 	0.05
The Sherwood number, Sh, is given by
Sb	 & d.0 /(eD (1_u))
.1,
-Q	 dobs J(h g p D (1 - 4)
and. th. vapour Reynolds number, Ret, by
Re - P, d
- 320 -
The specific enthalpy of evaporation, hfg is calculated, at T, thus,
hfg - 2.262 iJ/kg
The density and. dynamic viscosity of the vapour axe taken as the mean of
their values at T and , thus,




dynamic viscosity, 	 - (0.000013 + 0.000012)/2
- 0.0000125 k&'rn B
The diffusion coefficient is calculated (using equation E.6.1) at
(T + T)/2 as
diffusion coefficient, D - 0.000039 m2/s
The value of SW.Re is thus
Sh/JRe - 3.31
The values of Shi4JRe and w found using the above calculation procedure
are tabulated in Tables 7.2 to 7.9 of Chapter 7.
Calculation of the predicted (coupled condensate film and vapour-gas
la'er equations) heat flux
The predicted (or calculated) heat flux was determined on the basis of
coupling equation 7.3 (for the condensate film) with equation 7.13 (for
th. vapour-gas layer) in the following manner. Starting with a guessed
- 321
inierfacial temperature	 the heat fluxes given by equations 7.3
and. 7.13 were determined. respectively. Using an iterative procedure,
the cai.ou.lation (at each step the new estimate of the interfacial
temperature , T, was used.) until the difference in the heat flux
given by equation 7.3 and that given by equation 7.13 was less than
1 W/m2 (which is 0.005 % of the lowest observed heat flux). Table P.3
-below gives the results of the the calculations.
Table P.3 Results of iterations to obtain the calculated heat flux
heat ulux/(W/m2)





























































































The interfacia]. temperature, T, thus found can then be used. to evaluate
the respect iv. temperature drape across the condensate film and. the
vapour—gas layer. The temperature drops thus found indicate the relative
magnitude of the resistance to heat transfer of the condensate film to
that of the vapour—gas layer. The calculated heat flux and. the temperature
drops across the condensate film and the vapour—gas layer are tabulated
in Tables 7.2 to 7.9 of chapter 7.
Q	




The important quantities measured, during the present investigation
axe the heat flux (b2)' the balk-to-wall temperature difference
(T), the vapour velocity (Ua,) and the gas mass fraction (Wa,)i error
estimates in these quantities are obtained as follows:-
leat flux
The heat flux was calculated from coolant measurements, thus,
where	 is the coolant flow rate 	 -
0Pow is the specific isobaric heat capacity of the coolant,
taken as °j)f at the mean 000larrt temperature
is the coolant temperature rise
is the exposed area of the test condenser tube
Taking the limits of error in
	
as 2 % and 0.05 1 (corresponding
-to a thermo-emf of about 2 iV) respectively, the relative error
ÔQObIQObB was estimated, see /106 /, as:-
."	 .n
obJobs - {o.o22 + (oT.o5/LT0)2 } k	 (G.2)
where	 varies between 0.12 and. 7.27.
The values of the percent error in heat flux, calculated using equation
G.l are tabulated in Tables 6.3 to 6.17 and. ranged. apprazimate].y from
2.1 to 40.6. Hiever, condensate collection tests (see Appendix C)
indicated that the above estimates are conservative.
Bulk-to-wall temperature difference
Taking the present therinoo oup le calibration, thermoelectric measuring
techniques and. precautions to ensure adequate isothermal immersion of
both thermocouple junctions into consideration, it was estimated. that
all temperatures were measured with an accuracy of about ± 0.02 K
(corresponding to a therino-emf of about 1 'iV). Thus, in general,
the bulk-to--wall temperature difference (ni) was measured. with an
accuracy of about ± 0.05 K. The value of T depended on the mean outside
wall temperature which was taken as the mean of the four local and.
rad.ially--extrpolated outside wall temperatures which, in some oases
vary considerably. As a guide to the "reliability of the quoted
values of T, the standard deviation () of the four local outside
wall temperatures from the mean value is suggested. thus,
Tw -	 ( ç 	-	 (a.3)
where P
	
is the local aat aide wall temperature
is the mean outside wall temperature, - * f { T,0,L;,1
The values of	 calculated. using equation G.3 are tabulated in
Tables 6.3 to 6.17 and ranged approximately from 0.2 K to 8.1 K.
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Vapour velocity
The mean vapour velocity (u) over the exposed length of the test
condenser tube was obtained from th. mass flow rates using a seventh
power velocity profile for turbulent flow, see section 6.2. The
resulting equation for U, is,
- 1 • 108 ((k,. + & )/A. ) V	 (G.4)
where	 is the mass flow rate of vapour
is the mass flow rate of non-condensing gas
is the specific volume of vapouru-gas mixture
At5 is the cross-sectional area of the test section
Taking the limits of error on	 and ii as 1.5 % ( see section 6.2)
and. 2 % respectively, the relative error	 was estimated, see
/106/, as:-





The values of the percent error in vapour velocity, calculated using
equation G.5, are tabulated in Tables 6.3 to 6.17 and ranged approximately
from 1.2 to 1.5.
Gas mass fraction
In the present work, the gas mass fraction has been evaluated by two
methods: -
-	 i	 2








a. from the vapour and gas mass flow rates (see equation 6.i),
.	 / I.W	 .mim+)n' n
	 v
(.6)
b from the pressure and. temperature measurements of the vapour—gas
uiirture at the test section (see equation 6.16),
Wa,2 -	 P, - P8(Ta,)
- (1 - M/M) P5(Ta,)
(a.7)
For Wa,l taking the limits of error in 	 and.	 as t 2 % eth 1 1.5 %
respectively, the relative error wa, 1/w0, 1 was estimated, see /io6 /, as:-
öWcx,i -	 1 I10a,i& 2
Wa,l	 cLn U]
r	 ,2+ 1awa,1 6&i
'-"'V
i.e. öWcvi - 0,025	 / (& +	 (a.8)
Wa,i
Similarly, for Wa,2, taking the limits of error in Pa, and. P5 to be
± 13.3 Pa aM ± (P5(; + 0.02) - P5 (Ta,)) respectively, the relative




- 1	 1	 2]	 {(13.3 P8(Ta,)[wa,2 (i - (1 -
x	 + ( x/x (P5(T + 0.02) — p(a,)))2 }
(0.9)
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The values of the preoent errors
	 /W (equation G.8) and
(equation G.9) are tabulated in Tables 6.10 to 6.17 and ranged approximately
from 1.7 to 2.5 and from 0.3 to 26.4 respectively. lowever, the good
agreemeat between the two measurements of the gas mass fraction thzouiou.t
the present work suggests th.at the above estimates are conservative. In
view of this, the results tabulated in Tables 6.10 to 6.17 and. in Tables
7.2 to 7.9 have been obtained only for the gas mass fraction W 2. It may
be noted that the results obtained when using the gas mass fraction
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